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Preface

This report is submitted in compliance with delivery require

ments for the first phase of a multiphase project to develop techni

cal performance criteria for use in the design and specification of

transmission facilities for the digital defense communication system.

This project was conducted for the Defense Communications Engineering

Centerl in Reston, Virginia, by the Institute for Telecommunication

Sciences in Boulder, Colorado, on Project Order Document Number

DCFR 940065.

The views, opinions, and findings contained in this report are

those of the authors and should not be construed as an official

Defense Communications Agency policy or decision unless designated

by other official documentation.

Certain commercial equipment, instruments, protocols, or materials

are identified in this report to adequately specify the experimental

procedure. In no case does such identification imply recommendation

or endorsement by the National Telecommunications and Information

Administration, nor does it imply that the material or equipment

identified is necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS FOR DIGITAL AND ANALOG SERVICE MODES
Martin Nesenbergs, William J. Hartman, and Robert F. Linfield*

As with many technologies, the evolution of telecommunication
systems is shaped by two driving forces - pel~formance and cost. There
is area,l need to bridge the gap between 'performance' as perceive"d
by the user in accomplishing a mission and 'performance ' as perceived
by the supplier to minimize costs of implementation and operations.
The interrelationships between user-oriented performance parameters,
engineering-oriented parameters, and cost parameters ultimately define
the permi"ssible tradeoffs.

This report covers one phase of a multiple phase project to relate
the performance needs of military network users with the performance
provided by a particular telecommunications service and to seek least
cost systems that would offer such service.

"' In this first phase, the parameters describing" the performance
of two services, one analog and one digital, are defined and specific
values assigned for the related service offerings. The interrelation
ship between the user-oriented parameters and values and the technical
or engineering-oriented parameters and val~es was planned as the subject
of a subsequent phase.

Key Words: analog communications; digital communications; performance
parameters; performance standards; service modes; system
design; user requirements

1. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
Technical criteria or engineering performanc1e specifications serve as the

basis for designing various elements of a telecommunications network including
the terminals, the switching nodes, and the transmission links. The cost effective
ness of the netwot:'k therefore is highly dependent on how well the technical perfor
mance specifications are defined. A substantial impact on cost-effectiveness can
be realized by providing more precise definitions based on user's needs, and thus
preventing overdesign. This is the ultimate goal of a three-phased program of
the Defense Communications Engineering Center (DCEC). A brief project overview
describing the three major phases leading to a determination of digital transmis
sion technical criteria is given in Appendix A. The specific objectives for each
phase are summarized as follows:

*The authors are with the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences, National Tele
communications and Information Administration, u.s. Department of Commerce,
Boulder, Colorado 80303.



Phase A - User Criteria. Develop user-oriented performance criteria for
two representative services.: a digital voice communication service and an
interactive data communication service, for the second generation Defense
Communication System (DCS II).

Phase B - Technical Criteria. Translate the user-oriented performance
~riteria into corresponding technical (engineering-oriented) criteria
on an end-to-end basis.

Phase C - Subsystem Criteria. Develop user-oriented and technical perfor
mance criteria for additional DCS II service modes. Allocate the techni-

. cal criteria to subsystems within a defined DeS II global reference network.

This report covers only Phase A, the development of user-oriented parameters
and the assignment of values to them for two service modes - one analog and one
digital.

In the following introductory subsections we give some background for the
program, develop the basic concepts and definitions, define the objectives ~f

Phase A, and summarize the report sections which follow.

1.1 Background
Telecommunications networks are undergoing revolutionary changes created by

dramatic advances in switching, transmission, and terminal technology. The changes
are driven by a demand for new and specialized services, higher quality for these
services and lower cost. The new technologies are exemplified by digital carrier
transmission, computer communications, packet switching, common channel signaling,
microprocessing and large scale integrated circuitry. One result is that basic
network elements (i.e., terminals, switches, concentrators, and transmission links)
are progressively becoming more digital.

The Defense Communications Agency (DCA) has undertaken a number of actions
leading to the development of advanced network architectures which take advantage
of digital implementations, offer military advantages over the current systems,
and reduce cost for service.

Future concepts generally envision a DeS which is secure, fully digital, and
capable of handling various classes of service (e.g., voice, data, and imagery)
in an integrated manner.

The forecasted evolution of military communication networks from analog, to

analog-digital hybrids, and ultimately to an all-digital configuration has already
begun. Digital techniques, currently being implemented on some transmission

2



facilities at the strategic backbone level, will progress to the tactical level
with the introduction of TRI-TAC e:q,uipment, and to the loca.l military base nontacti
cal level over the next decade. As this progression from the present architecture,
to the goal architecture continues, it is anticipated that the Automatic Voice
Network (AUTOVON), the Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN), and the Automatic
Secure Voice Communications Networks (AUTOSEVOCOM) will be further integrated as
system improvements are made. The future Defense Switched Network (DSN) could
eventually consist of a single, unified system of network elements capable of
handling all of the telecommunications traffic needed by the military departments.
All information signals traversing this network would be in digital form.

Since most of the digital elements of the future DCS network must still be
developed and implemented~ the opportunity exists to influence the technical speci
fications for .the design. If these specifications can be defined more precisely
than has been done in the past, a considerable cost savings may be realized.

1.2 Basic Concepts and Definitions
The process of transferring information over a distance is telecommunications.

Many classes of telecommunications service are being offered. The type of service
depends on such factors as 1) the users' demands in terms of the kind of informa
tion to be transferred, 2) the information~handling capabilities of the system
supplying the service (its functional attributes), and 3) the physical structure
of the system itself.

Some discussion of basic telecommunication ~ystemconcepts and definitions
of the general terminology used in this report is given here to aid in under
standing what follows. Other, more specific definitions are given in the body
of the report and in Appendix B.

In providing needed communication services to its users, a telecommunications
network must meet certain functional objectives. These networks can be distinguished
either by the functions performed or the services provided, as depicted in Figure
1. The services are related to the user, whereas the functions are related to
the network elements, i.e., the terminals, the sWitching nodes, and the transmis
sion links. The blocks in Figure 1 are defined in the following paragraphs.

The end user is an individual or a computer program that either produces,
stores, processes, or ultimately consumes the information transferred over the
system. Typical end users are the calling and called parties in a telephone con
versation, the human terminal operator, the remote computer application program

3
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in a teleprocessing network, and the electromechanical sens;,ng~ rnonitor;ng or
regulating devices in a process control system.

The services are defined in terms of features which are directly observable
by the end users t such as types of information sources and their characteristics.
Various performance parameters may describe the services delivered to the user.
Digital servic~s are all services in which signals transmitted across the inter
face are represented by a finite number of descrlete levels.or states. Analog
services include all other services. In particular, they include analog signals
sampled at discrete times~ but not amplitude quantized as in pulse amplitude
modulation (PAM).

The interface may provide media conversion for transmitting and receiving
information. Printed words or numbers, visual displays, holes in paper tape are
transformed to and from electrical signals at the user interface. Information
units which cross both user-system interfaces c.ause a discrete change in one or
both communicating entities. Overhead bits ~n the other hand normally do not
cross both interfaces. Overhead is required to manage the network functions.

Network functions define what the system must.do in terms of operations and
the performance of equipment or faci,l:ities. The precise definition of these func
tions is the network architecture or the rules upon which the network operation
;s based. Network architectures are often specified in te.rms of protocols for the
pairwise interactions between pairs of similar network elements.

The network elements comprise the implementation of the functions or architec
ture. They describe the physical structure of the systems and subsystems used to
perform the necessary functions in terms of software code, hardware components,
link topol~gy, and node switching or concentration.

The concept of an aggregate user in contrast to an end user is also useful.
An aggregate user consists of an end user plus one or more adjacent system ele
ments-which collectively receive communication service from a subsystem. This
distinction is depicted in Figure 2 for two service modes. In both of these
modes the various circuit elements generally occur in pairs and the interfaces
are identical for these pairs. For example, modems, communication security
(COMSEC) units t and analog-to-digital converters all communicate with their own
kind only. For end-to-end users with analog sources on the user's side, the first
order and higher order parameters on the user's side are different from the techni
cal parameters on the system side. With digital sources on the users side the
first order parameters may be the same.

5
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There are three phases to the process of telecommunications. The first, called
the access phase, consists of a number of activites for provision of access paths
so that the end users can eventually transfer information. Once the access path
has been provided the information ,transfer phase begins. This phase may be uni
directional or bidirectional, so that a monolog or dialog between end users can
be carried out. Completion of the transfer phase marks the beginning of the
disengagement phase, which ends when the system is returned to its initial state
and is ready to allocate the access path to other us~rs.

Access paths may be continuously available (using dedicated circuits) or they
may be set-up and terminated on an intermittent basis (using circuit switches or
store-and-fotward SWitches). The patterns of intermittent information exchange
can vary from a few groups of information bits, such as characters, to complete
words, blocks, frames, packets or messages. They maybe tlf'ansmitted in just one
direction or in both directions. The number and frequency o~transactions can
vary. Table 1 lists some examples of end-user interactions for various network
configurations.

It is apparent from Table 1 that many different parameters and values are
required to characterize system performance of different systems for all three
phases. Some are needed to depict successful performance,' others for incorrect
performance, and finally for nonperformance. In order to cover all three categories
both long- and short-term measures of performance may also be required.

1.3 Objectives
Like many technologies, telecommunications networks are shaped by two driving

forces: performance and cost. A given network, more often than not, is a compro
mise between these two conflicting forces. For instance, a common carrier network
user desires efficiency, accuracy, and reliability. In particular, he may desire
fast access with service always available. This user also wants to minimize costs
by using the network as little as is necessary to meet his needs. The common car
rier network supplier, in contrast to the user, has economic reasons to sell as
much service as possible; to produce more income by sharing· the network resources
among more revenue generating customers.

The military user of a network has many of the same needs as the civilian
user, but requires a higher degree of reliability and availability. In addition,
the military user has certain essential requirements such as mobility~ security,
and survivability. The military user's service needs are different and the net
work he uses must be adaptable to more dynamic conditions. The military network

7
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Table 1. Examples of End User Interactions

Form of Packet Switched Circuit Switched Message Switch Television
Dialogue Network Network Network Broadcast

Datagram Single Packet Single Word Single Block Single
Unidirectional Line

Transaction Packet Elicits Sentence and Several Blocks Complete
Response of its Response Frame

Fixed Number of
Packets

Sess.ion Bidirectional Complete Call Message Sequence
Packet Flow Delivery of Frames
Series of

Transactions



operator may also be viewed as a paying consumer rather than a producer (collector)
of revenue. Such operators must provide adequate service in a most economic fash
ion. This economy can only be realized by careful consideration of all the network
elements s including cost to makes owns operates and maintain the terminals, the
switching nodes and the transmission links. The importance of minimizing costs
cannot be over-emphasized. Almost one billion dollars per year is expended on
new installations s and on' the 'operation and maintenance, for the Defense Communi
cation System (DeS) alone. This is more than on~~ fifth of the yearly total expen
ditures for communications by the Department of Defense.

A principal objective of this project is to relate the, performance needs of
a military network user to the performance provided by a particular services and
to seek least cost systems that would offer such service. The military departments
are the users of concern. The system supplier is the second generation Defense
Communication System (DeS II). Military users require certain capabilities per
taining to the effectiveness of information t~ansfer for voices data, and imagery.
Although given classes of users know telecommunications applications well, they
seldom understand the technical aspects of communic~tions., Conversely, the network
designer or supplier understands the underlying technologies, but has incomplete
knowledge about a particular user's application. If cast in the role of network
designer, the user tends to generate overdesigned, inefficient, and costly networks.
Suppliers also tend to overdesignbecause they are uncertain about the user's real
needs. The upper portion of Figure 3 depicts how the corrrnunications user usually
specifies his service needs in general terms based on mission requirements. The
network designer then develops functional requirements for the network and prepares
engineering specifications for the various network elements, i.e., the terminals,
the links, and the nodes.

User panels can evaluate the system using subjective performance measurements
to see if their requirements have been achieved. Performance evaluations by the
network designer are also helpful to verify whether the engineering specifications
are met. All too often this procedure results in either overdesign or underdesign
on the part of the supplier. Thus, there is a real need to bridge the gap between
users and suppliers by establishing a relationship between user-oriented parameters
and engineering-oriented parameters as shown on the lower part of Figure 3. This
matching process is required for different classes of users, for different services
and for various modes of operations. More cost-effective systems are the result.

The parameters describing the performance of services delivered to an end
user are the subject of this Phase A report. Values must be assigned to these
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user performance parameters for selected servicE~ offerings. Measurements of
parameters on operating systems can be used to indicate when the performance is
satisfactory and when it is degrading.

The interrelationship between the user parameters and values~ and the techni
calor engineering-oriented parameters values must be established later.- Techni
cal performance parameters are essential to the design, development, construction,
operation, and maintenance of the entire system. Values assigned to the technical
parameters of the syst~m elements are important to both internal operation and
service. Measures of these parameters can be used to indicate where and why the
performance is degrading.

In order to .achieve the objectives of Phase Aa sequence of steps is required.
Each step is a prerequisite to the subsequent step. The steps are as follows:

1. Select two communication services, one analog and one digital, from
representative service types available on DeS II networks.

2. For each service selected define parameters which describe the per
formance from the end user's viewpoint.

3. Identify DCS II operating modes for each communications service in
terms of transaction profiles.

4. Chose appropriate subsets of user-oriented parameters for each service
mode.

5. Define mission categories to distinguish classes of users having the
same or similar performance requirements.

6. Assign numerical values to each parameter subset based on a specific
user class.

It is apparent from these steps that the scope of Phase A should be limited in
order to accomplish Phase Awithin a reasonable time frame. The present study
is limited to only two types of service and one mode of operation for each type.
The emphasized parameters are those that are expected to have the greatest impact
on transmission facility design. Finally, the numerical values will be assigned
for only o~e user class.

We are still confronted with a sizable task. Fortunately, a great deal of
work has already been done to develop and define user-oriented parameters for
digital se~vices~ See for example, Seitz and McManamon (1978). One result of
this work is the interim Federal Standard entitled, IIDigital Communications Perfor
mance Parameters," and designated FS-1033. A closely related standard entitled~
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"User-Oriented Data Communication Performance Parameters," is currentlybeingdevel
oped by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and is designated X3S35/125.
These prior efforts provide the essential' data base needed to expedite this phase.
Because of its importance to this study~ a published description, of FS-1033 is
reproduced in Appendix B (Seitz and Bodson, 1980).

Both the, interim standard FS-1033 and the proposed standard ANSI X3835/l25
provide a user-oriented mearys of specifying perform~nicein a system-independ:ent
way. The standards achi ev.e thi s by pl acing the user-system interface between
the end user and a data terminal. However, these standards may al~obe used to
specify the performance of facil ities or serviceswh'ich are terminated within
the end user'interface(e.g.~ the aggregate user concept),providing that these
interfaces can be described in digital terms. This is an important point, since
internal digital inte'rfaces are often found in networks supplying analog as well

o

as digital services. The interface following analog-to-digital conversion in a
voice circuit is one example.

The standards do not identify numerical values for any of the performance
parameters. The values may be specified by the user to indicate the minimal
requirements of the desired service. Or some nominal values may be specified
that exceed the minimum requirements and do not impair the systems practicality.

The methods for measuring data' 'conmunication systern performanceparam'eters
of FS-1033 are not included in the existing standard. That is the s~bject of a
separate standard currently under development.

The analog service parameters selected follow generally, if not identically,
the same path.as i~dicated for digital service in FS-1033. A session between
users in this case may be a telephone call. A Icalll is divided into the three
functional phases of access, information transfer, and disengagement. Each
phase can result in one of three performance categories - successful, incorrect,
and nonperformance. Thus, there are ag~in nine separate groups of parameters
needed. More than one parameter may ,be required to characterize the per~ormance

in each group. The access and di sengagementphasescan appa,rently use the same
set of parameters as used in FS-1033. Thi s leaves three, information transfer
performance categories to be defined for the analog service.

Figure 4 summarizes the approach used. User-oriented parameters are selected
first, followed by selection of their numerical values. One of the more difficult
tasks in Phase A is to define the end-user parameters for the analog service that
employs digital transmission of voice. Although a vast amount of work has been done
in this area (see, for example, Flanagan et al., 1979) it is difficult to specify
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voice quality quantitatively. This is so because the quality, of voice signals
implies measures of fidelity. Fidelity measures involve human listener perception
of what is said and who said it. Many different subjective methods for quantifying
voice quality have been tried using various types of listener panels. Objective
measures of perception are currently actively pursued because they are easier to
implement, and at less cost. It is difficult, however, to obtain general accep
tance of objectively measured scores by voice system designers. These aspects
are discussed in more detail in Sections 6 and 7.

1.4 Parameter Selection Concepts
This report deals with the concepts of system performance, the selection of

technical parameters to represent the system performance, and the assignment of
values for the parameters which are eventually selected. This consideration of
system performance applies at the interface between the user and the system.

Since system designers are not frequently required to apply system require-
ments to the user-system interface some emphasis must be given to its location.
In this report, the user-system interface is considered to be the end of the tele
communicat.ion function. The location of the user-system interface must be kept
in mind while reading this report.

At the user-system interface, one has two points of view which must be rec
onciled. The user's viewpoint can be expressed by looking toward the interface
from the user's side and observing the received service. At the same time, the
system designer's viewpoint is obtained by looking towards the same interface from
the systems side and observing the offered service. For interface compatibility
to exist relative to performance definition and assessment, the user's set of
performance parameters must be contained within the system designer's set of per
formance parameters. Conversely, the system designer's set of performance param
eters is not necessar1ly limited to the user's set.

As clarification of this point, let the' set of user performance parameters
on the user side of the user-system interface be designated as set A. Then the
system designer's set of performance parameters on the system side of the user
system interface would consist of set (A + B).

Set B consists of those parameters added by the system designer at the user
system interface which the designer considers necessary in order to satisfy set
A or to operate the system compatibly with set A, or both. Set B need not be
known to the user. Most often, set" B is not known to the user. On the other hand,
in some applications, the system designer does not add any parameters to the set A
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and the set B is the null set. In summary, the user parameters (set A) are neces
sary but not always sufficient to describe performance at the user-system inter
face. Since it depends on the systetn,set B is not used here.

In this study, interim Federal Standard 1033" was reviewed for application
here. The performance parameters of FS-1033 have been defined therein as a minimum
set of parameters applicable at the user-system interface from the user1s viewpoint.
In FS-1033, average values are specified as measures of the parameters. The study
incorporates the FS-1033 average value parameters as part of the previously men
tioned user performance parameter set A. The importance of average values extend
to both sides of the user-system interface in this application study.

One must recognize that all the parameters considered for selection are
intended to measure in some way the behavior of ~ multidimensional random process.
The parameters are random variables defined on sample functions of the random pro
cesses. Complete specification of performance, once the parameter is selected,
does require attention to the issues of statistical stationarity and ergodicity
as well as definitions of the random variable distributions. Once distributions
are properly defined, means, averages, variances, and higher order moments can be
sought.

Consider for illustration the FS-1033 parameter access time. For convenience
in this discussion,let t a designate access time. Based upon the definition of
the parameter 'access time- and the interface definitions, a probability distribu
tion of t a is defined t represented as Pa(ta ~ Ta). SimilarlYt one has available t
by definition t the average access time E(ta)t the standard deviation cr(ta)t and
various percentile levels t such as PL = Pa-l (0.9) for the 0.9 percentile. Obvi
ously, other parameters can be defined.

More generally, one may be faced with time variations which must be recognized,
such as busy and nonbusy hour intervals. If one designates these intervals of
time as I., the jth interval has P (t < Ta I I.), and all the other parameters

J a a - J
are conditional upon Ij aS t for example t with E(ta I I j ).

This aspect of parameter selection is important because the parameters must
be definable in a manner that allows measurement as quantitative variables. The
ability to measure is very sensitive to the interface chosen.

At the user-system interface as defined by FS-1033, the observables available
to the user must be identified carefully so that they can be measured or, at least,
calculated unambiguously from other measured values. A short example is helpful
here for illustration;
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The parameter 'connection time' is more conventionally used than access time.
To measure connection time,however~ requires detection of the last digit of a
dialed number as it leaves the originating caller's station apparatus (to start
the measurement of connection time). The end of connection time is given by the
detection of the initial audible ringing at the originating caller's station.
Although both of these events are measurable, their measurement by users, and
particularly application programs in computers, is quite difficult because these
event~ are not easily observable to the user.

The start of the access time interval, however, is easily measurable by the
user. The end of access time is denoted by the transfer of the first information
bit for the session across the user-system interface. This end time event is not
always easy to detect, but it is more readily observable and programmed, particu
larly in application programs and terminals.

o

The user-system interface, as with all interfaces, has the function of
identifying a point at which commonal ity can be defined f,or use and reference by
both sides of the interface. However, this is a minimum condition when parameters
which are random variables are involved at the interface, as noted before relative
to the FS-1033 parameters.

The parameter access time is specified in interim FS-I033 as an average value
on the user side of the interface~ namely, E(t)~ Thus, on the system side ofa
the interface, the system designer and operator must be concerned with E(ta).
However, as far as interim FS-1033 is concerned, a(ta) could also be. specified
on both sides of the interface if it is considered of value to the users, or just
on the system .side if the system designer considers it important. Conversely,
however, one cannot specify a(ta) just on the user side without including it on
the system side.

Going farther, access time can be subdivided on the system side of the inter
face into its constituent component parameters which are dependent upon the parti
cular mode and application. For a switched network, conventionally dialed tele
phone call, these component parameters can be defined as, for example,

o user dial time interval (calling user)
o connection time interval
o user answer time interval (called user).

Of these component param~ters, the connection time is certainly of interest and
value to the system designer. The effect of the other two are also of considerable
interest and value to the user.
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The statistical aspect of the parameter selection process is considered in
more detail in subsequent section~. The special requirements of users in this
application have led to the conclusirin that the performance parameters on the
users' side of the interface should,not be limited to the average values, but
should reflect some measure of both dispersion about the mean and a worst case
or failure likelihood associated with performance. For these reasons, the 90
percentile has been used whenever applicable. Hence, the previously cited
parameter access time is specified as having two values of interest, the average
and the 90 percentile.

A final concept associated with parameter selection is the specification of
values for the various average and ga percentile parameters. In the larger sense,
values of performance parameters most often represent a compromise between user'
requirements based upon mission and functional r~quirements, costs, and the practi
cal limitations of current systems either in operation or in development. Obtaining
user requirements often requires an iterative process which begins in the. Concept
Development Phase and is partially resolved in the following System Validation
Phase.

This iterative process is not within the scope of this study. Nor is it appro
priate to analyze costs or mission requirements, however noteworthy such analyses
may be. It was planned to use existing measured data on system performance. Unfor
tunately, as the reader will note, such data are not abundantly available. As the
report describes, all the numbers chosen for parameter values were chosen carefully.
The lack of data, and validation tests, strongly suggests that the numbers specified
are to be interpreted as guidelines to illustrate the relationship between parameters
and to form the basis for validation.

1. 5 Report Synops i s.
Section 2 reviews methods for classifying conlmunications services from the

viewpoint of the traffic manager, system designer and the end user. Various ser
vice classification schemes have been used by these three groups. For instance,
the traffic managers have in the past emphasized traffic classes, volumes, and
congestion statistics. The system designers, by necessity, have taken a technical
or engineering approach to all elements of transmission links, switching nodes,
terminals, and the architectural structure that ties them together. The objective
here is to stress those service aspects that are perceived by the end ·users. It
is important initially to categorize and Aivide both services and users into groups
having similar functional, performance and application characteristics. This will
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ensure, as one expects, that the same parameter set will apply to the users in
question.

Different types of telecommunications traffic have different military signifi
cance, as well as different volumes of flow. These characteristics are further
categorized for selection of operational modes to be studied here. This selection
of modes also includes the main functional aspects of the three principal network
elements (i.e., the links, nodes, and terminals). Tabulation of their network
properties will be needed eventually.

The selected digital service mode, to be studied subsequently, involves a
typical host computer application program communication with either another host
or with a sophisticated high speed terminal. The latter may have a human operator
interaction. The analog service mode, to be selected, involves voice or audio
sessions between humans in a secure conferencing (e.g., more than two active
terminals) arrangement. Section 3 discusses the procedure used for the selection
of operating modes for these two service classes. Two basic principles have been
instrumental to the mode selection process: the service utilization level and
the performance vulnerability to backbone transmission impairments. The latter
parametric criterion appears particularly relevant, since technical performance
levels developed for the most critical services should provide satisfactory service
for other less critical modes.

The following digital service mode of operation has been selected from the
various AUTODIN II interactive (I/A) modes. It is a high speed, 56 Kb/s, synchro
nous, binary, full-duple"x mode with the Advanced Data Communications Control Proto
col (ADCCP). The transmissions employ data packets or segments. The segments are
exchanged rapidly during specially setup virtual circuit sessions.

The analog service mode selected is a digital voice mode. It uses a Contin
ously Variable Slope Delta (CVSD) waveform encoder, plus a 16 Kb/s modem. The
mode permits conference calls to be secure along the lines of the Secure Voice
Improvement Program (SVIP).

The characterization of the two selected modes starts with simplified versions
of their transaction profiles. As the project proceeds, more detailed profiles
may be needed to facilitate the mapping of user performance values into system
performance values. Several key subsystems may have to be defined to realize
this mapping. During the initial user-oriented phase of this program, however,
detailed attention to these technical values is not needed. What is required is
an assessment of realistically available services with existing techno16gy.
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Many service parameters have been used in the past and many are used today.
Section 4 begins by scrutinizing some 66 typical parameters. With different
relative weights~ these parameters depict the different data communications per
formance aspects of service,. systemsjand network operation. Since we are
primarily interested in user-oriented performance parameters, and fewer in number,
Section 4 seeks to reduce the parameter set to something adequate for the military
service users. The best available and most researched digital parameter set
appears to. be the Interim Federal Standard FS-1033 (or FS-1033~ for short). A

description of FS-1033 is attached here as Appendix B. FS-1033 defines 26 digital
communication performance parameters. This total set may be compared with any
other set of popular user-oriented performance descriptors. Section 4 presents
such a comparison with 16 rather common user-oriented performance parameters
that are particularly applicable to the AUTODIN II digital service modes. In
several respects, FS-1033 is found to be equal or superior to the 16 popular
parameter set.

Using the definitions of .performance parameters, Section 5 proposes quantita
tive parameter values for the selected digital service mode. Considerable discus
sion appears warranted here. First, the selected mode must be adequately charac
terized. Then numerical values must be developed and justified for the FS-1033
parameters. As noted in the respective sections of this report, the communication
transaction is divided into three phases: the access phase, the information transfer
phase, and the disengagement phase. Each phase is represented by several FS-1033
parameters. For instance, both end users and system engineers appear concerned
with marginal or unacceptably deteriorated performance as well as with the typically
acceptable average performance. Viewed according to orders of magnitude, the
unacceptable performance may occur less than 1% of the time, whereas the acceptable,
linear average ll

, performance may be observed most of the time. Both average and
0.9 percentile values are recommended to be used for the parameters.

Because of the scarcity of empirical user-oriented service requirement data,
our suggested numerical values are entirely too speculative. The reader should
view them as initial benchmarks to be critiqued, modified, and improved. The values
listed in this report, however, do fit the meager experimental data base and are
reasonably consistent with each other.

Section 6 deals with the identification of service parameters for the selected
voice service mode. Emphasis is placed on the information transfer phase, because
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the access and disengagement phases appear moderately close to the previously dis
cussed phases of FS-1033. By necessity, the characterization of voice qualities
during the transfer phase calls for a different approach. Although the technical
literature is replete with innumerable means of evaluating voice services, no
single method has acquired any general acceptance. Section 6 starts with an
overview of the existing performance parameters for voice systems and services.
Many definitions and measurement techniques are found, but no apparent standardi
zation.

The lack of generally accepted parameter definitions seems intimately related
to the fact that subjective, simple, reliable, and repeatable means have been
nearly impossible to produce, despite a great R&D effort dedicated to this task.
The ongoing changes in voice test procedures and experiments, with both listener
panels or opinion polls, indicate a lack of stability and perhaps progress in the
subjective testing area.

Given the above state of affairs, the initial study effort reported here seeks
objective measures that satisfy the five criteria: reliability, repeatability,
usability, system independence, and user orientation. The principal voice channel
qualities sought in Section 6 are (1) intelligibility, (2) speaker recognition,
and (3) broad acceptance by users. To acheive these goals, Section 6 introduces
and discusses five objective voice quality parameters. They are:

1. A normalized energy measure;
2. A short-term signal-to-noise ratio measure;
3. A bandweighted signal-to-noise ratio measure;
4. A log area ratio measure;
5. A speaker recognition measure.

The current status of subjective interpretation (intelligibility, acceptability,
recognizability) to these five measures is also indicated in Section 6. Results
indicate that additional data are needed to quantify the objective parameters in
terms of users needs.

Where feasible some values are given in Section 7 for the access and transfer
phase of a voice service using the 16 Kb/s CVSD mode of operation. The table
summarizing available values for objective measures and subjective interpretations

of this mode again illustrates that a great deal of additional data is needed to
specify values for appropriate user groups. In some cases even ranges of values
for a given parameter/system set are not available and much work remains to be
done in this area.
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Block Misdelivery Probability: 10-9.

Extra Block Probability: 10-10 .

Block Loss Probability: 3(10-11 ).

Bit Transfer Time: 0.5 s.

Bit Error Probability: 10-10 .

Bit Misdelivery Probability: 10-11 .

.. 1 -11Extra Bit Probabll1ty: 0 .

Bit Loss Probability: 10-11 .

In Section 8 we describe some methods for obtaining a data base of user require
ments and means to select values for specific user groups.

1.6 Summary of Results
The key results of this study consist of user-oriented performance parameter

identification and value assignment for two selected s~rvice modes. The selected
digital service mode (see Section 3.2) is an interactive, 56 Kb/s, Mode VI service
with ADCCP protocol. The analog service mode (see Section 3.3) is 16 Kb/s CVSD
digitized voice with potential encryption and conferencing features.

The par'ameters reconmended for the digital rnode are those of Interim Federal
Standard 1033 (see Section 4.2). The most significant of the 26 parameters defined
in FS-1033 are the 19 so-called primary parameters. Their names and recommended
numerical values for the above selected digital roode are as follows:

(1) Access Time: 0.10 s (Mean) .
0.15 s (0.9 Percentile).

(2) Incorrect Access Probability: 10-10 .

(3) Access Denial Probability: 10-3 (at 0.3 s).

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9) Block Transfer Time: 0.5 s.

(10) Block Error Probability: 10-9.

(11 )

(12 )

(13 )

(14) Bit Transfer Rate: 8510 b/s.

(15) Block Transfer Rate: 8510/n blocks/s, where n denotes the number of
bits per block.

(16) Bit Rate Efficiency: 50%.

(17) Block Rate Efficiency: 50%.
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(18)

(19 )

Disengagement Time: 0.05 s (Mean)
0.10 s (0.9 Percentile)

Disengagement Denial Probability: 10-3 (at 0.15 s).

Detailed definitions, discussions, and numerical sunmaries of these- digital
parameters are found in Section 5.

In general, the performance parameters for the analog voice mode are different
from those selected for the digital mode. However, there are both certain note
worthy similarities and differences. For example, the access and disengagement
phases of both the analog and digital modes can employ the same, or nearly the
same~ set of user~oriented service parameters. This is in sharp contrast to the
information transfer phase, where the analog mode parameters bear no resemblance
to those of the digital mode. In this study, starting from a large initial set
of analog performance parameters, four final transfer phase parameters are selected.
They are intelligibility, acceptability, recognizability, and round trip delay.
The complete set of performance parameters selected for the voice service mode are
listed in Table 50.

Table 50 also indicates the availability of actual values for these parameters
when applied to two particular system types. Table 51 indicates the availability
of corresponding values for military and other user applications. These tables
reveal major gaps in the existing measurement literature in both analog performance
categories .. A few actual values are given in Table 52 for two existing telephone
networks, the European AUTOVON network and the direct distance dialing (DOD) net
work.

Values given are complete for the digital mode and incomplete for the analog
mode. For both modes, however, these values are predominantly IIsystem-oriented ll

in that they reflect primarily levels achieved with existing technology rather
than what users actually need. This absence of purely "user-oriented" values is
a fundamental limitation to the work reported here.

While the development of purely user-oriented p~rameter values was not possi
ble in this study, that objective is both achievable and important. Two approaches
for developing a firm Huser requirements" data base are suggested in the final
section of the report. One approach involves analyzing the functions performed by
a user group in carrying out its mission. The other approach involves correlating
objective performance measures on systems with subjective assessments of~hat

performance. Both approaches should yield ranges of user-oriented values for the
performance parameters if a suitable methodology can be developed. It appears
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certain that specification of minimal~ not to be violated, performance values for
systems will require an iterative cost/benefit analysis involving system planners,
designers, users, and operators.

2. CLASSIFICATION VIEWPOINTS
There are many ways to categorize telecommunication networks. For example,

they could be classified by application, by architecture, by ownership, or by
the features offered, and so forth. Here we are concerned with three classifica
tion perspectives: the users, the traffic engineers, and the system designers.
See Figure 5. The user is interested in the performance of services delivered
rather than the performance of equipments and facilities which supply these
services. Performance measures from the user's viewpoint depend on'mission
requirements. Thus, there is a need to classify user services and missions.

The traffic engineer is concerned with the types of terminals, their geo
graphic distribution, and the volume and kind of traffic they generate. Based
on thi s information various network topologies and control proc.edures are con
sidered by traffic engineers to insure that the desired quality of service is
achieved. The network is specified through node and link functions that meet
the network design objectives. The syst~m deiigner can then provide equipment
and facility specifications in quantitative form. He defines the required
functions in terms of engineering parameters and then numerical values.

In the following subsections network classifications are developed from the
viewpoints of the user, the traffic engineer, and the system designer. Thenwe
can select specific services and modes of operation for the performance param
eter selection process.

2.1 The User
It is possible to classify user services in various ways. Stavroulakis (1972),

for example, specifies a service in terms of the attributes of the switching,
transmission~ and terminal parts of the network. Others classify them in terms
of the applications, e.g., fixed, mobile, broadcast, data, etc. The basis for
defining service classes here is different. The objective is to group services so
that each group has similar performance characteristics as perceived by the end
user. This approach simplifies the development of user parameters and the assign
ment of values for specified services.
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The service classifications are illustrated in Figure 6. Five major levels
of division are shown. The levels are, beginning at the top of Figure 6:

1. The nature of the information signal perceived by the end user. At
this level, the signals are either continuous (analog) or discrete
(digital).

2. The type of source or human/machine usage of the information. For
analog services, there may be audible, visual, or other sensory
sources. For digital services, the sources may bea human operator"
device media or computer applications program~

3. Networks are used for three general types of interaction: human
access to a machine (such as a computer) and vice versa, machine
interaction with one another, and interaction among humans.

4. The directivity of the access path. The information may be trans
ferred in one direction only (simplex) or in both directions (duplex
or hal f duplex).

5. The number of users~ human or machine, ·that participate in a given
dialogue can vary. This involves at least two or more end users on
a one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many basis.

The actual performance required for each service class depends on other
factors. Some networks are designed to serve users from a single community of
interest. Others may',serve many communities of linterest. The single-user networks
are functionally specialized and optimized to the user1s.needs. 'The common-user
networks are not specialized. They must be adaptive to many different user's needs.
In some cases, however, the user1s view of performance is highly dependent on what
the user does, or the mission he or she performs. Military users of telecommunica
tion networks can be divided into the three basic mission categories: strategic,
tactical, andnontactical, as shown in Figure 7. In each category, various types
of information may be transferred. We have divided this information into four
basic types: intelligence, conmand and control, operations, and administrative.

Users of military networks must often contend with the limited resources
available. When contention occurs, priorities are established using multiple
precedence levels. In AUTODIN I, for example, the precedence l~vels used in
the continental United States (CONUS) are as follows:

Level
I .

II
III

IV

Precedence
Flash
Immediate
Priority
Routine

Designator

Z

o
P

R
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Handling Time
10 minutes
30 minutes
3 hours
6 hours



Figure 6. Service classification scheme.
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Figure 7. Mission categories.
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The handling time given above is the speed of service from receipt at the
origination node until delivery at the destination node. It has been estimated
th"at 50% of the messages handled by AUTODIN I are routine messages and approximately
1% are flash messages. A 16-level precedence scheme is planned for AUTODIN II
(Shah~1977).AUTOVONIemploys a flash override precedence level in addition to
the four levels used in AUTODIN I. When lines or trunks are busy the AUTOVON
switch "can also preempt lower precedence calls in progress. Military networks
also use multilevel security to prevent disclosure of classified information.
These' levels of security are tabulated below along with the designator used in
Figure 7.

Level
Top Secret
Secret
Confident; al
Restricted
Encrypted for Transmission Only
Classified (clear transmission)
Unclassified

Designation
T

S

C

R

E

M

U

The 1ettar desi gnators are used in messag~ headers as. part of the, overhe~d
control signals to identify the security level. When the designator ;s received
at a node it is checked against the security classification of the destination
terminal. A secure access path must be found to that terminal.

2.2 The Teletraffic Engineer
The traffic engineer is concerned with user terminals, the traffic they

generate, and the means for providing, acceptable access paths between them.
The type of terminals, their geographic distributions, the volume and kind

of traffic generated by each terminal, as well as the required grade o,f service~

are important factors in any network design.
There is no foreseeable limit to the types and variations of terminals. New

types are continually being introduced. They range from the traditional voice
terminals consisting of a telephone handset with rotary OF pushbutton dial; to
keyboard and printer terminals for teletypewriter and computer access; to visual
display terminals with cathode ray tube or other optical readout. Many terminals
incorporate microprocessors and memory. Software programs add useful intelligence
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and processing power to such "smart" terminals. A program addition can change the
character of the terminal to meet changing communications requirements or to adapt
to new applications .

.The telephone handset is the most common terminal in use today. There are
over 300,000 handsets in use by the military now and the number is not expected
to decline. Over 500,000 telephone terminalswtth 'about 1 million telephone
instruments (including extension telephones) are projected to be in worldwide
use by all U.S. military services in the mid 1980's (Wagner, 1977). Data termi
nals are experiencing their own relatively rapid growth and could, over the same
period. approach 50,000 terminals worldwide. Note th~t this still is only 10%
of ,the telephone terminal population.

There are approximately 1500 military access areas worldwide. Based on the
number of user terminals in each area, the areas range from small «300 terminals),
to medium (300 to 3000 terminals), to large (>3000 termina1'i).Although the
majority of terminal types are telephones, they 'also include computer, teletype
writers, facsimile. and a myriad of other terminals. Terminal densities vary
from less than 10 per km2 to over 10,000 per km2. The higher density cases
offer a variety of line concentration alternatives.'

The estimated number of terminals of different types for the continental
Unit.ed States (CONUS) and overseas, as shown in Table 2 for 1978. The average
duration of the different messages generated by these terminals ranges from
several hours, for bulk data transfers, to less than a minute, for voice calls,
and to a few seconds, for interactive data transfers.

Table 2. Estimated Number of Military Terminals for
Various Types of Traffic (1978)

Number of Terminals
Traffic Type

CONUS Overseas

Voice 200,000 100,000

Interactive Data 13,500 2,500

Computer Data 2,250 250

Narrative 6,000 4,000

Facsimile 3,300 1,200
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Local access area traffic destined for other areas uses the military long
haul transmission facili1ies. Some characteristics of current and projected
AUTOVON, AUTODIN. and AUTOSEVOCOM systems are given in Table 3. This information
was compiled from a number of sources including Rosner (1973), Ochiogrosso et ale
(1977), and Levine (1976).

The volume, data rate, duration and delivery delay for traffic generated by
various types of terminals is indicated in Table 4. Only nominal values are shown
in this table for most of the parameters. Actual values may depart considerably
from these nominal values. ' To be used, data rates must conform to the DOD and FTSC
standard rates for synchronous transmission (FTSC, 1973). The standards basically
establish rates at increments of 75 x 2k bit per second for k = 1,2, ... ,7; or
8000 x k bits per second for k = 1, 2,7; plus several exceptions, such as 19.2
and 50 Kb/s. Thus the data rate generated by any given terminal may vary over a
fairly wide range. The voice digitization rate depends on the process employed.
At the higher rates the voice quality is generally higher for a given bit error
rate over the channel.

It is apparent from Table 4 that traffic can be classified according to
various characteristics. Three classifications based on channel occupancy are
generally used; Class I for continuous traffic, Class II for burst traffic, and
Class III for interruptable traffic. Coviello and Vena (1975) characterized
each class by examining a variety of terminals including man/man, man/machine,
and machine/machine operation. Thei~ results and some others are summarized in
Table 5. The distinction, other than occupancy, between Class tIl and Classes I
and II is one of delivery time and service' level, rather than any real technical
consideration. Thus~, although Class I and Class II traffic are handled differently
in a network using circuit and packet switching, the Class III traffic can normally
b'e handled by either type of switch depending on specific situation.

2.3 The System Designer
In order to offer a particular service, the telecommunications network must

have sufficient functional capabilities or attributes. These functional attributes
characterize the three basic elements of the network namely the terminals, the
links and the nodes as shown in Figure 8. The terminals perform media conversion
functions by transforming source information into the electrical signals used for
transferring information. The links provide the transmission path over which the
information will flow and the nodes perform various communication processing
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Table 3. Current and Projected Characteristics of DeS Backbone Networks

Network Characteristic Current Projected
(1978 ) (1985/1990)

No. of Subscribers 3.0 x 105 61.0 x 10
Call Attempts/Day 5 Unknown7.5 x. 10
Switch Type Circuit Hybrid

z No. of Nodes
0
> CONUS 6S 430
l-
=> Overseas 16 20c:::(

Access Areas 1,5;00 1,500

Traffic (Erlangs)
Backbone (CONUS) 2, 2~00 2,500

Node 34· 58

Computers 2S0 2,500

Remote Terminal 1,4·00 ·25,000
Messages/Day 5 1.2xl073.5 x. 10
Switch Type Message Packet
No. of Nodes

z CONUS 9 24
....-.t
0 Overseas 8 70
l-
=> Backbone Trafficc:::(

Average (b/h) 7 x 109 1.4 x 1010

Peak (b/s) 8 x 106 1.0 x 108

Nodal Traffic
Average (b/s) , 5 5.0 x 1052.5 x 10
Peak (b/s) 6 1.25 x 1061.0 x 10

Subscribers 1,400 10,000
:E: Terminal Rates
0
u

Wideband 50 Kb/s 16 Kb/s0
>w

Narrowband 2.4 to 9.6 Kb/s 2.4 to 9.6 Kb/s(/)

0
I-

Nodes AUTO VON 20:::::>
c:::(

Traffic Unknown Unknown
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Table 4. Characteristics of Traffic Generated by Various Types of Terminals
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Table 5. Traffic Classifications Based on Channel Occupancy

CHANNEL I II III
OCCUPANCY CONTINUOUS INTERMITTENT INTERRUPTABLE

Question & Narrative/
Character- ' Broadcast· Dialog Interactive Answer Record Bulk
istics

Info Transferred Continuous Nearly <10 to 102 102 to 104 102 to 105 105 to 106
Per Transaction Continuous Bits Bits Bits Bits

Exchange Mode Unidirection Equal Unequal Unequal Primarily Primarily
Bidirection ,Bidirection Bidirection Unidirection Unidirection

Delivery or Real Time Real Time Near Real Seconds to Minutes to Minutes to
Response Time <0.25 s Time <1.0 s Minutes Hours Hours

Originations or Continuous Few Per Hour Several Several Few Per Hour Few Per DayArrivals Per Hour Per Hour

Duration Hours Minutes Seconds Minutes Seconds to Minutes to
Minutes Hours

Connect Time* N/A 15 to 10 s Few Seconds Several Minutes Minutes to
Seconds Hours

Cross Network Fixed Fixed Variable Variable Long Long
Delay Fractions Fractions <s s-m m-h m-h

May be Always if Always if r~ay be Always
Call Acceptance N/A Blocked Destination Destination Delivery Delivery

Available Available Delayed Delayed

Data File Transfer
Radio &TV Tel'ephone Processing Data Bank Teletype Data

Examples Broadcasts Videophone Alarm/Status Query Facsimile Collection
Monitoring Data
Telemetry Distribution

*Depends on Criticality





functions such as switching, concentration, and all the functions needed to insure
efficient~ reliable, and timely transfer of information.

Functional attributes of the network may be implemented in various ways and
therefore are not an inherent property of the ser'vice offered. For example, the
network topology may be a star, loop, or tree; the nodes may incorporate circuit
switching, store-and-forward switching, or no switching at all; the transmission
facilities may be analog, quasi-analog, or digital.

Figure 9 classifies the terminals in terms of three input and output charac
teristics as viewed from the system designer's standpoint. Tables 6, 7, and 8

illustrate one method for characterizing various conceptual implementations of
networks, switching nodes, and transmission facilities.

Hi~rarchical structures have been employed in the engineering design of numer
ous telecommunication networks. At each level of the hierarchy different node and
link functions may be specified to meet the overall network design objectives. An
example of one hierarchical structure which could be used to access an office com
plex on a military base to the DeS backbone is shown in Figure 10. In this figure
a star connection is employed to connect office terminals to the PABX. A line
network is shown to connect several PABX's to the base central office. Several
central offices are connected together using a grid network. Different terminals
and switch types may be used at each level in the hierarchy. Tables 6, 7, and 8

provide the AUTODIN analyst with blank rows for hierarchical level specification.

2.4 Service and Mission Class Selections
In Section 2.1, the service and mission classifications were based on user

perceived differences in functional characteristics and performance. This approach
tends to group the services into categories where similar parameters apply. At
the same time it groups users with a common mission into categories where similar
values for these parameters also apply.

Ultimately we expect that user parameters and values will be developed for
most of the service and mission categories shown earlier in Figures 6 and 7.
Initially, however, we have selected one analog service and one digital service
for Phase A. Referring to Figure 6 the selected services are as' follows:

ServiceClassification
Nature of Signal:
Information Form:
Type of Interaction:
Information Flow:

Number of Users~

35

Analog
Audio

Human - Human
Bidirectional

Many - Many

Digital
Operator

Human - Machine
Bidirectional

One - One



TERMINALS

INPUT OUTPUT

LIGHT PEN
OPTICAL

CHARACTER
READER

HARDCOPY

ALPHA NUMERIC
AUDIO

GRAPHIC
VIDEO

AUDIO + VIDEO
AUDIO + GRAPHIC
AUDIO + ALPHA

HARDCOPY

Figure 9. Terminal classifications based on input and output
characteristics.
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Table 7. Classifications Based on Switching Concepts

CIRCUIT SWITCHED STORE AND FORWARD SWITCHED k NONSWITCHED
SWITCHING

CONCEPTS ANALOG DIGITALCROSS MESSAGE PACKETIZED LINK ERROR ACCESSPOINTS MATRIX SIGNALING ~tATRIX SIGNALING SERVICE SERVICES CONTROL CONTROL

0
L.LJ

0 0 --I 0 (/) (/) I- 0 0 V>
U W 0 W --I W 0 w t- t- ~ W L.LJ . V>
1-4 0 L.LJ 0 L.LJ z: L.LJ 0 1-4 1-4 U --I t- t- L.LJ

U --I 1-4 0 1-4 z: z: 0 1-4 co co
~

....J ::E: ::::> z: z: 0 U
1-4 ....J ::::- 1-4 ::::- z: 0::( 1-4 ::::- --I 0::( 0::( ::E: L.LJ L.LJ 0 L.LJ U
--I 0::( 1-4 ::::- 1-4 0::( :::c ::::- 1-4 0 £:) 0::( 0::( ::::> .c:: L.LJ 1-4

~
L.LJ 0- U L.LJ ::::- 0::(

....J t- o 1-4 0 :::c u 1-4 0 L.LJ L.LJ ::::> ::E: l- e..!) c:: z: 0:: L.LJ --I 0::

TYPE 0::( w 0 u 0 :3 t- z: 0 c:: 0::( ....J 0 0 0 0::( I.J.. --I L.LJ ::E:
I- :E lJ.J z: L.LJ 0 0::( 0::( t- - 1-4 I- 0::( z: 0 V> 0

& L.LJ z: CY L.LJ U c:: 0 L.LJ U c:: u ::E ::::> ::::- 0::( z: V> 02 0... L.LJ 0
:E 0 L.LJ ::E: c:( L.LJ ::E: :E 0::( 0::::: 0 0::( 0 :E t- o::::: z:
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Table 8. Classifications Based on Transmission Concepts
\

~RANsmSSION SERVICE SIGNAL MODE
CONCEPTS CHANNEL- IFIXED ~10Bi LE AMPL. Tltv1E . IZATION FORMAT OPERATING PARALLEL SERIAL

0 -. x x
t- t- V') V') 0 LLJ LLJ LLJ

~ z: t- z: :::> I.LJ :::> 0 LLJ 0 LLJ t- x --I --I
0... ~ 0... ~ 0 t- o LLJ LLJ --I 0 LLJ ~ c:::( LLJ 0... 0... U U

0 0 => I.LJ => --I --I 0- LLJ 0 c:::( --I -J :::> => u z: u z
0 0- 0 0- Z 0:: z: 0- c.!:'

~
0 0 --I => 0- 0 0 z: >- z >-

~ ~ t- ~ ~ u
~ ~

z: 0 u :::> 0 :::£ >- V') >- V')
t- ~ ~ V') ~ --I U . z: 0 "~ ~ u... --I V') c:::( V') c:(
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=> t- => 0 0 :E: ::::E z: c:::( ::::>

&
0- ::::E 0- :E U u => :::I: u...
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REGIONAL ACCESS
SWITCH

LOCAL ACCESS
AREA

BASE
CENTRAL
OFFICE

OFFICE
TERMINAL

Figure 10. Hierarchical network cOnfiguration for access to local andregional switching centers.
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Referring to Figure 7 the mission categories selected for these services are
as follows:

Mission

Categorly:
Information Type:
Criticality:
Classification:

Analog Service

Strategic
Command &Control
Critical
Secure

Digital Service

Strategic
Operational

, Priority
Nonsecure

The selection of operating modes and the characterization of each mode is discussed
in the next section.

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF OPERATING MODES
The selection of modes of operation for the analog service and for the digital

service is an important step in the project since the mode of operation identifies
a particular communication service. The selection of user oriented parameters
and their values will depend. to a large extent~ on the functional characteristics
assumed for the mode of operation. The ideal cOlnplete set of user parameters
selected for a given service class would be independent of the system. However,
the large cOrlJplete set may be reduced to a small,er subset when a specific mode of
operation is addressed. The primary impact of user-oriented parameters is on
users and on service. Secondary impact affects system functions, system design,
and system cost.

The mode of operation selected has even greater significance when establishing
a relationship between the system-independent user-parameters and system dependent
engineering parameters. Measured changes in user parameters indicate when the
system performance is changing. Measured changes in the engineer'i ng parameters
indicate why the system performance is changing.

In the following subsections we ·describe the methodology employed to select
the modes of operation for subsequent analysis.

3.1 Basis for Selecting Modes of Operation
During the initial study phase five criteria were developed as the basis for

selecting the operating modes. These are: 1) anticipated demand; 2) impact on
military operations; 3) prospects for future implementation; 4) most stringent
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requirements on system design; and 5) data base availability. The fifth was in
cluded because the availability of data affects how well the user-oriented param
eters a~d values can be translated into engineering parameters and values. Sub
sequent discussions with the Defense Communications Engineering Center (DCEC)
provided guidance concerning which of the above criteria should be given the
greatest weight. The principal criteria guiding the selection were identified
as follows:

a. The mode selected should be more vulnerable than other modes to
transmission impairments. In this way,transmissionfacilities
designed to support the selected mode would provide satisfactory
service for other modes.

b. The mode selected should have relatively high utilization level
and should involve high priority traffic.

Thus the greatest weight was given to items l)~ the anticipated demand and 4),
design requirements which put more strain on the transmission facilities.

There are numerous causes of service impairments in any telecommunications
system which could also affect the mode selection process. These impairment causes
may result from exterior events or interior events as illustrated in Figure 11.

For our purposes the system impairments are the primary interest. These may
occur at the terminals, in the nodal elements or on the transmission links as
shown in Figure 11. Eighteen leading impairments resulting from these causes are
shown in Figure 12 for telephone networks. These were derived from many references.
See~ for example, AT&T (1977). A simplified diagram of a typical telephone network
is shown at the top of Figure 12. In this diagram a conventional telephone is
homed on an analog switch via a two-wire loop. An analog trunk connects to another
analog switch. Subsequent digital trunking and switching requires conversion from
analog to digital and back to analog at the destination telephone. The eighteen
impairments are listed on the side of Figure 12 and the arrows indicate the various
points in the system where they might occur. It is important to note that most of
the impairments listed can occur on the transmission links, including the access
loops and the trunks.

The three leading impairments which apparently occurred most often in the
1970's are indicated in Figure 13. These are Gaussian noise, echoes, and signal

loss. Echos are not related to the transmission links but to end interfaces or
terminals themselves.

These eighteen impairments can also be extended to the AUTODIN II network
as shown in Figure 14. A simplified digital service mode of operation between
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Figure 11. Examples of interior and exterior causes of service impairments.
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Figure 12. Eiqhteen leadinq impairments to telephone networks, circa 1970.
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a terminal operator and a'host computer is depicted across the top of this figure.
The operator's terminal on the left is shown connected to a host computer on the
right. The blocks indicate the various network units involved. From left to
right they are, the Interface Control Unit (leU), the Communications Facility (CF)
which includes a modulator-demodulator (modem), the analog voice frequency (VF)
access line, the Packet Switch Node (PSN), a 56 Kb/sdigital trunk to a second
PSN, and finally a digital access line to a Multiple Channel Control Unit (MCCU),
and Host Specific Control and Interface (HSC&I) to the host computer. Again the
arrows indicate where each of the eighteen leading impairments might occur. The
four leading impairments for this digital case are shown in Figure 15. In this
case rapid amplitude and phase variations on the transmission links cause higher
binary error rates (BER)at the nodes.

Different transaction profiles apply to the nletwork elements shown in Figure
12 for telephone service and in Figure 14 for the AUTODIN II 'data service. For
these profiles, the functionsofa conmunications session ma,Y be divided into
three phases: the access phase~ the transfer phase, and the disengagement phase.
Each phase requires a finite period of time as depicted in Figure 16 for the tele
phone service mode. Time increases toward the bottom of the figure. A transaction
profile for the access phase of the telephone transaction ;s illustrated step by
step in Figure 17. In this profile it is assumed that successful access is achieved.

The vert'ical axis of the profile represents elapsed time increasing from
top to bottom. The circles indicate when and where system specific events occur
in the system block diagram.

Figure 18 illustrates, a successful disengagement transaction for the same
telephone network. A profile for one digital ser'vice mode on AUTODIN II is
given in Figure 19 for an assumed successful access.

More specific profiles are not essential to the initial development of user
parameters and values because these parameters and values are supposed, with
certain qualifications, to be system independent (i.e.~ they are not intended to
depend on any particular equipment, protocols, or network architectures). The
main qualifications are practicality and cost. For example, a users· requirement
for extremely short access time to another user may be much less than the access
time achievable nn any switched network. A dedicated line could meet the access
time requirement, but at a considerable increase in cost. User parameter values
must be determined by evaluating user effectiveness in accomplishing a mission,
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relating this to system performance, and then to cost. For this reason the values
assigned to user parameters cannot be completely independent of the system.

In the two following subsections two specific modes of'operation are selected.
Realistic user requirements on service w.ill eventually be translated to choices of
practical system alternatives.

3.2 Selection of the Digital Service Mode
This section sumnarizes the work on the selection of AUTODIN II digital ser

vice modes. All modes in question belong to one of four categories.

Mode IS

Mode IIA

Mode IIAH

Mode VI

Synchronous, character oriented, full duplex (FOX), with
character and block parity checksforautamatic repeat
request (ARQ), similar to binary synchronous (BISYNC)
operation and the mode used in AUTODIN I. . Data rate.s
between 150 b/sto 56 Kb/s.

Asynchronous, character mode with FOX. No error control
coding, but a provision of echo option. ASCII standard.
Rates between 110 bls and 2.4 Kb/s.

An asynchronous character mode similar to IIA. Half duplex
(HDX) with a second signaling link, but without the echo
option.

Synchronous, binary, FOX mode with ADCCP protocol but with
32-bit CRe for error detection. The ADCCP protocol is
nearly identical to the Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC)
of IBM and the High~Level .Data Link Control (HOLe) of ISO.
It has been ap~roved by ANSI. Automatic repeat request (ARQ)
is used to correct errors. Data rates range from 1.2 to 56
Kb/s.

The two basic criteria used to select the modes at their more common source
data rates are:

(a) Technical service vulnerability to AUTODIN II backbone network impair
ments.

(b) The service util ization le;_vel of each mode subcategory in terms of
busy hour traffic volumes and the number of terminal installations.

In what follows, the two approaches (a) and (b) are discussed in detail.
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(a) Technical Service Vulnerability

The general approach to mode vulnerability is as structured in Table 9. The
first column lists the four modes: IB, IIA, IIAH, and VI. The second column
specifies the prevalent source d~~a~rates in either b/s or Kb/s. The third, fourth,
and fifth columns identify applicable error contr'ol methods, if such are used.

'\'

Thus, character and/or block parity check bits are employed in mode IB for ARQ
operation. An ARQ technique with a 32 bit cycle redundancy check (CRC) sequence
is used in mode VI. Mode IIA shows the so called echo option, which may or ~ay

not be used with each of its six data rates. Mode IIAH involves no error control.
Columns 6 through 12 in Table 9 assess the relative severity of backbone

impact oh the perceived service. Another way to look at it is as the users' ser
vice vulnerability to AUTODIN II network impairments. Clearly, if the main net
work suffers a total breakdo~n, no mode can offer a service through it. However,
by the same token there is a range of realistic day-to-day variations that either
enhances or reduces the technical fidelity of the network operations. Columns 6
through 12 are concerned with just such realistic impairments on the AUTODIN II
backbone. The job is to discern how such impairments manifest themselves on the
individual service modes quoted earlier. It appears that there are several effects
involved here. The key effects are noted either during the corrmunications message
transfer phase or during the initial access phase.

During the message transfer phase, individual bit or word errors may pass
undetected and uncorrected through some leg of the network. When delivered to
the user terminal, such error rate (BER) degrades the service. The BER effects
are assessed qualitatively, in column six of Table 9.

Column six contains descriptors, med (for medium) or low, or the space is
blank. The word IIMED II implies that backbone performanc'e has a noticeable nominal
effect on the end-to-endservice in terms of'BER for the particular mode and data
rate. Consider, for instance, the 56 Kb/s modes IB and VI. There the terminal
access lines to the AUTODIN II Packet Switch Node (PSN) are likely to be high
quality wideband digital lines, such as Type 8856 DDS service terminals. The BER
on terminal accesses would be on the same order of magnitude as the BER on backbone
links, perhaps both around 10-6 on the physical channel without error control.
Given ARQ and CRC protection on both the access lines and the backbone links,
their BER performances are improved comparably. Thus, backbone effects are apt to
be noticed at the service end, but they would not dominate the BER level. This
is the reason for entering IIMED II in column six, Table 9, for the 56.0 Kb/s mode
IB and mode VI.
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Table 9. Relative Service Vulnerability

Error Control On Relative Severity Of Backbone Impact On
Source Terminal Access

Mode Rate Rate Waiting For Access Service Other( b/s) Chari Echo CRC BER Effie. Outage Circum.Block Optio,n . >Os >ls >30s

IB 56.0 K X MED MED MED LOW MED VOICE
9.6 K X LOW
4.8 K X LOW LOW
2.4 K X LOW LOW LOW, LOW LOW LOW
1.2 K X LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW MUX
300 X LOW LOW
150 X LOW LOW LOW

IIA 2.4 K X MED L'OW
2.4 K LOW MED LOW LOW LOW
1.2 K X MED LOW LOW LOW MUX
1.2 K LOW MED LOW LOW LOW MUX
600 X LOW
600 LOW LOW LOW
300 X LOW
300 LOW LOW LOW
150 X LOW MUX
150 LOW LOW LOW LOW MUX
110 X LOW LOW LOW LOW MUX
110 LOW LOW LOW MUX

IIAH 2.4 K LOW LOW
1.2 K LOW LOW
300
110

VI 56.0 K X MED HIGH MED MED LOW MED VOICE
19.2 K X LOW LOW V01CE
9.6 K X LOW LOW
4.8 K X LOW MED LOW LOW
2.4 K X LOW MED LOW LOW LOW LOW MUX
1.2 K X LOW ~1ED LOW LOW LOW ~1ED MUX



Table 9 shows two other medium BER effects for mode IIA. They are shown to
occur for the echo options of 2.4 Kb/s and 1.2 Kb/s asynchronous FOX over voice
1i·nes. Without the echo, such digital streams may suffer error rates as high as
10-4 to 10-3. Backbone degradations are then entirely negligible in the BER sense.
The echo option, however, may reduce the access line undetected error rate to the
rough order of 10-6,

All modes without error control are left blank in the BER column, beca;use the
AUTODIN II impairments are expected to be entir~ly neg15gible compared to the
10-4 to 10-3 BER levels expected for the modes in question. Other modes show
1I1ow" BER effects. For example, the 9.6 Kb/s and 4.8 Kb/s equalized access links
are apt to have binary error rates slightly above the backbone BER, perhaps by
a factor of 10.

Column 70f Table 9.deals with throughput rate efficiency. If placed back-to
back, the source and destination terminals can run a.t their intended ideal rate
(viz." 56.0 Kb/s in the very first row for mode 18). In the actual network deploy
ment, however, where errors are detected and fepeatsrequested; the real through
put of data is lower. If this useful rate. reduction is primarily due t6 access
lines outside AUTODIN II, thenthebackbone

l

has no effect. On the other hand,
as the terminal feeders are improved to cause less relative throughput losses,
the network ARQ's become more noticeable. In co'lumn 7, .descriptors such as low,
med, and high are used.

The highest rate efficiency vulnerability to the backbone ARQ's is assigned
to mode VI, 56.0 Kb/s.The synchronous bin~ry aGcessesare usually well engineered.
Their lengths tend to be short. The backbone, likewise well engineered, contains
numerous links, PSN's, and processes for routing and storing. Their total effect
on the rate can be high.

Columns 8, 9, and 10 are concerned with the waiting times during the access
phase. The three columns depict different waiting time thresholds. For high
speed machines, where every wait is a lost resource, the user may be interested in
instant access. Every measurable (e.g., >0 second) delay may be of concern to
such a customer. Other application types, such as interactive (I/A), query/
response (Q/R), narrative, or bulk data transfers, may put emphasis on nonzero
thresholds. The >1 second threshold may be near the perception level of a skilled
terminal operator. Delays longer than 30 seconds may be unacceptable to even the
slowest console operators.

The relative severity of backbone impact on these three delay thresholds is
estimated in Table 9. Note that all effects are either medium, low, or blank.
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The rationale used is as indicated above. It stresses the visibility of AUTODIN
II backbone network impairments to the c-ustomer access phase.

Column 11 of Table 9 is concerned with service outages.. Because of the ex
pected redundant deployment of AUTODIN II links and modes, the backbone is not

expected to be the major contributor to service outages.
The final column of Table 9 is unique. It identifies other or special circum

stances under which backbone impairments may become bothersome to users. For in
stance, digitized voice such as pulse code modulation (PCM) or continuously variable
slope delta (CVSD) may be degraded if voice packets were used over a network with
large random delays. Other circumstances may involve mUltiplexing or intelligent
concentration of lower speed modes, where blocking losses and delays may occur.

Table 9 suggests that mode VI, 56.0 Kb/s, must be the most vulnerable. After
all, no other mode contains the sum of one high, four med1s, one low, plus the
potential voice circumstances. To render this scoring process more quantitative,
one can use various weighted scoring methods. We have used the simple scoring
table of Table 10. The maximum possible score is 30, while the minimum is o.

Table 10 enables a summary scoring of all digital modes/rates listed in Table
9. This final relative scoring is given in Table 11. The relative scores are
technical in part only. That is, BER, rate efficiency, access waiting times, etc.,
are indeed technical in nature. However, the scoring method is quite subjective.
It should be used with knowledge of its limitations.

Nevertheless, Table 11 does complete our first approach based on the technical
assessment of service vulnerabilities for different di~italmodes. The most vulner
able mode is VI, 56.0 Kb/s (with 22 points), followed by IS, 56.0 Kb/s (18 points),
followed by VI, 1.2 Kb/s (16 points). The second approach is discussed below.

(b) Service Utilization Levels

Defense Communication Agency1s SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION FOR AUTODIN
II, PHASE I (DCA, 1975), pp. 216-238, gives a subscriber listing for the projected
AUTODIN II network. The scenario liSts eight switches: Albany, Andrews, Ft.
Detrick, Gentile, Hancock, McClellan, Norton, and Tinker. Of these, Andrews has
the most subscriber terminations. It is second behind Tinker in the total traffic
throughput~ and third behind Gentile and Tinker in PSN connectivity.

To ascertain which digital modes are used the most, we have scrutinized
Andrews traffic only. To include the statistics from all AUTODIN II switches~ the
size of this job would have to be magnified at least five-fold. This was consider
ed unnecessary under the premise that Andrews utilization is typical of the entire
AUTODIN II.
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Table 10. Relative Scoring Table

Relative Severity Of Backbone Impact On

Rate Waiting For Access Service OtherBER Effie. Outage Circum.>Os >ls >30s

HIGH 6 6 3 3 3 6 3*

MED 4 4 2 2 2 4 3*

LOW 2 2 1 1 1 2 3*

(BLANK) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

*Any item listed under Other Circumstances is given the weight
3.
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Table 11. Technical Severity Score of Backbone
Impact on AUTODIN II Service Modes

Error. Control On
Source Terminal.Access RelativeMode Rate ',,'

(BPS) Chari Echo Score
Block Option CRC

IS 56.0 K' X 18 ;
9.6 K X 2
4.8 K X 3
2.4 K oX

,

9
1.2 K X 12
300 X 1
150 X 3

IIA 2.4 K X 5
2.4 K 8
,1 . 2K~' X 12
1.2 K 11
600 X 2
600 4
300 X 2
300 4
150 X 5
150 9
110 X 10
110 8

IIAH 2.4 K 2
1.2 K 2
300 0
110 0

VI 56.0 K X 22
19.2 K X 7
9.6 K X 4
4.8 K X 9
2.4 K X 14
1.2 K X 16·

I
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Andrews statistics are listed in Table 12. The first two columns give the
modes and their data rates. just as in Tables 9 and '1. The third column of Table
12 adds a terminal example to illustrate the nature of the computer. its front end,
or teletypewriter installation. Next, in column 4, the numbers of such installa
tions are given. All of these install~tions are homed to Andrews. However, there
are a few instances of double homing to other PSN's.

The fifth and sixth columns show the traffic in kilobits per hour (Kb/h) ..
The traffic is divided into two columns,-denoted" as transmitted and received.
The transmitted traffic is the tot"a1 generated by the installations that are
homed on Andrews. The received traffic is generated elsewhere, but is intended
for Andrews installations.

To assist with tha'interpretation of Andrews statistics, Figure 20 is included.
It represents the number of total installations as the ordinate and the total Kb/h
traffic as the abscissa. All modes and their data "rates are identified with two
connected bubbles. The bubble with a T inside refers to total transmitted traffic
for the appropriate mode. A bubble with an R inside stands for received volume.

From Figure 20 one finds that most installations belong to the 110 b/s,
async.hronous, mode IIA category~ However, most traffic is carried by 56.0 Kb/s,
mode VI, 'fol'lowed closely by 19~2 Kb/s, mode VI. Based on AUTODIN II utilization
alone. the u'ltimate mode would' have to be selected from the above three.

Final Combined Selection

Only future developments, such as system growth, costs, implementation con
straints, usage popularity, and actual importance of certain applications, may
determine which mode has most utility. Likewise, technica"l vUlnerability may
depend on factors not foreseen today. However, certain relative ordering appears
to be valid. The details of two such approaches have been given in (a). with
respect to technical service vulnerability, and in (b) with respect to service
utilization levels.

One may select three highest ranking candida~esfrom (a) and (b). When this
is done, only five finalists remain, because the 56.0 Kb/s, mode VI, is common to
the two groups. The five finalists are:

Mode VI, 56.0 Kb/s
Mode IIA, 110 b/s
Mode IB, 56.0 Kb/s
Mode VI, 19.2 Kb/s
Mode VI, 1.2 Kb/s
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Table 12. Andrews Utilization

Source Terminal Number Total Traffic (KB/HR)
Mode Rate Example Install. Transmitted Received

IB 56.0 K PROGTERMIN 2 70,234.4 193,348.8
9.6 K CDCUT 200 6 42,105.3 70,391.7
4.8 K IBM 2780 21 60,020.7 222,900.7
2.4 K BURTD 806 10 13,694.9 55,473.8
1.2 K DATA 100 3 855.3 5,467.7
300 H700KEYNET 3 729.8 2,048.8
150 COPE 1200 1 82.4 412.2

IIA 2.4 K SILENT 700 7 4,779.5 23,899.5
1.2 K KLP 300 19 10,873.4 54,377.0
600 CRT/TTY 5 1,649.0 8,244.5
300 HAZELT 2000 11 1,580. 1 7,899.6
150 COMPCOM 30 9 566.9 2,831 .7
110 TTY, ASR 90 3,083.5 15,704. 1

IIAH 2.4 K IBM 2741 4 4,319.1 21,595.4
1.2 K I VIP 786 W 10 6,595.0 32,977.0
300 UNISCOP 100 13 346.1 6,435.6
110 BURTC 500 5 110.8 554.2

VI 56.0 K HIS 115 12 851,156.3 538,626.6
19.2K HIS 6000 20 460,991.9 359,392.4
9.6 K NOVA 800 7 75,654.4 57,961.9
4.8 K UNIVAC 494 10 90,345.4 81,661.6
2.4 K ' IBM 360/30 7 8,902.2 26,279.1
1.2 K BUR 3500 7 5,919.1 17,832.5
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Their relative ranking is summarized in Figure 21. On the basis of these results
we have selected Mode VI, 56.0 Kb/s.

3.3 Selection of Analog Service Mode
Our concern here is to select one specific mode of operation for the analog

service selected previously, namely the transfer of audio information (i .. e., voice)
between humans. We further assume for this mode of operation that the voice sig
nals will be digitized at some point inthenetw..ork•.This is based on the ultimate
objective of developing technical performance parameters which can be employed in
the future design and specification of transmission facilities for the digital DeS.
Also special attention should be given to secure voice conferencing which implies
use of voice digitizing for encryption purposes~

The tabulation of candidate alternatives from which our selection was made
is given in Table 13. We have included a conventional analog, clear voice mode
as one alternative strictly for comparison purposes. All of the otheralterna
tives involve some form of analog to digital (A/D) conversion process. Some of
the candidates are distinguished by the location in the network where the A/D
conversion occurs.

Alternatives 2 through 4 in Table 13 assume that the digitization process
takes place either at the backbone switch or at the local access switch. The
digitization technique employed may be PCM at 64. Kb/s, CVSD at 16 Kb/s, or 1inear
predictive codi~g (LPC) at 2.4 Kb/s. The access loop to the backbone node is either
analog transmission over a 4 kHz bandwidth or quasi analog transmission at the digi
tization rate. The backbone switch may use analog or di~ital technology depending
on where the digital conversion occurs.

Alternatives 5 through 8 all assume that the digitization process is accom
plished in the terminal station apparatus. In these alternatives the communica
tion security (COMSEC) equipment mayor may not provide encryption on an end-to
end basis. Subsets of each major alternative are distinguished by letters indi
cating analog (a) or digital (d) networks and clear or secure (s) transmission
after digitization.

The rest of Table 13 is self-explanatory. It dOes not include any hybrid
alternatives (e.g., digital switches with quasi analog transmission) or tandem
mixes of different digitizing processes. These modifications would increase the
alternative candidates to be considered to an excessive number. It was believed
more appropriate to select one alternative from the basic types shown in the table
and to consider others during later phases of the project.
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Table 13. Alternative Configurations for Voice Service Modes

Alternative
I

Digitization/Encryption Access Loop Long HaulSwitch Transmission
Clear Secure AID Location Process Rate Trans Bandwidth Technology Backboneor Rate

la None Analog 4 kHz Analog Analog

2a 2as Backbone PCM 64 Kb/s Analog 4 kHz Analog Quasi-Analog
2d 2ds Switch PCM 64 Kb/s Analog 64 Kb/s Digital Digital

3a 3as Backbone 'Switch CVSD 16 Kb/s Analog 4 kHz Analog Quasi-Analog
3d 3ds Access Switch CVSD 16 Kbl s Analog 16 Kbl s Digital Digital

4a 4as Backbone Switch LPC 2.4 Kb/s Analog 4 kHz Analog Quasi-Analog
4d 4ds Access Switch LPC 2.4 Kb/s Analog 2.4 Kb/s Digital Digital

5a 5as Station Apparatus PCM 64 Kb/s Quasi-Analog Wideband Analog Quasi-Analog
5d 5ds Station Apparatus PCM 64 Kb/s Digital 64 Kb/s Digital Digital

6a 6as Station Apparatus CVSD 16 Kb/ s Quasi-Analog 4 kHz Analog Quasi-Analog
6d 6ds Station Apparatus CVSD 16 Kbl s Digital 16 Kbl s Digital Digital

7a 7as Station Apparatus LPC 4.8 Kb/s Quasi-Analog 4 kHz Analog Quasi-Analog
7d 7ds Station Apparatus LPC 4.8 Kb/s Digital 4.8 Kb/s Digital Di gita1

8a 8as Station Apparatus Vocoder <2.4 Kb/s Quasi-Analog <4 kHz Analog Quasi-Analog
8d 8ds Station Apparatus· Vocoder <2.4 Kb/s Digital <2.4 Kb/s Digital Digital



Table 14 repeats the listing of alternatives from Table 13 and rates each
criterion on the basis of five sel~ction.criteria discussed prev·;ously in Section
3.1 with the most weight given to vulnerability to transmission impairments and
anticipated demand. Each alternative in Table 14 was considered under each selec
tion criterion and subjectively rated as high, medium, and low. Under this pro
cedure the preferred choice is the alternative with the highest rating. Alterna
tive 6 in its various forms is the candidate finally selected. Alternative 6 is
expected to have a high future demand for end-to-end secure voice transactions.
The key to the use of 16 Kb/s CVSD for digital voice in the near future DeS is
the availability of a reliable 16 Kb/s modem for transmission over narrowband 3 kHz
to 4 kHz voice channels. The modem must provide satisfactory bit error rates on
appropriate Des channels normally used for AUTOVON.The USAF Rome Air Development
Center (RADe) have supported the development and testing of such a modem over
unconditioned 4 kHz analog channels. See McRae et al.~ (1976) and Perkins and
McRae (1978).

Since CVSD terminals operate over four-wire full duplex circuits, two narrow
band voice channels are needed. It is possible to operate CVSD in a conferencing
mode. A conference bridge operation employs at,ypical tandem c.onnection for 3-way
conferencing. If one termin~l is designated as the hub H, and the two conference
terminals as Xand V, the voice paths H-X and H-Y are encoded and decoded only
once. However the voice path X-V requires two separate CVSD encoder/decoder opera
tions. This tandem connection suffers in quality at the H-X or H-V connection,
because delta modulation, including CVSD, does not tandem as well as PCM.

Transmission at 16 Kb/s is accomplished at a symbol rate of 2.667 Kb/s, thus
requiring 6 bits per symbol. The transmitted format is a suppressed carrier quad
rature amplitude modulation (QAM) with 64 possible symbols. These 64 symbols are
derived from all combinations of 16 phase and 4 amplitude levels. An adaptive
equalizer permits operation over a number of line conditions by compensating for
amplitude and envelope delay characteristics. The compensation achieved depends
on the line characteristics. A modest initialization period is required by the
equalizer. Transmission requirements to support such a modem are expected to be
fairly stringent. Therefore~ the technical channel criteria used for the 16 Kb/s
modem should provide satisfactory service for other modes of narrowband voice
operation. This is one of the basic reasons fOyl selecting the high speed mode of
operation over narrow bandwidth channels. Ultirrlately the voice quality measures
developed would be applied to the 16 Kb/s CVSD voice digitization process over a
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Table 14. Basis for Alternative Selection

Basis for Future Influence
Selecting Military Implementing on DataAnticipated Operations Possibility Trans Rqmts Base CommentsDemand Impact AvailabilityNear Long Error

Alternative Term Term BW Rate

la High Medium Low Low Low N/A High Conventional Use
AUTOVON I

2a, 2as Medium Medium Med Med High Low High Some in Use (DEB)
2d, 2ds High ~1edi urn High ~1ed High Low High CONUS AUTOVON

(T-Carrier)
3a,. 3as Low Low Low Low Med Medo Med Limited Use

(Mostly Tactical)
3d, 3ds Low Low Low Med Med Med Low Limited Use

(Tactical)
4a, 4as Low Low Low Low Low High Low Relatively· New
4d, 4ds Low Low Med Med Low High Low Relatively New
5a, 5as Low Medium Low Low HIgh Low Low Limited Use
5d, 5ds Low Medium Low Low High Low Low Limited Use
6a, 6as High High Med High ~1ed Med Med Some Tactical & SVIP
6d, 6ds High High Med High Med ~1ed Low Some Tactical & SVIP
7a, 6as Medium High Low Med Low High Low New Technology
7d, 7ds Medium High Med High Low High Low New Technology
8a, Bas Low Low Low Low High Low Special Application

(Synthetic Quality)
8d, 8ds· Low Low LoW Low High Low Special Application

(Synthetic Quality)



16 Kb/s voiceband transmission facility .. In this connection, it should be noted
that proponents of CVSD maintain that 48 Kb/s CVSD is equal in quality to 64 Kb/s
PCM. Voice encoded at 64 Kb/s PCM is generally l~egarded as high or toll quality,
particu1arl~ for tandem connections. Critics claim that CVSD does not operate in
tandem as well as PCM, as noted earlier. Militalf'Y users have observed excellent
quality for 3,2 Kb/s CVSD. At 16 Kb/s CVSD lose.s tonal quality and degrades other
secondary quality features, but retains intelligibility and speaker recognition,
the primary acceptance criteria. For these reasons, CVSD has been selected for
use in tactical systems such as TRI-TAC. When combined with the 16 Kb/smodem,
CVSD becomes highly desirable since it can operate over existing voice frequency
channels. Also~ of course, the digital voice can be easily encrypted for secure
transmission on an end-to-end basis.

4. SELECTION OF DIGITAL SERVICE PARAMETERS

4.1 Overview of Performance Parameters
Telecommunications systems provide a vari~tyof digital services to a growing

group .of users or subscribers. The performance lof these digital services has been
described in many ways (AT&T, 1970; ANSI, 1971; Mahoney, et al., 1975; Frank, et al.,
1976; Audin, 1978; Seitz and McManamon, 1978; K1einrock, 1978; Grubb and Cotton,
1978; ANSI, 1980). The reason for this existing dichotomy has to do largely with
individuals and organizations who have different responsibilities, different re
quirements, and different views of the service. As noted in Section 2, examples
of divergent viewpoints may be found between system designers, system operators,
traffic managers, and different priority end users.

The divergence of viewpoints has given rise to division of the parameter space
into at least two groups: the system oriented and the user oriented parameters.
The system or system oriented parameters are also called technical or engineering
parameters, in this report and elsewhere. In the discussion of digital service,
we prefer the adjective "system". This will avoid confusion in Sections 4 and 5,
where the typical user will turn out to be a technical device, such as a high speed
automatic data processing (ADP) installation, a host computer, or an access soft-

ware to another network. The service received by such users will be, unfortunately
rather ambiguously, described in both techni·ca1 and engineering terms. One should
also note that user oriented and service oriented parameters denote the same family
of descriptors, at least in this text. Whether a certain parameter, such as quality
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of service~ belongs to the system or user group depends on the definition. Gener
ally~ however, systems oriented parameters refer to the performance of either the
entire system, its subsystems~ functions~ facilities, its hardware, software, or
any combinations of the above. The user oriented or service oriented parameters,
on the other hand, describe the service as perceived by the end users. Later in
this section, different end user definitions will be discussed. Depending on end
user-system -interface, for instance, a service parameter such as access delay could
have different interpretations, as well as different numerical values.

Consider~ for example~ link outage probabilities in a microwave network. By
themselves, they appear to be system parameters. Because, given sufficient reroute
topology and control capability, the majority of outages may not be experienced by
the end users. On the other hand~ nonredundant networks may translate link outages
into clear-cut service outages. The user thus experiences the effects of the
entire system, including links, nodes, topologies and controls, as a whole.

Since the inception of digi"tal telecommunication services several decades
ago, the relative advantages and disadvantages of offered services. have been dis
cussed by many. With or without regard to parametric classification, a great many
descriptors have been used to qualify and to quantify various services. At times
different words have been used to refer to the same feature. The same words have
also been used for different features.

The multiplicity of words is by no means the entire -problem. Interpreta
tions can and do vary. The same parameter terminology can be defined to pertain
strictly to service here and now, but to the system elsewhere. To arrive at such
multidefinitions, it suffices to displace the user-system interface in space and
time.

The majority of existing performance desc~iptors tend to combine in some
intrinsic way the aspects of both service and system. Consider Table 15. It
lists a total of 66 parameters. The listing is done in alphabetical order. Hence,
no significance is to be assigned to a parameter appearing in first, second, or
last position. Some parameters may be unique or distinct. Several others may
refer to the same thing - fully or in part. Furthermore, while some parameters
pertain strictly to the service~ the system, or the operator performance, the
majority of common parameters appears to combine somehow the orientation of user,
system, or operator.

This issue is addressed in the three right-hand columns of Table 15. These
columns, called Parameter Orientation, include a check (x) for user orientation,
system orientation, or the previously mentioned operator orientation. The accuracy
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Table 15. A Listing of Assorted Performance Parameters

# Performance Parameter
Parameter Orientation

User System Operator

1. Accuracy
2. Adapatibility
3. Availability
4. BER end-to-end
5. BER subsystem' (link, etc.)
6. 'Bit count integrity
7. Block (char., etc.) count integrity
8. Blocking probability (access)
9. Blocking probability (nodes)

10. Communications error
11. Compatibility (facility, function)
12. Congestion duration
13. Congestion frequency
14. Cross-connect constraints
15. Delay in backbone delivery
16. Delay in end-to-end delivery
.17. Delay in system access
18. Destructibility (hardware, software)
19. Duplication probability of blocks
20. Echo options
21. Efficiency
22. Error-control options
23. Error-free block ratio
24. Error rat.e for output blocks
25. Error rate for subsystem blocks
26. Flexibility
27. Format interfacability
28. Grade of service (GOS)
29. Maintainability
30. Misdelivery probability of blocks
31. Missing block ratio
32. Operability
33. Outages 'at service access
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Table 15. (Continued)

# Performance Parameter
Parameter Orientation

User System Operator

34. Outages of subsystems
35. Performance end-to-end
36. Performance of subsystems
37. Precedence and preemption capability
38. Priority level manage~ent

39. Privacy
40. Quality of service (QOS)
41. Rate of effe~tive bit transfer
42. Rate throughput for blocks
43. Reliability
44. Restoration of service options
45. Robustness
46. Security end-to-end
47. Security of subsystems
48. Service classes
49. Service features
50. Service quality
51. Subsequent segment acceptance
52. Survivability
53. Systemwide security
54. T~xt code transparency
55. Throughput rate constancy
56. Time between bit count losses
57. Time to service restoral (MTSR)
58. Tracing options for lost packets
59. Transmission activity security
60. Transmission signaling.security
61. Transparency
62. Unavailability probability (~X s)
63. Upgradeability of user services
64. Vulnerability to subsystem failures
65. Vulnerability to operator errors
66. Vulnerability to user errors
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parameter, for example, is checked as user oriented. The system and the operator
must, by all means, perform statisfactorily to provide the accuracy level in
question. But it is the user who is primarily concerned with the accuracy of his
information transaction.

The adaptability parameter poses a different problem. If the service cannot
adapt .to different traffic demands placed by one or more users, it may be restric
tive to that user and others. At the same time, there may be many technical issues
involved in system adaptation to new services and new technologies. Finally, the
operator.m~yor may:,notpl ay a key role in the entire adaptation process. In Table
15, adaptabi"lityisshown to be "associated,with all three orientations.

One can proceed in a qualitative way from the top to thebottomof.Table 15.
In most cases, the distinction may not be clear~ but some decision appea~s warranted.
The XiS in the table reflect the subjective judgement of the authors. It is based
on one's perception of what constitutes a user, a system, or an operator; as well
as on the often informal definition of what the words should mean for this or that
parameter.

Since all past and present military, governrnent, civilia"n, and commercial
communicatton systems have used at least some of the 66 descriptors of Table 15
applied, it seems worthwi1e to scrutinize at least some of them in more detail.
Let us consider the binary or bit error rate (BER) and the quality of service
(QOS) •

Binary error rate or probability is perhaps the most researched and measured
digital service parameter. It has been derived for individual links, such as
transmission channels of all -kinds imaginable, and subject to innumerable degrada
tions and distortions. These BER studies have extended to feedback channels and
to network topologies of growing complexi:ty. Different combinations of links,
nodes, and control processes have been included in the studies. A simple tandem
arrangement is illustrated in Figure 22.

Errors can originate, or at least be initially observed, almost everywhere.
To claim that a particular error has occuredin a user terminal, and neither on
a'local loop nor in the switch (e.g., PSN), one ,needs to resolve the matter of
interfaces. Where does the terminal end and the loop start? Where is the inter
face between the local loop and the switch1 Likewise, to discriminate between
user generated errors and those produced by the system, one needs to identify a
unique boundary, called the user-system interface.

The most familiar standard interface is the so-called data terminal equipment
(DTE) and data circuit-terminating equipment (DeE) interface. Its physical
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Figure 22. Potential physical sources of bit errors in a tandem
message path.
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requirements are specified in the industry standard X.21 (ANSI, 1980). In a more
general setting, such as for packet modes on public data networks, the DTE/DCE
interface falls in the domain of standard X.25. As shown in Figure 23, it separates,
at least conceptually, the terminal and communication equipment. Several questions
remain. What if the same processor acts at one time as terminal equipment and at
other times as communications equipment? Furthermore, what about the human user
who leases the entire service, including the DTE, from a communications carrier?
As we shall see later in the discussion of the Interim Federal Standard 1033, such
questions can be resolved by a· standard. set of interface definitions.

Three potential user-system interfaces are shown in Figure 24. The BER
could be measured at all three interfaces and, unless one is lucky, they could
differ at the three places. One could venture that the interface nearest to the
human operator, i.e., the outermost or the IIFS-1033" interface, would have the
highest BER of the three. This may be true in installations that incorporate
no error control. However, in systems with error control, such as with a cyclic

.redundancy check (eRC) plus an automatic repeat request (ARQ), the situation could
be reversed. The "line sidell interface in Figure 24 is shown to be the same as
the DTE/DCE interface (see Figure 23). In the host computer packet applications,
it may be equivalent to a demarcation line between the transmission control pro
gram (TCP) and the segment interface protocol (SIP), both of which are shown to
be parts of the single channel control unit (SCCU). If the DTE can be easily
distinquished from the user terminal, another interface - called lI optional ll in
Figure 24 - may also be considered to separate the host computer from the host
specific interface (HSI) of the SCGU.

The user-system interface is needed to distinquish between the end-to-end,
user-oriented BER and the subsystem (viz., link, node) BER's in Table 15. The
end-to-end BER (see #4 in the table) is said to be user oriented. It is measured
at the receiving end of the data path, as the data pass through the system-user
interface, and arrive at the end user. On the other hand, the subsystem BER
(item #5) is called system oriented. It occurs somewhere in the system, usually
a considerable distance from the user-system interface. To discern where exactly
the subsystem errors arise within the tandem structure of a network (see Figure
22), one may establish appropriate interfaces, sometimes of the DTE/DCE type,
between nodes and links on the message transfer path.

Another difficulty arises when two similar DeE's, or their equivalents, inter
act at a gateway of two networks with no apparent DTE separating the two. In such
cases a common error control arrangement may penetrate the two networks. On the
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physical gateway channel then the BER could exceed the end-to-end BERls delivered
to either network. The subsystem BER's are tied to the system structure. Ulti
mately, that structure determines the end-to-end or end user BER. In this study,
emphasis is placed on this end-to-end or user SER.

The term "quality of service" (OOS) refers to more than the probability of
blocked access called IIgrade of service" (GaS). Given some fixed waiting time, T,
QOS stands for the probability that access is delayed more than T seconds. Thus,
in common circuit switching use, GOS is viewed as QOS with the particular value
T = O. In packet switched networks, access delays occur when the originating PSN
refuses to accept an incoming packet. This may happen for several reasons, such
as incorrect format, identification, address fields, and so on. However, when
the packet appears to be valid and the 'blockage is caused by full buffers at a
congested PSN, then one can count the access delay against QOS. There are always
two ways to look at an inadequate QOS. Since larger node and link capacities
would normally ameliorate blocking and delays, the system can be viewed as under
designed. Poor QOS would then be a fault of the system. On the other hand, given
a fixed network capacity, there may be no noticable blocking if the offered traffic
stays under some design bounds. Blocking and delays can arise when traffic volumes
exceed these bounds. Now QOS depicts unpredictably high message activity by the
subscribers. It seems that an acceptable view must be some compromise between the
above extremes. The interaction of user demands with system capacities cause
congestions. The resultant service degradation is usually quite apparent to both
system users and operators. In Table 15, item #40, QOS, is indicated to have
joint user, system, and operator orientation.

It is apparent that everyone of the 66 parameters in Table 15 contains a
story similar to the examples discussed above. Each parameter must be defined
subject to its selected interfaces. After that, the parametric orientation with
respect to user, system, and/or operator must be researched and assessed. The
end result, whether qualitative or quantitative, would be long and undesirable.
The parameter set is (a) too big~ and (b) a perplexing mix of user, system, and
operator factors. Since one is largely interested in user oriented parameters
here, one seeks a reduction of Table 15 that suits the needs of the military
digital service user.

4.2 Interim Federal Standard 1033
In this section we review the recently proposed standard for depicting digital

communications performance, the Interim Federal Standard 1033, or FS-1033 for short.
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In later sections we shall enlarge on two issues of FS-1033~ namely on the separa
tion of user and system parameters, as well as on the relationships between the
parameters proposed in FS-1033 .and those of inmediate concern to AUTODIN II.

FS-1033 is currently an interim standard issued by General Services Adminis
tration (GSA). Its use is option:alforall Federal agenc; es. The purpose of the
standard is to improve Federal Government procurement and services by facilitating
interoperability between telecommunication systems and information processing
systems of the United States Government. To satisfy this broad mandate~ FS-1033
proposes a common, user-oriented performance parameter set. The set is called
uniform~ to mean that it applies uniformly and without exception to all digital
services.

The Interim Federal Standard 1033 has been studied by other standards organi
zations. It is the basis for developing a Proposed ANSI Standard, User-Oriented
Data Communication Performance Parameters~ X3S35/l25.

The standard defines 26 digital communication performance parameters. Each
parameter is to address a particular facet of telecommunication system performance,
eventually in quantitative terms, and strictly from the viewpoint of the end user.
The parameters are not restricted~ either in definition or in application, to
particular digital system classes.

The standard does not specify or suggest nunlerical values for the 26 param
eters. Requirements and methods for measuring actual telecommunication system
performance in terms of these parameters are currently being developed by NTIA/ITS
and NBS. That work will lead to a separate Proposed Federal Standard, FS-1043.

It should be emphasized that FS-1033 is intended for all Federal departments
and agencies. When ultimately approved on a permanent (non-interim) basis, the
standard will be required for use by the Federal agencies in specifying the end
to-end performance required of all digital telecommunication systems and services
for which planning and design begin more than one year after the effective date
of the standard.

The standard is not intended to eliminate or to restrict the use of additional
parameters. However, such additional parameters should not be used in lieu of any
of the 26 parameters defined in the FS-1033.

The 26 service performance parameters of FS-1033 are listed in Table 16. The
detailed definitions of all 26 parameters are given in the actual Interim Federal
Standard 1033, a description of which is enclosed in this Report as Appendix B.

A summary introduction of the parameters is given next, followed by definition
of the key terms. The 26 parameters of FS-1033 are divided into three parts: A, B,
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Table 16. Service Performance Parameters According to Interim
Federal Standard 1033

Part A ~ Primary Parameters

1. Access Time
2. Incorrect Access Probability
3. Access Denial Probability

4. Bit Transfer Time
5. Bit Error Probability
6. Bit Misdelivery Probability
7. Bit Loss Probability
8. Extra Bit Probability

9. Block Transfer. Time
10. B·lock Error Probability
11. Block Misdelivery Probability
12. Block Loss Probability
13. Extra Block Probability

14. Bit Transfer Rate
15. Block Transfer Rate
16. Bit Rate Efficiency
17. Block Rate Efficiency

18. Disengagement Time
19. Disengagement Denial Probability

Part B - Secondary Parameters

20. Service Time Between Outages
21. Outage Duration
22. Outage Probability

Part C - Ancillary Parameters

23. User Access Time Fraction
24. User Block Transfer Time Fraction
25. User Message Transfer Time Fraction
26. User Disengagement Time Fraction

Seconds
*
*
Seconds
*
*
*
*
Seconds
*
*
*
*
Bits/Second
Blocks/Second
%
%

Seconds
*

Hours
Hours
*

*
*
*
*

*Note: The probabilities and user performance time fractions are
dimensionless numbers between zero and one.
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and C. As noted in Table 16, Part A is comprised of 1~ primary parameters. Part
B consists of 3 secondary parameters. Finally, Part C contains 4 so called ancil
lary parameters. The ancillary parameters provide a quantitative means for ex
pressing the influence of user performance or nonperformance (e.g., user caused
delays) on the primary parameter values. As noted earlier, the separation of
system and user roles is not always easy or even feasible. There is also the
obvious problem in employing user-dependent parameters to specify required system
performance: the system operator normallyh'as no control over user performance,
and hence cannot ensure that user-dependent parameter values will be met.

~~ore specifically, the FS-1033 anci 11 arypa:rametersde.a1 with user del ays.
The transaction functions (Seitz and Bodson, 1980) are structured in such a way
that they involve a 'sequence pf interactions between the system and the users.
The overall performance times thus depend jointly o.n both system and user delays.
The FS-1033 approach divides the resultant performance ttmes into system and, user
fractions. The standard defines the average user fraction as an ancillary param
eter whi ch modi fi es the associ ated primary perforlmance' parameter. Rathe'r fortu
nately, the digital 56.0 Kb/s mode selected for this study (see Section 3.2)
appears not to suffer any significant effects from;·the four ancillarYlJser frac
tions.

For the purpose of this study, Parts A and Bare deemed far more important
than PartC~' Therefore, Part.C (i.e., the 4 ancillary~parameters) are not empha
sized here. The secondary parameters deal with outages. They appear sufficiently
important to most military communication services to retain a key role in AUTODIN
II digital performance specification.

There are 19 parameters oftheprimarycl,ass. To facilitate their discussion,
FS-1033 divides them further into three functional phases. The phases are called
access, information (e.g., bit, block, message) ttansfer, and disengagement. This
division into phases is illustrated in Table 17. Note that information transfer
is the domain of 14 parameters, or more th~n half of the total. However, one may
also note that half of the 14 pertain to bit transfer, while the other half pertain
to block transfer. Blocks are defined as contiguous aggregates of bits that are
treated as units. Examples of blocks may be characters, words, packets, segments,
text fields, and so on. Often the number of bits in a block is a constant.

The bit and block transfers may have distinct, performance categories or crite
ria. In FS-1033, these criteria are,<calle.d'efficiency (or speed), accuracy, and
reliability. As one expects, such criteria are sufficiently general concepts to
apply almost everywhere. In Table 18 one finds the FS-1033 interpretation of the
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Table 17. The Access, Information Transfer and
Disengagement Phases for the Primary Parameters

Access Phase

1. Access Time
2. Incorrect Access Probability
3. Access Denial Probability

Information Transfer Phase

4. Bit Transfer Time
5. Bit Error Probability
6. Bit ~1isdelivery Probability
7. Bit Loss Probability
8. Extra Bit Probability

9. Block Transfer Time
10. Block Error Probability
11. Block Misdelivery Probability
12. Block Loss Probability
13. Extra Block Probability

14. Bit Transfer Rate

15. Block Transfer Rate

16. Bit Rate Efficiency

17. Block Rate Efficiency

Disengagement Phase

18. Disengagement Time
19. Disengagement Denial Probability
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Table 18. The Three Performance Criteria

Performan.ce Crt teri on
Function

Efficiency or Speed Accuracy Reliability

Access 1. Access Time 2. Incorrect Access Probability 3. Access Denial
Probability

5. Bit Error Probability 7. Bit LossBit Transfer 4. Bit Transfer Time 6. Bit Misdelivery Probability Probability8. Extra Bit Probability

10. Block Error Probability 12. Block.LossBlock Transfer 9. Block Transfer Time 11 . Block Misdelivery Probability Probability13. Extra Block Probability

14. Bit Transfer Rate
Message Transfer 15. Block Transfer Rate 22. Outage Probability

16. Bit Rate Efficiency (Secondary)
17. Block Rate Efficiency

Disengagement 18. Disengagement Time 19. Disengagement Denial Probability

Service Continuation 20. Service Time Between Outages
(Secondary)

Service Restoral 21 . Outage Duration
(Secondary)



criteria as further specified for the 22 primary and secondary ,parameters. The
three secondary are region numbers 20,21, and 22 in the 'table. Note, that along
the left margin the conmunications phases are expanded and modified. In, FS-1033,

these phases o.r communications activites are not the previous three (i .e., access,
message transfer and disengagement), but rather a composite of seven so-called
functions. Each function, as depicted in Table 18, consists of parametric effi
ciency,accuracy, and reliability componen,ts./, For instance, the access function
has Access Time (a primary parameter) as its efficiency parameter, Incorrect
Access Probability (a primary parameter) as its accuracy parameter, and Access
Denial Probability (also a primary,par.ameter) as its reliability parameter. For
the message transfer function, which t's define'd to differ from both bit and block
transfer functions, the efficiency criterion is claimed. to contain four primary
parameters: Bit Transfer Rate, Bit Rate Efficiency, Block Transfer Rate, and

o

Block Rate Efficiency. Furthermore, the accuracy and reliability criteria of the
message transfer function are jointly covered by the secondary parameter, Outage
Probability.

Two uniquecolTullunication functions in Table 18 are, service continuation and
service restoraT. They each' possess a single secondary parameter, namely Service
,Time Between Outages and Outage Duration, which make, no apparent discrimination
between ,the criteria of eff-iciency, accuracy, and' reliability.

Being new and quantitative, the FS-1033 parameters have beend'ill igently
defined. The definitions are based on the Bbove precepts of functions and criteria.
They also rely on' the existence of uniquely defined user/system interfaces. More
on the user-system separation will be said in the next section. As noted earlier,
see Figure 24, the FS-1033 places the user-system interface closer to the user
than other definitions.

The key point is that, in its simplest human operator case, the user-system
interface coincides with the finger-eye-ear interface of the human with the
terminal console. There are, of course~manymore~omplicated interface cases.
They include separation of inte;rac:tive end user actions from system actions;
information separation of user data from system overhead (signaling and control);
the functional definition of the ,end user in the instances of unatt.ended devices;
joint applications and communications programs; intermediate devices or processes,
that may be actingasgatewaysbetweendi'fferent networks; and the distinction
between local data processing and, so-called telecommunications access methods.

To use the FS-l 033" a four-part overvi ew may be he1pful. The four parts
are:
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(1) The user-system model
It defines the end users or sources, the data communications system,
and the interfaces between users and the system...

(2) The activity phases
Each communications action may be viewed as a performance trial. It has
its time window, a start and an end. Called functions in the FS-1033,
the main parts of the time windoware.acc"ess, information transfer, and
disengagement phases.

(3) Performance criteria
Each trial has an outcome. The goodness quality of that outcome is
judged first rather broadly by three performance 'criteria: efficiency
-- to describe successful performance, accuracy -- for incorrect
performance, and reliability -- for nonperformance.

(4) Performance parameters
For each of the ·three criteria, during every phase (function) of the
activity window, the trial outcome is·to be described by specific
performance numbers. These numbers are the 26 parameters of FS-1033:
19 primary, 3 secondary, and 4 ancillary. The numbers represent
time '(seconds), rates (bits or blocks/second), efficiencies (%), or
probabilities (dimensionless), as shown above in Table 16.

It is also advisable to employ a single correct list of terms and definitions.
To this end, the Interim Federal Standard 1033 has an extensive list of definitions.
The proposed'ANSI Standard X3S35/125 has a slightly modified listing of definitions
and explanations throughout its text and appendices. Finally, a less formal outline
of FS-1033 and its applications is given by Seitz and Bodson (1980) or Appendix B.

4.3 The User and System Parameters
The separation of user oriented parameters from system oriented parameters

is the main objective of this study, as well as that of FS-1033. The demarcation
is .achieved with the aid of the user-system interface. For the purposes of this
discussion, the interface is placed as illustrated in Figure 25. The fS-1033
model defines the end user of AUTODIN II data conlmunications system or service
ei ther as a human terminal operator, a comnunicat·;ons appl ications program, a
gateway access program in another network (such as AUTODIN I), or an unattended
device (such as a card puncher or message recorder).

As noted in Section 4.1, another factor between end user and the system proper
may be the system operator or the communications manager. We shall assume the fol
lowing. If the operator is also a user, he or she shall be called a user. If the
operator is not an end user, he or she shall be identified, at least functionally,
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as part of the system. From now on, accordingly, one must worry only about the
user vs. the system.

In Table 15, more than 60 assorted performance parameters are listed. To
render this list more manageable, one can use the following three-step procedure:

(i) Retain only those parameters that emphasize service received by
the end user through the user-system interface.

(ii) Merge related or overlapping parameters.

(iii) Delete all vague, qualitative, marginally relevant, or insignificant
parameters.

For example, the very first item in Table 15 is accuracy. It seems to encompass
many other paramet~rs, such as BER end-to-end (#4), BER subsystem (#5), bit count
integrity (#6), block count integrity (#7), comJTlunications error (#10), duplica
tion probab.i1ity of blocks (#19), echo options (#20), error control options (#22),
error-free block ratio (#23), etc. According to (iii), accuracy is judged to be
so vague and qualitative, as to be nearly meaningless for quantitative use. It
is deleted from further consideration. L;kewisE~, the second parameter in Table
15, adaptability, is deleted because of reasons (i) and (iii). Clearly, one may
have to adapt to new subsystems, new technologies, new types of message traffic,
new service features, as well as new user requirements. Adaptability emphasis
does not seem to be on the user orientation.

The end result of this deletion and merger process is a shorter list that
stresses the service received by the end user. The abbreviated listing is given
in Table 19. It has 16 elements.

The 16 parameters are called IIcommonll to emphasize their frequent occurrence
;n various civilian and military situations. These parameters are user oriented,
to be observed at the end user side of the user-system interface.

4.4 Relationship Between FS-1033 and AUTODIN II Parameters
The goal of this section is to compare FS-1033 and AUTODIN II digital service

parameters. The user oriented FS-1033 parameter set will be comprised of the
primary and secondary parameters. See previous Section 4'.2 for their definitions.
The AUTODIN II service para'meters are much less defined, to our knowledge. The

system performance requirements in the AUTODIN II design plans and its service
specification combine in various ways the user, the system, and the operator
aspects. The 66 parameter listing of Table 15 seems to contain most, if not all,
of AUTODIN II performance parameters. Clearly, this list ;s too long to be
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Table 19. Common User Oriented Performance
Descriptors

# Descriptors (listed alphabetically)

1. Availability of service
2. BER end-to-end
3. Bit count integrity
4. Block count integrity

5. Block error rate end-to-end
6. Blocking/delay probability (GOS/QOS)
7. Mean delay at access
8. Mean delay end-to-end

9. f4i sde1i very probabi 1i ty .
10. Next segment acceptance probability
11. Outage probability -
12. Throughput rate for bits

13. Throughput rate for blocks
14. Time between loss of bit/block counts
15. Time between outages (MTBO)
16. Time to service restoral(MTSR)
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useful. Furthermore, there are questions about the parameter definitions, their
dependence on elements beyond user control (e.g., system, operators), mutual over
lap, AUTODIN II applicability, and realistic usefulness in practice.

To simplify matters, and to keep the user orientation in focus, this section
will assume the 16 so-called "common performance parameters II of Table 19 as repre-'
sentative general descriptors of military digital service. They are particularly
applicable to the AUTODIN II service. This is somewhat restrictive, as there
certainly are more user-related parameters being used than the 16 listed. If one
finds the abbreviated list inadequate, one can always add additional parameters or
use any longer list, like Table 15.

One next compares the primary and secondary performance parameters of FS-1033
(see Tables 16 and 18) with the abbreviated and condensed 16 parameter list (Table
19). As a starting point, consider the coincidence matrix shown in Table 20.
This is essentially a 22 x 16 array, having as rows the FS-1033 parameters and
as columns the common parameters of Table 19. For lack of space, the parameter
names are not reproduced along margins. Rathe"r, the same parameter numbers are
listed as they appear in the respective tables. For instance, in FS-1033 Table
16, #5 is Bit Error Probability, and in the coomon parameter Table 19, #5 is Block
error rate end-to-end. At the intersection of each row and column, the entry
denotes the cross-correlation, coincidence of content, or the common technical
meaning.

Three entries are used. Capital X stands for a full agreement or match for
the two margin parameters. Capital P denotes partial agreement in at least one of
the axes. A void ent~y means that there is insignificant cross-correlation or none
at all.

The void areas are useful to identify incompleteness of the respective param
eter sets, especially if they extend all the way across the table. To illustrate
this issue, Table 21 accentuates the void rows and columns. It is easily seen from
the rows that three FS-1033 parameters:

2. Incorrect Access Probability,
18. Disengagement Time,
19. Disengagement Denial Probability,

have no immediate counterpart in the common paralmeter set" This is deemed to be
a shortcoming of Table 19, since these three parameters are quite pertinent to
AUTODIN II performance characterization.

By looking at the vacant columns one recognizes that there are descriptors
in Table 19, namely:
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10. Next segment acceptance probability,
14. Time between loss of bit/block counts,

that appear to have no obvious counterpart in FS-1033. This maybe a weakness of
the standard, but not a substantial one.

Next segment acceptance or nonacceptance, if viewed as a new trial, could be
counted in FS-1033 as part of the three parameters constituting the access phase.
In particular, it appears to be closest to item 3, Access Denial Probability, in
the new trial sense. If viewed as an ongoing trial, the failure to accept the
next message segment would fall under FS-1033 parameter 22, Outage Probability.

Likewise, time between loss of bit/block counts is not that basic to the end
user. One way or another, its effects are destined to materialize in one or more
of the folloWing ~~gradations(in the FS-1033 sense):

6. Bit Misdelivery Probability,
7. Bit Loss Probability,
8. Extra Bit Probability

or
11. Block Misdelivery Probability,
12. Block Loss Probabi 1tty,
13. Extra Block Probability.

One concludes from the vacant rows and columns that FS-l033 is more complete
than Table 19.

Consider next the X entries in Table 20. There are four of them. From
FS-1033:

1. Access Time,
5. Bit Error Probability,

10. Block Error Probability,
20. Service Time Between Outages,

appear to have a one-to-one mapping with the ordered set:

7. Mean delay at access,
2. BER end-to-end,
5. Block error rate end-to-end,

15. Time between outages (MTBO),

from Table 19. These perfectly or nearly perfectly matched par,ameters give no
clue on how to discriminate between the two parameter sets. Like the empties
of Table 21, the perfect matches can be deleted from further scrutiny. The so
deleted rows and columns are accentuated in Table 22.

What remains are the PiS. They represent partial relationships, as well as
one-to-many or many-to-one impacts, between the two groups. One can distinguish
several differences:
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Table 22. The Perfect Match Parameters

Common User Parameters from Table 19
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5. ASSIGNMENT OF NUMERICAL VALUES TO THE DIGITAL SERVICE MODE

5.1 Introduction
This section attempts to complete the statistical parameter selection by

focusing on FS-1033, and by assigning numerical values to the digital service
parameters selected. This being an initial attempt, only limited types of
AUTODIN II transactions are treated (McClary, 1977). Main attention is focussed
on the interactive (I/A) class of the 56 Kb/s Mode VI service (see Section 3.3).
But, before one becomes engrossed with the specifics of parameters and their
numbers, it seems advisable to take a broader look at the nature of the number
assignment itself.

Here, as noted before, one is concerned with user-oriented performance
measures. The numbers, whatever thei r va1ues, dtepi ct the performa"nce expected
by the users at the user-system interface. If the actual delivered service
results in poorer performance numbers, several things may happen. The offered
service may be entirely unacceptable. In this case, the user may be forced to
seek other service options, perhaps with other systems.

The offered service may be acceptable, but impaired below the expected
standards. In this case, the service clearly loses some of its utility, perhaps
differently for different classes of users. The perceived service value, or the
degree of acceptability or unacceptability, depends on the user-oriented credi
bility of the performance numbers. It is thus quite important that the numbers
be meticulously determined to represent the real world needs of major military
user categories. Whenever operational statistics are available, they should be
used. 'Experimental tests on interactive man/machine communications may constitute
valuable guidelines. In other cases, documented military requirements may have
to be either substituted for or collated with empirical statistics. Finally, of
course, numbers naturally gain in acceptance and confidence if they agree with
reality and common sense. This is particularly true when projected numerical
AUTODIN II service values are compared in a genelf'al way with numbers observed by
users of other existing networks. Networks, such as ARPANET, Telenet, TYMNET
(Schwartz~ et al., 1972; Roberts, 1978), plus the digital services offered by the
various commlon carriers, appear at first glance to be a good source for numerical
data. Unfortunately, there are two problems. First, user requirement, satisfac
tion, or preference numbers have seldom if ever been gathered for the above net
work services. And second, one suspects that being driven by similar technologies,
the performances of the different systems may be too similiar. Major user classes
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might very well have become accustomed and adapted themselves to the performances
offered. It may thus be invalid to infer from the uniformity of system performances
that user needs are also the same everywhere.

Growing user needs may be met in part by new and developing technologies.
In the case of AUTODIN II, where advanced communications and computer art is to
be integrated, the received service will be the result of the latest and most
expedient hardware, software, and systems architecture. Performance parameters
should not be specified so extreme as to be unrealizable or marginal with the DCS
functional designs of the 1980's. At the same time, the technological capabilities
should not be wasted or ignored. Instead, system designs and resources must be
deployed efficiently and cost effectively to realize the postulated AUTODIN II
end-user performance numbers.

The general relationship between network design and service is illustrated
o

in Figure 26. The AUTODIN II service ~lasses, categories or modes, and their
respective performance needs are of prime concern here. The received performance
clearly depends on the implemented system capabilities. Operational capabilities
are limited by several basic constraints. Besides the obvious cost factor, they
are affected by traffic volumes and related statistics, such as local and network
wide busy hours, peak factors, nonrandom arrivals, excessive message or transac
tion durations, and so forth (Rudin, 1974). Other constraints with which one must
reckon are the geographical dispersals of subscriber locations, as well as fixed
sitings for major network nodes. The distances between sites must be spanned by
either terrestrial or satellite circuits. Channel costs and tariffs typically
increase with mileage. Expenditures can be alleviated through multiplexing and
concentration, but the latter can cause blocking, delays, and even message losses,
under certain circumstances. To the extent that system ~onstraints result in
different operational and performance characteristics, the constraints comprise
a significant factor in the design-for-service picture of AUTODIN II. However,
most of these are issues to be treated in future programs. Here one emphasizes
the service and performance.

Most constraints to service and performance can be overcome by expansion or
enrichment of system design. The parametric performance improvement, so obtained,
is typically bought at increased systems cost. In practice, cost is a key ingre
dient that too often transcends the issues of technical system design, constraints
and services. Funds are nominally expended to receive some net benefit (Abrams,
1974; Gitman and Frank, 1978; Licklider and Vezza, 1978). Thus, be it reduced
access time, improved BER, or any combination of parametric performance improvements
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to the user, some system cost is associated with said improvements. The situation
is briefly sketched in Figure 27. Note that performance improvement represents
some benefit or value to the service user. Different service user classes may
realize different net value gains. The work of Streeter (1972, 1974) deals with
such benefits and costs, but only for scientific computer applications. Similar
extensions to the main military computer communications activities appear needed.
Figure 27 is, of course, to be interpreted in a very general and qualitative way.
All comparisons are relative. The AUTODIN II system engineer, nevertheless, can
conceivably use this figure as follows. Parametric performance values are to be
selected near the center of the working region, i.e., around the middle or optimal
part of the interval where the value received exceeds the system cost outlays. In
the case of several service or user classes, an appropriate weighted sum of the
individual value curves produces a single value-realized curve. The latter situa
tion applies to AUTODIN II. It is unfortunate that such quantitative value vs.
cost curves, at least to these writers· knowledge, are not available for AUTODIN
II. Their presence would render the numerical selection process relatively straight
forward and deterministic. As it is, one must resort to considerably vaguer, more
qualitative, common-sense approaches that often rely on the available system
oriented numbers (Cole, 1972; Grubb and Cotton, 1978).

5.2 The Selected Mode Characteristics
Section 3.3 has described in detail the selection of the preferred digital

service mode for this study. As noted, the 56 Kb/s Mode VI has been selected
for user oriented parameter quantification. The chosen mode is a synchronous,
binary, full duplex (FDX) mode with Advanced Data Corrmunication Control Protocol
(ADCCP) (Green, 1979). This high data rate mod~ serves host computer installa
tions. Lower data rate versions of Mode VI are used by various intelligent
terminals as well (see Figure 25). More than a dozen installations of the Mode
VI (Sevcik, 1977), 56 Kb/s data rate, are projected for a major AUTODIN II Packet
SWitching Node (PSN), such as Andrews.

The transactions between subscribers (e.g., host computers) and the network
PSNls consist of formatted segments of data and a prescribed protocol of inter
action. All user systems are asked to conform to the segment format and protocols.

Physically, the segment ;s a packet~ a basic entity, or a block of bits, used
for communications exchanges. Segments are used by PSNls to communicate with Mode
VI binary subscribers. The interactive (I/A) or Class A version of the Mode VI
segment is shown in Figure 28. Central to the segment is the binary text field.. .
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The length of the binary text is variable, not exceeding 1952 bits. It is preceded
by the so-called Binary Segment Leader (BSL). The BSL le.ngth is a. constant 80 bits.
The binary text is followed by 32 Cyclic Redundancy Check (eRe) bits, also called
pari ty check bi ts, or the Frame Check Sequence (FCS). Thi s i.s a departure from.
the 16 bit CRC field used by ADCCP in the past. The eRC field serves error control
purposes through error detection and Automatic Repeat Requests (ARQ).

The very initial 24 bits of the segment, as well as the final 8 bits, are
used for line control. The total modified ADCCP field in Figure 28 amounts to
24 + 8 =32 bits. Other, 40 bit total, ADCCP variants are possible. For practical
purposes, the total segment length is roughly equal to or' shorter than, 2100 bits.

The Mode VI traffic serves many applications and can be variously categorized.
The following transaction categories are used often:

0 Interactive (I/A) - Class A.
0 Query/Response (Q/R) - Class B.,

0 Narrative - Class Cl.
0 Bulk 1 - ClassCl.
0 Bulk 2 - Class C2.
0 AUTODIN I.

In terms of typical numbers of bits per message, I/A transactions tend to be the
shortest and Bulk 2 the l~ngest. A quick overview is provided in Figure 29.
Here the nunlber of bits per message are plotted las abscissa and the typi.cal
system response or message delivery time (i.e., laccess plus transfer time delays)
as ordinate. The response time is more appropriate for the I/A services. It
is defined (Kelley, 1977) as the time interval b1etween the last user event (e.g.,
character) and the first system response event (e.g., character). There is con
siderable overlap of transfer time and message length regions, and their boundaries
are by no means sharply defined. AUTODIN I category is purposely not shown in
Figure 29. Being roughly in the middle, both in message length (typically 102 to
106 bits) and in transfer time (typically 10 to 104 seconds), the AUTODIN I
traffic overlaps the center of the figure. This does not alter the main point
that the I/A traffic is usually associated with the least user~to-user delivery
time. Of all the groups, I/A has been estimated to constitute from 23% (DCA,
1975) to 50~~ (Kelley, 1977) of the busy hour traffic. In this sense I/A is the
largest AUTODIN II transaction category.

It will be noted below that the interactive ca~egory consists of a sufficient
mix of application subcategories, traffic acceptan.ce, and criticality classes, to
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require generally similiar efficiency, accuracy, and reliability numbers, with one
exception. That exception is the message delivery time requirement. It appears
to be the most stringent for the I/A, Class A, transactions. For that reason,
the interactive (I/A, or Class A) traffic has been selected as the category to be
studied first under this numerical assignment task.

The delays associated with the IIA traffic fall under Efficiency in the
FS-1033 26-parameter field of Section 4. The pertinent delay times are called
Access Timet Bit Transfer Time, Block Transfer Time, and Disengagement Time.
Reduced transfer times for I/A are possible because of the continuous session
setup for IIA traffic. While ~oth IIA and Q/R transactions may often be of com
parable length, the session continuity or its ,absence, makes a difference. The
Q/R exchanges make no effort to sustain continuity. Every transaction exchange
establishes its own independent path through the system. In I/A, on the other
hand, a series of transactions between two interacting subscribers are grouped
into continuous sessions. The access and message transfer times are nominally
largest at the beginning of a session. Within the session, however, due to the
dedicated path (plus facility) nature of the session, the delays are reduced
(Sanders, 1980).

Several appl ication subcategories constitut~~ the I/A category for the 56 Kb/s
Mode VI. They include all precedence levels:

0 Flash Override (Y & W).

0 Flash (Z).
0 Immediate (0).
0 Priority (p).
0 Routine (R).

For I/A traffic acceptance purposes, these levels are further specified as being
either nonblocking or blocking. Nonblocking traffic has preemption capability
over all other traffic. The nonblocking traffic is said to belong to Traffic
Acceptance Category I (more specifically, 14 for Class A interactive mode). It is
composed of Flash Override (Y &W) and Flash (Z) precedences. Blocking categories
are numbered II, III, and IV, and they consist of Immediate (0), Priority (P), and
Routine (R) traffic, respectively. Of the entire I/A traffic, only about 1% belongs
to Category I (DCA, 1975). Roughly 15% belong to Category II, 38% to Category III,
and some 46% to Category IV. The 56 Kb/s part of I/A is expected to be similarly
divided. The interactive Mode VI, 56 Kb/s, service applies almost exclusively to
either single or multiple logical channel host computer transactions. The only
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possible exception appears to be the graphic/light pen application of the RAND
Tablet Terminal. The light pen appears to meet all the Mode VI prerequisites,
namely ADCCP, CRe, 56 Kbjs, and I/A. It also has a cross connection requirement
to Mode VI computers, but it is not quite certain whether the pen is actually
classified as part of Mode VI.

When a host computer communicates through the AUTODIN II network, its corres
pondent terminal at the other end may be one of several entities. It may be one
or more computers. Or it may be a device used for controls, alarms, status indica
tion, monitoring, telemetry, and the like. The terminal devices can also accommo

date some human intervention or interaction. The latter appears, however, as a
limited application for the 56 Kb/s I/A mode in the near-term future. The typical
subcategories of the Class A interactive traffic are illustrated in Figure 30.
There is one subcategory involving potential human interaction. It evokes the
longest response time, perhaps up to 15 seconds. The two other Subcategories
involve only machine processes. The IIshort ll message subcategory consists of
messages whose length does not exceed 10 bits. The 1I10ng li message category can
extend beyond 105 bits per message.

5.3 Access Phase
Three FS~1033 parameters speci fy the access performance as seen by the ,user.

As noted in Table 18, the access efficiency or speed is measured- by parameter (1)

Access Time. Access accuracy is measured by parameter (2) Incorrect Access Proba
bility, while the reliability of access is depicted by (3) Access Denial Probabil
ity. In proPosing AUTODIN II candidate numerical values for these three parameters,
several previous assumptions are used. Most significantly, thepa,rameters are
nearly the same as defined in FS-1033 (GSA, 1979; Seitz and Bodson, 1980, or
Appendix B). Minor modifications, such as additions, are made only to suit
apparent military communications needs. All parameters are user-oriented service
performance descriptors, which are largely independent of the system. The numbers
reflect primarily user service requirements at the user-system interface and not
system implementation, or capabilities or limitations of any specific system. This
does not, however, preclude the use of these service numbers in system planning,
engineering, or implementation later on. And finally, the postulated service is
of the previously introduced 56 Kb/s, Mode VI, interactive (I/A) type, as described
in Section 5.2.
5.3.1 Access Time

Access Time is defined in FS-1033 as the average value of the elapsed time

between the start of an access attempt and the realization ofa successful access.
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As such, the definition applies individually to each user-to-user pair. Access
interval ends when the first bit of source user information is entered through
the user-system interface into the system. Only successful accesses count toward
this elapsed time measurement. Access is defined as unsuccessful if it is not
concluded within a specified maximum time interval, also called time out.

In virtual-circuit systems, such as for interactive transactions on AUTODIN
II, it is necessary for the intended destination host, or its front end emulator,
to be contacted and committed to the I/A session. This initial session commitment
may be a major contributor to larger access times. There are other delays at the
local, distant, and tandem switching nodes (Sanders, 1980). The main features of
the Access Time profile are illustrated in Figure 31.

Finally, one should not overlook the fact that the Access Time variability
on individual user-to-user paths is but a part of a larger statistical problem.
FS-1033 recommends time series averaging for the individual user pairs. It is
possible, however, that distinct user-to-user pairs may generate widely different
access time distributions. A lot depends on network layout, node and link capac
ities',and the traffic flow through the network. This variation must be superim
posed on the random time series observed at a fixed user-to-user pair. Because
of estimated 50-100 Mode VI, 56 Kb/s AUTODIN II terminals (DCA, 1975), the number
of distinct user pairs could be in the thousands. Some kind of grouping or aver
aging of access times must be administered to render the performance description
and planning more tractable. Figure 32 indicates a two-fold grouping assumed here.
The user pairs are grouped according to IIA application (see Figures 29 and 30)
and according to service acceptance criticality (or precedence). This structure
offers as many as 3 x 4 = 12 different service categories.

The Access Time values to be specified here are intended for the busy hour
and are uniformly administered or observed over the CONUS service area.

A minor modification of the FS-1033 definition appears warranted. As noted,
the Interim Standard emphasizes the average or mean value of the Access Time. Unfor
tunately, in the majority of both military and nonmilitary applications there is
also considerable interest in seldom occurring performance values far worse than
average performance values (Miller, 1968; Rose and O'Keefe, 1980). Both users and
system engineers are often concerned With, averages and dispersions about the aver

ages. Some applications must avoid marginal or unacceptable operation. That is
the extreme bad end of the performance, such as Access Time, distribution. The
region typically includes distribution function, i.e., probability of being less
than or equal to, values of 0.9, 0.99, or 0.999. In terms of percentiles, these
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are referred as 90%, 99%, or 99.9% levels. The probability that Access Time, picked
at random from the appropriate sample space, will exceed these levels is 0.1,0.01,
or 0.001, respectively. To assess the user oriented performance realistically,
the means and medians of the performance parametel~ can be augmented with percentile
values interest.

In what follows, the 90% or O.9-percentile value is delegated as the supple
mentary parameter for access time. Unless confusion could occur, the meanval~e

will be simply called the Access Time. Its 0.9-percentile value will be so identi
fied. The 99.9% or higher percentile values are not included in this section.
They will be treated in Section 5.3.3, where these play a natural role in the
definition of Access Denial Probability.

Because of 'the scarcity of empirical user service requirement data, the assign
ment of numerical values must be ,treated as an example. Furthermore, the pertinence
and validity of these numer"ical values should be established in an appropriate

AUTODIN II valid~tion program. The end result here is a listing of performance
numbers that fits the meager experimental data' base and that is reasonably self
consistent. In what follows, the final result (see Table 23) is presented first.
Thereafter, the reasons and explanations of these numbers, plus various user-system
implications, are examined at length.

Candidate Access Times for the interactive (I/A) 56 Kb/s, Mode VI, service
are proposed in Table 23. As noted in Figure 32, there are three application
categories and four precedence categories. For each of the 12 classes, the table
proposes the mean value plus a O.9-percenti1e value for the Access Time. Within
each class, the requirements and facilities are assumed to be uniform and with
less variance than' between classes. The numbers given are not based on new'empiri
cal work, such as statistical user surveys. The numbers reflect consensus inter
pretation of pertinent published work 'and DOD documentation.

The columns of Table 23 represent the four traffic acceptance categories, from
Flash Override to Routine. The three main rows divide the I/A traffic into the
same three subcategories, as noted earlier in Figure 30. The fully machine
implemented I/A subcategory with no more than 10 bits per message is denoted as
"s hort." The machine I/A subcategory with 10 to 105 bits per message is called

IIlong." Finally, the third I/A application category experiences occasional
human intervention or override.

The human reaction times have their minimal physical limits (Boies, 1974;

Elam, 1978). Nominally, the limits cluster around 0.5 seconds. The only Access
Time value shorter than that is proposed for precedence I, human I/A, traffic.
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Table 23. Proposed Access Times for Twelve I/A 56 Kb/s Mode VI
User Categories

Traffic Precedence Category
Applications Level

I{Y,W,Z) II (0) III{P) IV{R)

Machine Mean 0.1 * 0.2 0.4 0.75
I/A 0.9-Short Percentile 0.15 0.3 0.6 1.0

Machine Mean 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0
I/A 0.9- "Long I 0.25 0.6 1.0 2.0Percentile !

Mean 0.3 0.6 0.9 2.0
Human

I/A 0.9- 0.5 1.0 1.5 4.0L Percentile

*All numbers in seconds.
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All other human IIA categories have higher mean and percentile Access Time goals,
the largest being 4.0 seconds for the Routine (category IV or R) traffic. The
effect of user dependence should be further examined, especially for the human
interaction numbers. For instance manual entry of destination addresses would
take considerably longer.

Automatic equipment can react much faster than humans. However, even in the
high speed host computer and programmed terminal application, there are limits on
how fast Access Times need to be. Judging from the literature on user needs and
preferences (Martin, 1972 and 1973; Kelley, 1977), response times lower than 0.1
second are not requi~ed by the interactive machine users. In Table 23, only the
short message class is shown to have a mean that low. For precedence I, the short
messages call for 0.9-percentile time of 0.15 seconds. Such short times appear
difficult for several reasons. First, they are impossible for satellite circuits.
And second~ the conventional definition of response times differs from the FS-1033
Access Time. The messages from the long machine message class take a longer time
to conclude their transactions. It appears reasonable to relax the Access Time
goals for the long machine messages relative to the short 6nes. On the other hand,
even the long machine messages should be accessed quicker than those with a human
hand at the controls. In Table 23, the long mach'ine message Access Time require
ments are given roughly as half-way between the two extremes.

Available user-oriented service numbers can be used in support. of propose~

values. Such rationalization is done in Figures 33 to 35. The results quoted
are those of Martin (1972) and Kelley (1977). It should be emphasized that these
results represent "response" times. The response time definition resembles that
of system delivery times within an established IIA session, but is by no means
clear in all cases. As noted in previous sections, the vagueness of interfaces

"-

and key events makes the response time meaning questioriable vis-a-vis the FS-1033
Access Time. Nevertheless, when a system takes a long time to "respond,1I less
and less can be gained by further reduction of thle Access Time. Likewise, quick
IIresponse" times have potential user benefits when paralleled by comparably small
Access Times (Stewart, 1979; Rose and O'Keefe, 1980). Thus, the two time measures
should be correlated.

There may be occasions where the 12 value requirement set· of Table 23 (same
as in Figures 33 to 35) is too elaborate. A single number may be preferred. One
obvious choice is the worst-case value, such as 0.1 seconds for the mean and q.15
seconds for the 0.9-percentile. However, such a choice may be too stringent. One
may prefer some representative, weighted average over the 12 Access Times shown.
Off hand, it is not clear what weighting approaches should be used.
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Figure 33. Proposed Access Times for short message I/A machine traffic
versus response times.
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Messages encounter other network delays after access is completed. If a
message contains N data bits~ and the effective throughput rate (called Bit
Transfer Rate in FS-1033) is R bits per second~ then the modem delay alone cannot
be lower tha.n N/R. Other, often more significant delays occur at nodes and links.
Such functions as p~cketizing, queueing, error control delays~ and general pro
cessing take place at nodes. Propagation delays accumulate on both terrestrial
and satellite links. Let the total of all node and link delays be DN/R~ regard
less of the configuration of nodes and links. Then D represents the relative
node-plus-link delay in units of modem delay. It is a dimensionless entity. The
sum, N(l+D)/R, constitutes the minimal total network delivery delay (equivalent
to Bit or Block Transfer Time in FS-1033), ·thatcan only be approached when access
delays vanish. As is well known (Frank, et al., 1976; Kleinrock, 1976), queueing
delays alone can vary appreciably. Since both satellite and terrestrial links
can get involved, assume total delay in the 0.1 to 1 second neighborhood. Also
assume the effective throughput to be R = 10 Kb/s. Then 0 values can be estimated
for the three different I/A application-types.

Entities N(l+D)/R are plotted as straight lines versus N, the number of bits
per mes~ageSl in Figures 36 to 38. For the short machine interactions, the appro
priate 0 values for 0.1 to 1 second delay spreads are around 100 to 1000. These
least total delay values are compared in Figure 36 with .theproposed Access Time
values. In the region of interest~ they are of the same order to magnitude, as
shown. Neither dominates the response time range for short machine transactions'
in Figure 36. For long machine mess,ages 0 can vary around unity. The slanted
lines of Figure 37 show the corresponding least total delay for the machine, long
message application category. Finally, the human I/A traffic, with 0 ranging
about 10, is depicted in Figure 38. All three plots support in a rough way the
validity of the Access Time numbers suggested in Table 23.
5.3.2 Incorrect Access Probability

Incorrect Access Probability is defined as the ratio:

Number of completed accesses to incorrect destinations
Total number of completed accesses

Incorrect access can occur in the virtual circuit mode when the entire I/A session

is accessed to the wrong distant address. The ratios can be computed separately
for individual service subcategories or jointly for meaningful groupings of sub
categories.

From the military user point of view, a significant measure appears to be
the average time interval that corresponds to the occurrence of a single incorrect
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access. This average interval can be defined perl user, per node, or per suitable
traffic categories. In this section, the following systemwide definition is
assumed. The average time interv~l is applied systemwide over the entire CONUS
AUTODIN II network, but only to the busy hours (e.g., the potentially worst service
hours). This enables one to use documented busy hour (BH) statistics. The average
times for a single incorrect access are next presented separately for the three
machine and human I/Acases, as well as for two precedence cases: Category I (Y,
W, Z) and Categories II, III, IV (0, P, R), respectively.

As a starting point, note that 102 busy hours correspond very roughly to a
month of operation. Hence. one event per 103 busy hours, ~orresponds to one
systemWide incorrect access per year. One event per 105 busy hours, corresponds
to one.systemwide access malfunction in hundred years. A user is expected to
require some numerical value in this 102 to 105 busy hour range for satisfactory
operation.· Table 24 lists postulated number$. Note that override precedence
level (I) asks for roughly 10 to 100 years of perfect accesses before the next
incorrect access. This is about 10 to 100 times longer than is deemed necessary
for the nonoverride levels (II, III, IV). The shortest mean time between incorrect
accesses is assigned to the human I/A, nonoverricle category.

From Table 24 one can infer the values for FS-1033 parameter, Incorrect
Access Probability. As befQre, such values are user service oriented. They apply
to the interactive 56 Kb/s, Mode VI, traffic only. One version of the resultant
numbers is given in Table 25.

The derivation of these numbers is based on several projections and estimates.
Assume, as detailed in DCA, System Performance Specification for AUTODIN II (1975),
that the busy hour transmitted traffic for the Mode VI, 56 Kb/s, type over the
entire network is:

·525,000 kb/hour - for CatE~gory I,
1,781,000 kb/hour - for Categories II, III, IV.

In this assumption, Category I traffic has been further enlarged by 100,000 kb/hour
to reflect the potential need to utilize the five Flash Override modes that in
present documentation reflect 0 volumes for the AUTODIN II scenario (DCA, 1975,
Appendix B). Note that this entire Category I volume is on the order of 23% of
the total. This particular value is the highest encountered so far. It is con
siderably higher than the 1% value predicted in Section 3.2.1.2.2 of the same DCA
Specification, or in Kelley·s (1977) prediction, an issue to which we shall return
later. As mentioned previously, estimates of I/A subclass sizes also vary consider
ably. Interactive traffic may constitute from 2:3% (DeS, 19?5) to 50% (Kelley, 1977)
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Table 24. Postulated Systemwide Average Number
of Busy Hours per Single Incorrect Access

Traffic
Acceptance I II, III, IV
Category

Precedence Y, W, Z 0, P, RLevels

Machine 105 103
IIA -(Short)

Human 104 102
IIA

Machine 105 104
IIA (Long)

Table 25. Conservative Candidate Values for
Incorrect Access Probability

Traffic
Acceptance I II, ·111, IV
Category

Precedence Y, W, Z 0, P, RLevels

Machine 5.0 (10-12 ) 1.5 (10-10 )I/A. (Short)

Human 6.1 (10-10 ) 1.8 (10-8)
IIA

Machine
~ 3.2 (10-9) 9.3 (10-9)

IIA (Long) I'~
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of the 56 Kb/s, Mode VI total. The busy hour is alleged to carry the highest rela
tive I/A traffic. In what follows, a 40% IIA component is assumed for all Cate
gories I to IV. Furthermore, the machine (short), human, and machine (long) IIA
percentages of the total Mode IV flow are estimated to be 3%, 31% and 6%., respec
tively{Kelley, 1977). If the average message sizes are, as suggested by Figure
30, around 8 bits, 103 bits, and 104 bits for the three machine/human classes,
respectively, then the number of busy hour ~essages can be estimated. The resul
tant numbers are presented in Table 26.

Note that, by an· order of magnitude, mosttlr\ansactionsbelong to the short
I/A message classification. The requirement numbers of Table 25 follow directly
from Tables 24 and 26. For instance, for precedence I and short machine trans
actions, one estimates the Incorrect Access Probability as:

-510 - (-12)
550 - 60 -60 = 5.0 10, ..

This particular probability number is the lowe·st in Table 25 and, at the same
time, the most demanding one on the system. In the worst case sense, it implies
that, as a cOl1ll1on user oriented requirement, the Incorrect Access Probability

-12should be on the order of 10 .
The requirement can be relaxed by several means. In particular, things can

be made easier if the Category I (i.e., Flash OVlerride) traffic is reduced from
the high 23% assumed in the construction of Tabl1e 26. As suggested by Kelley
(1977), a suitable number may be around 1%. If one can keep the total IIA traffic
constant at 250 Kb/s, then the message rate numbers in Table 26 would be altered
substantially. Category I would be reduced by a factor 1/23 =0.043, while Cate
gories' II, 'III, IV would be increased by a factor (100-1)/(100 - 23) ~ 1.28. The
main result would be a new set of candidate values for the Incorrect Access Proba
bility value.

The new set is shown in Table 27. Compared to the earlier, more conserva
tive or worst case numbers of Table 25, the new requirement appears far easier
to satisfy. Instead of an Incorrect Access Probability level of 10-12 , the new
easier requirement calls for something around 10-10 . By the way, the latter number
may be realized in practice by a 32-bit CRe parity check. By the familiar "folk
theorem" on worst case undetected block er'rors, the CRC undetected error rate
should always'be better than 2-32 ; 2.3 (10-10).
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Table 26. Approximate Systemwide, Busy Hour, Bit and Message Flow Rates for
rIA, 56 Kb/s, Mode VI Substreams

Traffic I II, III, IVAcceptance (Y, W, Z) (0., P, R) Total s
Categories

Bit Message Bit Message Bit Message
Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate

(Kb/s) (mess/s) (Kbl s) (messl s) (Kb/s) (mess/s)

Machine 4.4 550 14.8 1855 19.2 2405I/A (1 . 7%) (21.1%) (5.8%) (71.2%) (7.5%) (92.3%)Short

Machine 8.8 1 29.7 3 38.5 4I/A (3.4%) (0.03%) (11 .6%) (0.1%) (15.0%) (0. 1%)Long

Human 45.3' 45 153.3 153 198.6 199
IIA (17.7%) (1 .7%) (59.8%) (5.9%) (77.5%) (7.6%)
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Table 27. Easier Candidate Values for Incorrect
Access Probability

Traffic
Acceptance I II, III, IV
Category

Precedence Y, W, Z 0, P, RLevels

Machine 1.2 (lO-10) 1 .2 (10-10 )I/A (Short)

Human 1.4 (l0-8) 1.4 (lO-8)
I/A

Machine 7.4 (10-8 ) 7.2 (lo-8 )
I/A (Long)
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5.3.3 Access Denial Probability
Access Denial Probability is defined as the ratio of total access attempts

denied by the system to the total effective access attempts. An "effective"
access attempt is one that does not encounter destination user nonperformance
(failure to answer) or blocking (destination busy). To clarify this defi·nition,

I
the truth table of Figure 39 is presented. Note that when the system performs
as needed, the destination user nonperformance or blocking does not enter in the
Access Denial Probability calculation. System nonpe,rformanceand blocking can
manifest itself in two ways: by the occurrence of a blocking (i.e., network busy)
signal, and by the absence of an appropriate network response (e.g., no issuance
of any meaningful signal by the system). The absence of network response ordinarily
results ina nonperformance time-out. The time-ou~ can be defined in several ways.
Federal Standard 1033 sets it equal to 3 times the mean (or average) value of the
Access Time. When this is done, the time-out values of Table 28' result. Oneweak
ness of the numbers given in Table 28 is the lack of numerical data in the published
literature that wouldind1cate the probabilityleve,lswith which said time-outs
would occur.

Here, it is proposed to follow a different approach in addition to Table 28.
In Section 4, the performance parameter lIavailability" was mentioned as of sign i
ficanceto military communicators. One can broadly interpret availability as the
complement of Access Denial Probability. Sources, such as Buhrke and Mele (1974),

Kimmett and Seitz (1978), and Feldman et a1. (1979), suggest that for various
classes of circuit switched services availabilities in excess of 99% may be un
rea1istically.high. Thus, even in the -absence of call blocking, Access Denial
Probabilities around 10-2 may be typical of existing lower speed digital services.
However, the critical nature of the AUTODIN II Mode VI, interactive 56 Kb/s ser
vice, plus its advanced technology, infer considerable availability enhancement.
Access Denial Probabilities in the 10-3 to 10-4 range should be explored for the
selected mode.

Access Denial Probability numbers, such as 10-3 and 10-4, are again only part
of the picture. It is essential that even in the absence of called terminal block
ing, numerical time-out values be associated with the quoted probabilities. Lacking
empirical data, it appears'impossible to proceed. The only way out seems to be a
hypothetical example. Such an example is offered in Figure 40. This figure depicts
only the behavior of the extremely long Access Times. It excludes immediate block
ing signals, such as those generated by busy called terminals. Specifically, it
is assumed that in the tail of the distribution, the probability density function
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Table 28. Proposed Time-Out Values: Three
Times the Average Access Time

Precedence Category
Applications

I II III IV

Machine
I/A 0.3 0.6 1. 2 2.2

Short

Machine
I/A 0.6 1.2 1.8 3.0

Long

Human 0.9 1.8 2.7 6.0I/A

Table 29. Proposed Threshold Times and Probabilities of Denial
for the Hypothetical Example

Percentile Probe Precedence Category
Application Level of

Denial I II III IV

Machine 0.999 10-3 0.3* 1.5 4.0 9.0
I/A

Short 0.9999 10-4 0.5 3.5 10.0 25.0

Machine. 0.999 10-3 0.5 2.5 6.0 12.0
I/A

Long 0.9999 10-4 0.7 5.0 13.0 30.0

Human 0.999 10-3 0.8 4.0 8.0 16.0
I/A

10-40.9999 1.0 7.0 16.0 40.0

*A11 times in seconds.
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(pdf) has the form cx-(lfa), where c > 0 and a > 0 are constants. It follows that
the distribution function is 1 - (c/a)x-~. The probability that Access Time will
exceed a given level x is then (c/et)x-Ct

• Both this quantity and the pdf are,of
course, linear on the log-log scale. The lines in Figure 40 are determined by
two points. One point for each of the 12 lines, may be deduced from the mean and

another from the 0.9-percentile values of Table 23. This would resolve the uncer
tainty at extremes, such as at 0.999 or higher percentiles. If Flash Override is
to be nonblocking and to achieve access in no more than 2 seconds (DCA, 1975),
then Category I curves should behave as shown in the figure. The O.99-percentile
levels can be assigned to the 1 to 10 second range of the other acceptance cate
gories (DCA, 1975), with successively degraded performances for classes II, III,

and IV. The result is the set of the 12 lines shown. Note that the requirements
of Figure 40 are more stringent than those of Kelley (1977).

The intersections of the lihes with any probability levels, such as 10-3 or
10-4, describe fully the Access Denial Probabilities for this model. The numbers
are sumnarized in Table '29. Any user can, if his operations and facilities permit,
set his own threshold times. If he were to set the times as suggested in the
table, his probabilities of access denial would be as shown. If he were to set
them at a different value, such as 2 seconds for all applications and categories,
different probabilities would result. These can be deduced from the graphs of
Figure 40. A comparison of Tables 28 and 29 reveals that only Precedence Category
I is the same for both. All other categories show larger time-outs in Table 29.

Four finalcorrments should be made. First, the numbers of Figure 40 and

Table 29 cover a relatively broad range. This makes the worst case -choice of the
smallest requirement questionable. Second, the individual numbers depend on the
choice of the model and thus are inherently uncertain. Third, the realization of
actual numbers ultimately depends on the system and its traffic load. Systems can
be planned for Access Denial Probability of, say, 10-4 at a 2-second time-out, but
the proof remains to be shown. Unplanned surges of traffic peaks may render all
Access Denial Probability plans unrealistic. And fourth, access blocking caused
by busy or inactive distant terminals have not been included above. If this effect
dominates the assumed probability levels and renders the service unacceptable, it
should be topic ofa separate study.

5.4 Transfer Phase
Interim Federal Standard 1033 employs 14 parameters to depict the service

during the information transfer phase (see Table 17). As noted further in Table
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18~ the 14 parameters are divided according to two regimes: performance criteria
and transfer functions. There are three performance criteria, called efficiency
(or speed) accuracy~ and reliability. Likewise~ there are three transfer functions~

depending on w~ether one is concerned with bit~ block~ or message transfers.
In what follows, the approach takes the route indicated in Table 30. The

five parameters that deal with bit transfer are treated first, followed by five
block transfer parameters. The four message transfer parameters are discussed last.
All 14 parameters reflect the character of the high-speed interactive Mode VI. By
definition, Mode VI is a binary mode. Its main objective is bit transfer. This
section begins with a thorough initial review of bit transfer parameters.'

Appropriate groups of successive transactions constitute interactive sessions.
An illustration of a successful I/A session is given in Figure 41. The information
transfer phase 'is in the center of the session. It is preceded by the Access Phase
(see Section 5.3) and followed by the disengagement phase. Note that the time
window of the transfer phase is split into many ~ubintervals. Time is spent send
ing (transmitting), receiving, processing or reacting to the received information,
and waiting in queue for the transmission segments to become available. As will
be seen later, the various intervals can be subdivided further according to speci
fic tasks or events. At present, it may suffice to note that for IIA transactions
the user process times are expected to be minimal. More time may be spent by seg
ments in queue, even though the virtual circuit is established for the duration
of a session. Queues can occur at all PSN's on the path between origination (local)
and destination (distant) PSN. If user thinking times become noticeable, they are
ordinarily not to be counted against system delivery or transfer times. At issue
here is the dependence of service on users' own performance. As noted previously,
the ancillary parameters of FS-1033 can include various aspects of this with the
help of lI user fractions. II

5.4.1 Bit Transfer Time
The measurement of Bit Transfer Time begins 'when the user information bit

enters the system through the user-system interface. The system is assumed to be
authorized to proceed with its transmission. The measurement ends upon transfer
of the corresponding bit from the system to the destination user. Note that the
time measurement has meaning only if the bit transfer is successful. Otherwise,

the trial is counted as part of the particular failure probability.
The FS-1033 parameter, Bit Transfer Time, is defined as an average of suffi

ciently many consecutive bit transfer trials. The number of bits involved in the
measurement is called a sample. Methods for determining suitable sample sizes
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Table 30. The Approach Sequence to the Transfer
Phase Number Assignment

Performance Criterion
Function Efficiency

of Speed Accuracy Reliability

Bit
Transfer

Block
Transfer

Message
Transfer
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Figure 41. The transfer phase transactions during a 5uccessfulinteractive session.



based on specified Bit Transfer Time values and desired confidence levels have been
described by Crow (1979). When constructing a sample, one excludes undesirable
bits, such as those belonging to overhead or different application 5ubstreams. A

sample may extend over several data communications sessions, hours, days, or even
months.

After the access phase is successfully completed and an I/A session has begun,
the user wants the bit transfer service to take place rapidly. Documentation,
such as Martin (1972), DCA (1975), Kelley (1977), and Feldman, et ale (1979),
suggests that the ~verage one-way transfer time should not exceed 1 second. The
references also indicate tolerable maximum delay values in the 1 to 3 second range
for the different I/A traffic categories. Even though a case can be presented
for a percentile approach (see Section 5.3), the average or mean value approach
is taken here. One reason for thjs choice is the inescapably large number of
bits involved in the estimation of any meaningful bit statistic.

As noted in Figure 41, numerous time elements make up the Bit Transfer Time.
Of these, several are the responsibility of the user, while others are system
related. Here, one is concerned with delays generated by the system. To describe
the system effects the following. notation will be helpful. Let

TA = Arrival or assembly time for the data segment at the initial PSN,
plus the equivalent at the destination PSN. At the initial PSN
the first bit in may have to wait the longest. The opposite may
be true at the.destination PSN. If bits arrive serially at 56
Kb/s, then the PSN takes TA = 0.0375 seconds to assemble a 2100
bit segment.

TX = Transmit or modem time on the packet switched network. It is
assumed to be the same on all backbone links, at all PSN's. At
the postulated 56 Kb/s rate~ a full 2100-bit segment also takes
Tx = 0.0375 seconds.

TT = Terrestrial propagation time between two PSN's. For the long
distances, perhaps in excess of 1200 km on typical CONUS links,
let TT = 0.065 seconds.

TS = Satellite propagation time for a single up-and-down hop. Assume
TS = 0.275 seconds, typically.

TQ = Average queueing time at a single node. Depending on traffic
intensity and system capacities TQcan vary from zero to large
numbers.

Tp = Processing time caused by system and representative of a single
PSN delay. Assume that this nodal process time is small, not
exceeding 10% of Tx. Thus, Tp ~ 0.0038.
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TO = Output time, needed to format and deliver bits to the destination
user.

P = Probability of" an error-detection event for a single segment. The
error detecting job is performed by the receiving PSN and with the
aid of the afore-mentioned 32-bit CRee In a more detailed treat
ment one should distinguish between terrestrial and satellite
channel bit-error probabilities. For the present, assume c~annel

error probabilities on both types of links to be around 10
(Kulkarni, et al., 1979; Kirk and Osterholz, 1976). It follows
that P ~ 0.021 applies to both terrestrial and satellite links.

LT = Number of terrestrial PSN-to-PSN links on a given path. Usually,
LT = 1, 2, or 3.

LS = Number of satellite links on a given path. Usually, LS is either
zero or one.

N = ARQ parameter. It denotes the number of repeated segments per each
initial detected segment error. For terrestrial and satellite
links the appropriate subscript, T or S,"is used.

All of the above terms are reasonably clear, except perhaps for the last one.
It is explained with the aid of the following three illustrations, Figures 42 to
44. In these figures, as elsewhere, T.stands for the total time required by a bit
to go from one user, through two or more PSN's, to another user. For simplicity,
a single teY~restrial path with propagation time TT is assumed between the two PSNls
in all three figures. Figure 42 depicts no detected segment errors. The behavior
is typical for all types of ARQ. Note that the Bit Transfer Time, T, consists of
a sum of delay elements TA, TQ, TX' TT' Tp' and TO. There are no repetitions of
elements, because there are no ARQ repeats.

Figure 43 illustrates the presence of a single detected error in segment 5.
It also assumes the selected reject type of ARQ, where only the erroneous segment
is repeated (Benice and Frey, 1964 a and b; Sastry, 1975). Here, N=l, and for
the appropriate bits, the Bit Transfer Time, T, is now increased by exactly the
ARQ cycle time length. By the way, this selective ARQ is also called the ideal
continuous repeat scheme, because all other schemes result in either larger delays,
less throughput, or both. One should also note that segments not directly involved
in the cycle, such as segment number 11, may suffer augmented time in the queue,
TQ, because of the ARQ cycle occurrence just ahead.

Figure 44 departs from the ideal ARQ illustration in Figure 43 in two ways.
First, it shows three detected segment errors. And second, it postulates a differ
ent kind of ARQ scheme, the so-called go-back-N ARQ (Benice and Frey, 1964 a and b;
Sastry, 1975; Morris, 1978; Easton, 1980; Lin and Yu, 1980). The go-back-N scheme
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is simple and often used. It is, however, more wasteful of time and throughput
than the selectiveARQ. This is particularly true for systems where the number
of segments, N, per ARQ cycle is large. By going. back N segments, the'scheme in
Figure 44 discards up ,to N-l potentially correct segments per cycle. <Since the
ideal scheme discards only the segment in error, the difference is at least quali
tatively clear for the two ARQ. The quantitative Bit Transfer Time expressions
for the two schemes can be written as a single. formula, if one lets N= 1 for the
selective ARQ; and N ='N for go-back-N ARQ. The formula, valid for an error-free
or perfect feedback channel, is

T = TA+ TO + (LT + LS)TQ
N N

+ LT[2 - (l-P) T](Tx + TT + Tp)/(l-P) T

N N
+ LS[2 - (l-P) S](TX+ TS + Tp)/(l-P) s.

The main point to note is that many factors enter into computation of T.
There are, of course, other ARQ possibilities and they all tend to have different
Bit Transfer Time features. However, in cases of practical interest their behavior
tends to be bounded by the ideal system on the good side and by the go-back-N on
the poorer si~e.

Based on the numbers assumed earlier, the T values can be computed. Specifi
ca lly, 1et

TA + TO = 0.0375 seconds,

TQ=0 seconds,

TX=0.0375 seconds,

TT =0.065 seconds,

TS = 0.275 seconds,

Tp = 0.0038 seconds,

P ::: 0.021,

N = 1 for ideal ARQ,

NT = 6 for go-back-N, terrestrial,

NS = 17 for go-back-N, satellite.
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Table 31 is the result. As constructed, the numerical values of this table
are entirely system oriented. The values are optimal in the sense that they pos
tulate vanishing queueing delays, i.e., T

Q
= o. Besides that, they constitute

rather basic constraints that the system cannot exceed. The servi~e should not
be expected to ask for impossible numbers either. One sees, for instance, that
the difference betwe~n the two ARQ cases considered is pronounced only for tandem
satellite links (Reed and Smetanka, 1977). For all satellite arrangements, the
go-back-N Bit Transfer Time is almost twice that of the ideal ARQ. If only terres
trial links are involved, the choice of the ARQ appears to be not that crucial at
all. The Bit Transfer Time does, however, grow linearly with the number of tandem

links per path.
If the service users were to insist on no more than 0.5 second Bit Transfer

Time (a value that appears consistent with the Access Times discussed in Section
5.3.1), then the system routing and error control options would be limited. Only
the options indicated in Table 32 would have the potential to deliver Bit Transfer
Time lower than 0.5 seconds. At most four terrestrial tandem links may be permitted
in the absence of satellite hops~ If a satellite hop is allowed, it should not be
followed by more than a single terrestrial link. Care should be exercised to con
trol the queueing delay TQ. If TQ exceeds 0.1 second, then both Tables 31 and 32
should be modified to reflect that fact. Queue pdf assessment and the associated
statistical treatment of delays entails formidable analysis (Kleinrock, 1975 and
1976). Such analysis is beyond the scope of this study. The difficulty is further
compounded by the fact that queueing depends on user behavior, traffic generation
by users, and various interactions between the system and the users.

The distances, i.e., the number of tandem links, between initial and final
PSN pairs are projected to be small integers for the AUTODIN II backbone network.
A listing of the planned shortest distances between all (~) = 28 PSN pairs is
given in Table 33. Note that 16 pairs have the shortest distance of 1, ten have

shortest distance of 2, and only two have shortest distance 3. There are no PSN
pairs that under normal conditions ~ould require 4 or more links. Table 33 assumes
no restrictions on link tandem arrangements for AUTODIN II.

A very rough network-wide average can be estimated by simply computing the
mean over the above 1, 2, and 3 link terrestrial paths. For simplicity, let the
traffic intensity, be the same over all PSN pairs. Then the Bit Transfer Time
average value turns out to be less than 0.2 seconds over the entire terrestrial
configuration.
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Table 31. System Oriented Bit Transfer Times for
Two Kinds of ARQ and Several Terrestrial

and Satellite Tandems

Number of Tandem>Links T (Seconds)

LT (TER) LS (SAT) Ideal ,ARQ Go-Back-N

1 0 0.15* 0.17

0 1 0.37 0.63

2 0 0.26 0.31

1 1 0.48 0.76

0 2 0.70 1.22

3 0 0.37 0.44

2 1 0.59 0.90

1 2 0.81 1.35

0 3 1.03 1.81

4 0 0.48 0.59

*All times in seconds.

Table 32. System Options that may Meet the 0.5
Second Objective for the Bit Transfer Time

Tandem Links Available ARQ
Terrestrial Satellite Options

1 0 Both

2 0 Both

3 0 Both

4 0 Ideal Only

0 1 Ideal Only

1 1 Ideal Only
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Table 33. Shortest Distances Between AUTODIN II PSN Pairs

No. of Path of Distance
PSN Pairs

1 2 3 4

Albany - Andrews 1 1 ·.. ·..
Albany - Ft. Detrick --- --- 3 6
Albany - Gentile --- 2 5 ·...
Albany - Hancock ~-- --- 3 8
Albany - McClellan --- 1 5 ·..
Albany - Norton 1 1 ·.. ·..
Albany - Tin~er --- 2 5 ·..
Andrews - Ft. Detrick --- 1 2 ·..
Andrews - Gentile 1 2 ·.. ·..
Andrews - Han.cock --- 1 3 ·..
Andrews - McClellan --- 3 7 ·..
Andrews - Norton 1 3 ·.. ·..
Andrews - Tink·er 1 2 ·.. ·..
Ft. Detrick - Gentile --- 3 4 ·..
Ft. Detrick - Hancock 1 l' ·.. ·..
Ft. Detrick - McClellan 1 2 ·.. ·..
Ft. Detrick - Norton --- 2 5 ·..
Ft. Detrick - Tinker 1 1 ·.. ·..
Gentile - Hancock 1 1 ·.. ·..
Gentile - t1cCl ell an 1 3 ·... ·..
G'enti 1e - Norton 1 3 ·.. ·..
Gentile - Tinker 1 3 ·.. ·..
Hancock - McClellan 1 2 ·.. ·..
Hancock - Norton --- 2 5 ·..
Hancock - Tinker --- 3 7 ·..
McClellan - Norton 1 2 ·.. ·..
McClellan - Tinker 1 3 .. . ·..
Norton - Tinker 1 3 ·.. ·..
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Given the system-oriented framework of Tables 31 and .32, as well as the less
than-l-second goal mentioned earlier (DCA, 1975), it appears feasible to propose
0.5 s asa systemwide target for the Bit Transfer Time. The D.5-second value is
to be an average value, intended for all 56 Kb/s, Mode VI, l/Acategories. The
value is to be interpreted in the sense of the user oriented FS-1033, Bit Transfer'
Time definition. It applies during the interactive high speed sessions only.
5.4.2 Bit Error Probability

A bit error occurs when the bit in question is transferred from the source
user to the intended destination user, but is in error. The correctness or incor
rectness of individual bits is observed at the appropriate user-system interface.

Bit Error Probability is the appropriate, limit ratio of the total incorrect
bits to so obtained total delivered bits. Rather- common'ly, this Bit Error Proba
bility is called user-to-user or end-to-end Binary Error Rate (BER). Measurement
methods for BER and' their statistical significanc~'havebeen devel~ped (Crow and
Miles. 1977; Shanmugam and Ba1aba~, 1979). The main feature of all user oriented
BER goals is that sometimes they are l'ikely tribe !TIet and sometimes not. This
fact is illustrated in Table 34. The rows of the table are time series of Bit
Error Probability estimates over a parti~ular user data substream. Here row i
could be a particular user-to-user pair or a user subcategory, a 'grouping that
would reduce the numbe~of rows involved. The ,column in~exj denotes a time
interval (e.g., hour, day, o'peratingcondition, and so forth) 'during which the
measurement of BERij is perform~d. The test fime.interva1s need not be the same
for all user pairs or traffic classes. The number' of classes c'ould very well be
identical to the 12 groupings proposed in Figure 32~

It is well known that the BERij values can vary considerably, both over time
intervals and user categories. Frir example, on the Dataphone Digital Service (DDS)

network there are many hours of error-free operation. There are also times, parti
cularly at certain locations, when the error rates are quite high. Threshold
values are apt to be exceed~d a certain percentage of the time. The situation
here is quite analogous to the percentiles for t:he Access Time parameter (see
Section 5.3.1). For example, a user oriented requirement for BER could quite
reasonably be that BERij ob~ervation, perhaps on an~our1y basis, should not ex
ceed 10-8 more than 1% of the time. The~BER = 10-8 would be a 0.99-percenti1e to
be met by the eventual service. Several reports (Kirk andOsterholz, 1976; Kelley,
1977) support the claim that the minimum allowable error threshold will have to
be improved, perhaps significantly, over such O.99-percentile levels as BER =
10-5 or 10-6.
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Table 34. Variation of Binary Error Rate (BER) Estimates

Test Time Intervals
1 2 j

User
Pairs
or
I/A

User
Subcategories

2

i

BER11 BER12 ·.. BER1j ·..

BER2l BER22 ·.. BER2j ·..

... ... ·.. ... ·..

BERi1 BERi2 ·.. BER .. ·..lJ

... ... ·.. ... ·..
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Because of their user significance~ the distributions and percentiles of Bit
Error Probability estimates should be investigated 'in the future. At the present,
because of insufficient user oriented service data, the percentile approach appears
fruitless. It is abandoned in favor of what may be called the average, or mean .
value, approach.

Literature suggests typical (i.e., mean or average) user oriented values for
BER. Thus~ DCA (1975) states that the user-to-user undetected bit error rate
through the packet switched network, for subscribers having error controlled access
circuits~ shall be 10-12 or less. For other subscribers wttho~t error control on
the access lines, the BER value depends largely on the performance of the access
lines. A BER goal anywhere between 10-4 and 10-6 appears realistic here. In
addition-to this rather broad dispersal of BER objectives, a more basic issue
arises here. That is the question whether the accuracy requirements should be
determined by the error control implementation on access lines, or vice versa.
The point emphasized in FS-1033 lis that the actual user needs, whatever their
level, should determine the system design.

To gain a feeling for the 10-12 and 10-5 BER magnitudes, one can turn to two
simple examples. Consider two transmission channels. Let the first one have a
56 Kb/s throughput rate. Let the second one have a less efficient throughput, at,
say, 10 Kb/s. Then, a 10-12 Bit Error Probability corresponds very roughly to a
single error per year in the first case, and a single error per more than 5 years,
in the second case. On the other hand, 10-5 is tantamount to one error every 2
and 10 seconds, respectively.

The 10-12 user requirement appears too small to be realistic. Consider the
following arguments:

(1) As noted, the 10-12 BER level amounts ~o approximately a single error
per year at the fastest throughput rate. Since interactive traffic
occurs in short, perhaps infrequent, bursts, this level may be unveri
fiable in practice by any individual user or user category (Crow and
Miles, 1977).

(2) Given an approximate total switch throughputcapaci~ of 107 bls, y~er
the entire packet switched AUTODIN II network (DCA, 1975), the 10-
BER level would correspond to a single error roughly every 3 hours,
somewhere in the total network. From the systems point, it is not
certain at all how such rare events could be measured by AUTODIN II
system engineers.

(3) It rema~ns to be ~hown in prac~l~e ~hethe~ t~e 32:bit CRC error ~ontrol
can dellver anythlng around 10 wlth eX1stlng llnk, node, termlnal-
hardware and software-technology.
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(4) To our knowledge, nobody has shown convincingly that future military
users, even in the most critical acceptan~T2ca~egories,will actually
require the BER levels to be as low as 10 .

For these reasons s a more realistic number of Bit Error Probability ~10-10 is
suggested'. This is intended initially to be a mean or average (not percentile)
value, applicable to all installations with error control on their PSN access
lines. As noted in Section 5.3.2 s the 10-10 goal may be realizable with the
planned 32-bit CRe field. The goal appears conservative and measurable.

For terminal-to-PSN lines without error control~ the choices are obviously
limited. The user will not receive a service performance beyond what is possible
with existing technology for line conditioning and equalization. If the lines
are capable of 10-6 Bit Error Probabilitys that is precisely what the user will
perceive. If the user cannot tolerate so high an error rate, his recourse is to
seek other system implementationi, perhaps with local error control. Present
error control technology can help in many.ways. There exist a large number of
error-detecting and erro~-correctirigcodes (Peterson and Weldon, 1972; Berlekamp,
1968). The codes can be applied in numerous ways, such as forward acting or with
feedback. Their potential uses and benefits to AUTODIN II local u~ers should be
determined and exploited.

The main issues in the choice between 10-12 and 10-10 BttError Probability
user oriented values are pr~sented in Table 35.
5.4.3 Bit Misdelivery Probability

Like Bit Error Probability, Bit Misdelivery Probability pertains to accuracy
of bit transfer (see Table 18). The bit misdelivery event occurs in two ways,
depending on whether the intended destination does not or does receive its copy.
In the first case, the misdelivered bits appear initially as extra bits to the
unintended user or users. In the second case, the misdelivered bits appear as
correct (successful) to the intended destination, and as extra bits to the unin
tended destination user(s).

According to FS-1033, bit misdelivery event is a physically measurable (i.e.,
countabl e) event. ~lhen presented as part of Bit Mi sdeli very Probabi 1i ty, it answers
the question: Of all bits actually sent ,from A to B, how many were intended for
some destination other than 8?

Bit Misdelivery Probability is defined as the ratio of recognized misdelivered
bits to terminal B, to total intended bits for terminal B. When measuring the
service values of Bit Misdelivery Probability, the necessary statistical methods
and confidence limits must be employed (Crow and Miles, 1977).
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Table 35. The Main Issues for Choosing the User
Oriented Bit Error Probabi1ity.Number

Candidate
Bit Error Probability

Issue
10-12 10-10

Frequency of Errors 1 1
on the Output of a
Single 56 Kb/s Link Year 3' Days

Networkwide 1 1
Frequency of Output

Errors 3 Hours 2 Min.

Can the BER Level
be Achieved with Not Sure Yes

Planned 32-Bit CRC?
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AUTODIN II Performance Specification (DCA, 1975) calls for probability of
segment misdelivery of less than 10-11 . Since the ratio of misde1ivered segments
is synonynous with the same ratio of misdelivered bits, the above requirement
calls for Bit Misdelivery Probability of 10-11 .

Returning to Section 5.3.2, one recalls that the value for Incorrect Access
Probability was considered in the 10-10 to 10-12 range. The fact that the Mis
delivery probability value of 10-11 falls within the range appears reasonable
from the system and user points of view.
5.4.4 Extra Bit Probability

Extra Bit Probability is the ratio of total extra bits received to total
received bits. An extra bit outcome occurs when a bit transferred to the destina
tion user turns out to be not from the source user currently engaged in the infor
mation transf'er process. Unless misdel ivered bits are differentiated from extra
bits, both will appear as extra bits.

The effective harm or cost caused by extra bits to the Mode VI user appears
to be no less than that of bit errors. Extra bits could result in serious con
sequences both for system security elements and for the user's own security devices.
Therefore (see Section 5.4.2), a candidate value for the selected digital I/A mode
should also be in the 10-10 to 10-12 range. Further study of AUTODIN II user
vulnerability to extra bits should be undertaken to pin down the issues and values
with more confidence (see Figure 45).
5.4.5 Bit Loss Probability

Bit Loss Probability is defined as the ratio of total lost bits to total .trans
mittedbits. A lost bit event occurs when a bit transferred from the source user,
through its user-system interface, fails to pass through the user-system interface
(i.e., becomes lost) at the destination user end. It has a direct impact on the
often used parameter IIbit count integrity" (see Tables 15 and 19).

The effective harm or cost caused by bit loss to the military Mode VI user
appears to be comparable to those of bit errors and extra bits (see Sections 5.4.2
and 5.4.4). Communication security devices on both sides of the system-user inter
face would be affected, as noted earlier. The proposed value for Bit Loss Proba-
bility should accordingly be somewhere between 10-10 and 10-12 , perhaps 10-11 .
More detailed study is needed to identify bit loss effects on various acceptance
and COMSEC application classes (Figure 45).
5.4.6 Block Transfer Time

Since Mode VI is a binary mode, the interactive users may arrange their infor
mation into formats of their own. Thus, for their own use the host systems may
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Figure 45. The extra or lost bits and COMSEC devices at
the user-system interface.
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define host unique characters, words, frames, card images, or any block~, in
general. Such blocks consist strictly of contiguous user information bits. They
do not contain system overhead and parity bits.' Thus, the blocks of FS-1033
differ from the conventional uses elsewhere (ANSI, 1971; ANSI, 1980). If blocks
are not longer than the 1952-bit text field of a segment (see Figure28)~ then
the variable length of the text allows the blocks to be transmitted as a whole.

Just as for bit transfer, the block transfer function commences when the
entire user information block has been sent through the user-system interface and
the system has been told to proceed with transmission. The block transfer function
ends when the entire block has been 'successfully transferred from the system,
through the user-system interface, to the destination user.

Block Transfer Time is the elapsed time between the beginning ,and end of the
block transfer function. In this and all other respects, the ~lock Transfer Time
definition is comparable to the definition for Bit Transfer Time, T (Section 5.4.1) .

. The segment assembly time, TA, is needed for short blocks at the first FSN, but
there is negligible outpu~ time, TO' at the last PSN. For long blocks, namely
those that occupy the whole segment, noTA is involved at the first PSN.However,
delay is caused by the dispatch of the block over local lines to the destination
user. Then TO cannot be ignored. Accordingly, the previous T formula and com
puted T,values (see Table 31) apply for blocks as well as bits.

As for Bit Transfer Time, it is proposed that the Block Transfer Time shall
be 0.5 seconds. This 0.5 'second figure is to be considered as an average user
oriented value over all Mode VI, 56 Kb/s service, I/A subcatego}'ies. Themaximum
tolerable val~e for the Block Transfer Time may depend on ;application and precedence
class. As stated by DCA (1975), the permissible maximum values for I/A traffic
may range from 1 to 3 seconds.

The following critical question must be asked. Why should the 0.5 secondre
quirement apply to both Block and Bit Transfer Times, without any discrimination
for the transaction type (machine, human) or its priority class (Flash Override,
Priority, etc.)? Special users, after all, require special transfer times, most
likely in the 0.3 to 1 second range (DCA, 1975). Here one has taken the apparently
easy way out, because of the invariant physical facts involved in the formula for T
(see Section 5.4.1). The 'propagation times TT and TS are determined basically
by the speed of light and related constraints. The transmit times TA, TX' and
TO can be reduced by departing from the 56 Kb/s rate assumed for the selected
mode. However, 'their effect would not be major. Likewise, only relatively
minor effects can be generated by lowering the segment error rates PT and PS. In
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the systems sense, the tuning of piS may be too costly and difficult to do. What
remains are the numbers t LT and LSt for terrestrial and satellite links per path.
As seen from Tables 31 and 32, the exclusion of satellite hops (i.e., setting
LS = 0) has a major impact on keeping T low. Up to 3 tandem terrestrial links t
and no satellite hops, yield Block Transfer Time values shorter than '0.5 seconds
for the ordina,ry' gq-back-N repeat scheme. If this issue is important to AUTODIN
II users, it should·beaddressed in more detail (see Feldman, et al., 1979). .
5.4.7 Block Error Probability

Block..Error Probability is defined ·as the ratio of total incorrect blocks
to total delivered blocks.'As for Bit Error Probability, de'livery occurs through
the user-system interface at the destination user site. A block is said to be
in error if it contains one or more bit errors.

Extreme contrived cases help relate Block Error Probability to Bit Error Prob
ability (Figure·46). If every bit of every erro,neous block were in error, see
Part (A),~then the Block and Bit Error Probabilities would be indistinguishable.
On the other hand, if exactly one bit of every erroneous n-bit block were in error,
asin Part (B), then Block Error Probability would be n times the Bit Error Prob
ability. The true relationship, Part (C), is usual~y found somewhere in the
middle between 1 and n.When:the blockl~ngth n is .small, such as n ~ 10 for
short machine I/A messages, the difference between the two probabilities is not
significant. Whenn becomes large, this writer prefers a IIrul e of the thumb ll

value of In.
From the user point of view, block errors manifest as groupings of informa

tion bit errors in the received text. By the. above mentioned "rule of the thumb",
one block error may generate roughly In bit errors. For an =1952 data field of
a segment ~ vm:: 44 bi t errors may resul t from each segment error . Thi s, of course,
is the case only for the maximum length ofa continuously transmitted block.

It is recommended that, on the average, the Block Error Probability for n-bit
blocks should not exceed vii 10-10 for all interactive t 56 Kb/stMode VI traffic.
This block accuracy requirement is equivalent to the 10-10 bit. performance level
summarized in Table 35. It appears realistic for the planned 32-bit CRC error
control.

The main features of .the proposed user oriented Block Error Probability
requirement are shown in Figure 47. The requirement, as shown, is the same for
all priority classes and all applications of I/A, 56 Kb/s, Mode VI transactions.
If a single, mean or average, number must be chosen for the user oriented Block
Error ProbabilitYt it should be in the neighborhood of 10-9.
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5.4.8 Block Misdelivery Probability
Block Misdelivery Probability is the ratio of total misdelivered blocks to

total t~ransferred blocks. The definition is nearly identical to that of Bit Mis
delivery Probability in Section 5.4.3, except that an n-bit entity, the block,
has replaced the single bit.

It is recommended that the Block Misdelivery Probability target value be
around 10-11 for all block 1ength~ n. This applies for the total assumed IIA
traffic mode, under the usual statistical averaging constraints. The number is
supported by DCA (1975) documentation, the user oriented Bit Misdelivery Proba
b-ility objective of Section 5.4.3, as well as the practical contention that the
severity of block misdelivery to a user may be higher than from a block error
eve~t. The latter event probability straddles the 10-9 va1ue t as seen earlier
in Figure 47.
5.4.9 Extra Block Probability

Extra Block Probability is defined as the ratio of tot~l extra blocks received
to total received blocks~ The specifics of FS-1033 definition for extra blocks
are again nearly indistinguishable from extra bits definition (see Section 5.4.4).

As a single candidate number for user oriented Extra Block Probabi1itYt 10-10

is recommended. It is roughly consistent with the 10-10 to 10-12 range recormnended
for Extra Bit Probability in Section 5.4.4 t the 10-9 Block Error Probability in
Section 5.4.7 t as well as the 10-11 value suggested for Block Misdelivery Prbbabi1
ity in Section 5.4.8. The COMSEC concerns expressed earlier for extra bits apply
also to extra blocks (see Figure 45).
5.4.10 Block Loss Probability

Block Loss Probability is defined as the ratio of total lost blocks to total
transmitted blocks. The definition is analogous to the Bit Loss Probability.

Based on the numerical values quoted in Sections 5.4.5, 5.4.8, and 5.4.9, a
range of 10-10 to 10-11 appears reasonable for user oriented Block Loss Probability.
If a single number is required, it can be chosen in the middle of that range, namely
at 3 • 10-11 .

Here, and likewise for the entire set of 5 block transfer parameters, more
specific user service numbers may be needed. If so, appropriate user need studies
that emphasize communications security implementations seem to be desirable.
5.4.11 Message transfer phase

In the FS~1033 format, see Table 18, message transfer is characterized by 4
primary user-oriented performance parameters, plus one secondary parameter. The
primary parameters belong under the performance criterion called Efficiency, and

are called:
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Bit Transfer Rate,
Block Transfer Rate,
Bit Rate Efficiency,
Block Rate Efficiency.

In what follows s these four parameters are treated as a groups because their defi
nitions, issues and value choices are closely related. The Federal Standard uses
the term block to denote any contiguous set of bits, where the number of bit"s can
be larger than 6r equal to unity. If one focuses on the casen = 1, the terms bit
and block become interchangable. In this section, the term block refers to the
ordinary data block when n > 1, or to a single binary digit when n = 1.

Subject to the above convention, only two primary message transfer phase
parameters remain to be distinguished. They are the Block Transfer Rate and the
Block Rate Efficiency.

Block Transfer Rate is defined as the number of successful block transfers
during a performance measurement period, divided by the duration of that period.
The dimensions of Block Transfer Rate are blocks per second.

The Block Rate Efficiency is defined as the ratio

(Block Transfer Rate)(Average Block Length)
Signaling Rate of the Communication Service ·

The new term here is the "signaling ll rate. In FS-1033, it is defined as the maxi
mum rate in bits per second, at which binary information could be transfer'red
unidirectionally between users under conditions of:

(1) Continuous uninterrupted transmission.

(2) No overhead information (namely, no control, header, repeat, or redundancy
of any kind).

This signaling terminology of FS-1033 should not be confused with the terms employed
in telephony. In the latter case, signaling refers to overhead information used
for various circuit switched network controls.

The average block length is, of course, unity for Bit Transfer Rate.
In the interactive rapid exchanges during an I/A session, the throughput rates

and their efficiencies mayor may not have major significance to the individual

user (Brayer, 1978, a and b). Rates appear to be relatively insignificant to the
short message category. However, they may be significant factors to those users
who send and receive long I/A messages, such as bulk messages with more than
100,000 bits per message. Even then, a typical user may be hard pressed to quote
what minimum rate he requires. Pertinent user oriented data appear to'be missing.
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From the systems point of view, the vehicle for throughput is the same ARQ
framework discussed earlier in Section 5.4.1. Of particular importance are the
illustrations of that section, notably Figures 42 to 44. Assume, as before, that
the feedback links do not contribute any errors. Then in the presence of detected
forward link errors, the two ARQ schemes are seen differently by the receiver.
The matter is illustrated in Figure 48. Only a fraction of all arriving segments
are acceptable to the receiver. If the probability of detected segment error is

P, then for each link

Accepted Segments = 1 - P
Total Segments 1 + (N-l)P ·

This simple formula is valid for both ARQ schemes discussed here. For go-back-N
ARQ one substitutes cycle length NT or NS (see page 137) for N, while for the ideal
selective ARQ one sets N= 1. As a consequence of this, the expressions for both
the Block Transfer Rate and Block Rate Efficiency are readily derived. One obtains
according to the definition of Federal Standard 1033:

l
L + L

Block 56,000 . 19~2J(l _ p) T S
Transfer = ------- L L
Rate 2096 M[l + {NT-l)P] T [1 + {NS-l)P] S

Block
Rate =
Efficiency

l1952 J LT + LS
n -n- (1 - P)

·;...--·---L------~L-

1952 [1 + {NT-l)P} T [1 + {NS-l)P] S

where integer Mstands for the average number of simultaneous sessions over the
representative packet stream between the respective end users. In effect then,
a, given user pair is assumed to have access to 11M of the passing segments. The
symbol LxJ in the above denotes the integer part of real number x. It represents
"block division ll or quantizing loss that occurs when one tries to pack a field of
1952 bit spaces with blocks of length n.

Both Block Transfer Rate and Block Rate' Efficiency formulas are system oriented.
They show what certain type systems could deliver to the user, as a performance
level, if the systems fitt~e assumed model. The model includes the ideal and go
back-N ARQ options. It assumes the same segment error probability, P, for both

terrestrial and satellite links. Furthermore, it assumes 1952 information bits
in a packet of total length 2096. The Block Transfer Rate, as giveri, does depend
on M, the number of multiple user pairs. However, Block Rate Efficiency does not.
The model totally ignores queueing effects.
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The large number of parameters, namely n, M, P, LT, LS' NT' and NS' makes a
graphic presentation of Block Transfer Rate and Block Rate Efficiency effects
cumbersome. To proceed, assume P = 0.021. It corresponds to channel bit error
probability of 10-5 on both terrestrial and satellite links. Assume a typical
value M= 3. Also assume that one is primarily interested in those ARQ system
operations that show potential for meeting the 0.5 second Bit Transfer Time objec
tive. mentioned in Section 5.4.1. The potential ARQ options are listed above in
Table 32.

Table 36 shows Block Transfer Rates estimated accordingly. All the rates
given are in blocks per second. Since the block length is n, the column under
the heading n = 1 represents the FS-1033 performance parameter, Bit Transfer Rate.
Note that the bit content of block transmissions decreases with n, but not at a
fast rate. For small n, such as r = 4 or n = 16, the number of bits per second
is the same 17,020 as for n = 1. The quantization loss is more manifest for the
largest n. The effect of ARQisre1atively more pronounced. Depending on the
number of links, the go-back-N ARQ shows a 10% to 20% lower Block Transfer Rate
than the ideal ARQ. The choice of the eventual AUTODIN II ARQ scheme (Sastry,
1975; Morris, 1978; Easton, 1980) should take this into consideration.

Table 37 depicts the Block Rate Efficiency computed with the second above
formula. The same assumptions are made here as before. Notable among the assump
tions made for this model is the absence of queueing losses. If one interprets
condition (1) to mean that continuous transmissions, by definition, do not involve
any queues, then the absence of queues (i.e., TQ=0) appears to be a serious
shortcoming of Table 37. Unfortunately, and as mentioned before, planned AUTODIN
II queueing statistics were not available for this study. Thus, they could not be
incorporated in these tables and other related parameter estimates.

The n = 1 column shows the Block Rate Efficiency for bit oriented transactions.
For small n, such as n = 1, 4,16, there is no quantizing loss and the Block Rate
Efficiency values are indistinguishable. There is a nominal efficiency loss for
increasing n. As for Block Transfer Rates, the Block Rate Efficiency of the go
back-N ARQ is some 10% to 20% below the ideal ARQ.

The two tables show what certain system models are capable of doing. Clearly,
this may differ from what the Mode VI, IjA, 56 Kbjs transaction users need. From
the throughput experiences of existing packet networks, such as ARPANET (K1einrock,
Naylor, and, Opderbeck, 1976; Kleinrock and Opderbeck, 1977) and ALOHA (Abramson,
1977) rate efficiences in the 10% to 60% range are common, because of the previously
mentioned queueing delays, repetitions and overheads. If a O.9-percentile level
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Table 36. Block Transfer Rate Estimates for Repeat Probability P = 0.021
and M= 3 Simultaneous Sessions

Number ARQ Typeof Number of Bits Per Block n
Links

Ga-
LT LS

Ideal Back-N 1 4 16 64 256 1024

1 0 V 17,020* 4,260 1,060 262 61 9

1 0 V 15,400 3,860 960 237 55 8

2 0 V 16,660 4,160 1,040 256 60 8

2 0 V 13,940 3,490 870 214 50 7

3 0 V 16,310 4,080 1,020 251 58 8

3 0 V 12,610 3,160 780 194 45 6

4 0 V 15,970 3,990 990 245 57 8

0 1 V 17,020 4,260 1,060 262 61 9

1 1 v 16,660 4,160 1,040 256 60 8

*All rates in blocks per second.
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Table 37. Block Rate Efficiency Estimates for Repeat Probability P = 0.021

Number ARQ Typeof Number of Bits Per Block n
Links

Ga-
LT LS

Ideal Back-N 1 4 16 64 256 1024

1 0 V 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.963 0.899 0.514

1 0 V 0.886 0.886 0.886 0.870 0.814 0.465

2 0 v· 0.958 0.958 0.958 0.942 0.879 0.502

2 0 V 0.802 0.802 0.802 0.789 0.736 0.421

3 0 V 0.938 0.938 0.938 0.923 0.861 0.492

3 0 V 0.726 0.726 0.726 0.714 0.666 0.381

4 0 V 0.919 0.919 0.919 0.904 0.844 0.482

0 1 V 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.963 0.899 0.514

1 1 V 0.958 0.958 . 0.958 0.870 0.879 0.502
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is to be used in the sense that the rate should be above the level, then an effi
ciency of 0.5 would be a reasonable\~though unsubstantiated. service objective.

To proceed with user oriented numbers for Block Transfer Rate and Block Rate Effi
ciency~ more data on real life user needs appear necessary.

5.5 Disengagement Phase
Disengagement phase is the last of the three functional phases. See Figure

41 and Table 18. It appe~rs that from the users perspective, the disengagement
phase is less important than the access and transfer phases. Unsuccessful disen
gagement may cause the system merely to ignore or to misinterpret the user1s next
access attempt.

The disengagement' phase is represented by two primary FS-1033 parameters.
They are called Disengagement Time and Disengagement Denial Probability.
5.5.1 Disengagement Time

The parameter, Disengagement Time, is defined in FS-1033 as the average value
of 1apsed .time between the start of -a di sengagement attempt and successful di sen
gagement. The successful disengagement or connection closing event occurs when a
disengagement confirmation signal is received by a user at his user-system inter
face, and within the specified maximum time allowed for disengagement. If certain
interactive Mode VI users prefer not to use the disengagement confirmation signal,
then the system proceeds to terminate the I/A session upon receipt of a disengage
ment request. The request, at least in principle:, could be originated by either
user, or by system time-out condition (i.e., interrupt). The last condition may
be the result of nonactivity by either user or both users during the I/A session.

In analogy to the Access Time definition in Section 5.3.1, the average value
of a random variable - Disengagement Time - is specified by FS~1033. The average
could be the arithmetic mean observed for the time series at a specific user-to
user pair. Or it could be the average over a catE~gory of similar users.

Let us assume that a local user submits his disengagement request (i.e., CLOSE
order) to the local PSN, and waits for the disengagement confirmation. The key
delay elements of such a procedure are nearly the same as illustrated in Figure 31

for Access Time. Of course, the queues should be shorter for disengagement. Like
wise, the disengagement confirmation should take less time at the distant user PSN.
The transmission and propagation times, however, should be comparable.

In view of the above, one anticipates that the users should have a shorter
Disengagement Time than Access Time. A D.05-second average value seems appropriate
for all subcategories of the interactive, 56 Kb/s, Mode VI service. It would be
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an insignificant time from the user1s point of view, and it would not tie up system
resources too long after the session work is finished. If one is interested in
the 0.9~percentile value for the Disengagement Time, it could plausibly beset
around 0.1 second.
5.5.2 Disengagement Denial Probability

Federal Standard 1033 defines Disengagement Denial Probability as the ratio \
of total disengagement attempts that result in disengagement denial to total dis
engagement attempts. Disengagement denial is a disengagement event that does not
qualify as successful (see Section 5.5.1). The disengagement denial occurrence
may be indicated by the absence of the disengagement confirmation signal within the
specified maximum time limit. In instances where a nonoriginating user cannot
initiate or prevent disengagement, disengagement denial can only be caused by the
system. In those system-user arrangements that function without confirmation
signals, successful and unsucces~ful disengagement confirmations can only be
observed byre-accessing the system.

The time-out condition, according to FS-1033, is to be the maximum permitted
Disengagement Time, equal to or greater than three times the nominal value of the
parameter Disengagement Time. Since the average value for Disengagement Time was
set at 0.05 seconds in Section 5.5.1~ the corresponding time-out value would be
0.15 seconds. Whether this value is acceptable to military AUTODIN II users re
mains to be verified.

Since disengagement denials eventually result in automatic time-out, their
consequences do not appear to be more serious than those of access denials. This
seems to be true for both the users and the system. Accordingly, the maximum
number of 10-'3 is assigned to Disengagement Denial Probability. Combined with the
pr~viously mentioned 0.15 second time-out, this user tequirement would clear the
system considerably faster than the Access Time requirements would fill the system
(see Figures 33 to 40).

5.6 Outages
Outages pertain to service availability or lack thereof. Outages are described

by the so-called secondary parameters of FS-1033. The word "secondary" is not meant
to delegataavailability to a lower level of importance for digital services.
Rather, it denotes that the parameters are either equal to, derived from, or are
strongly correlated with, previously reviewed primary parameters.
5.6.1 Outage definition

Three secondary parameters are listed in Table 18. They pertain to outages
and are defined in terms of primary parameters, such as Bit Transfer Rate, Bit
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Error Probability, Bit Misdelivery Probability, Bit Loss Probability, and Extra
Bit Probability. When the value of any of these primary parameters is worse than,
its assigned outage threshold value, the service is said to be unavailable and the
system is said to be in a potential outage state. With each state one associates
a reference time period. The system must be in the potential outage state longer
than the reference time period, for the outage to be formally recognized as such.

Figure 49 offers a simplified definition of the outage determination. In
this figure, three pertinent parameters are shown to cause outage events. All
three parameters have their nominal values and specified outage thresholds. At
least one observed valu~~must violate its threshold for more than the given
reference time period, for an outage to be declared. As shown, the threshold
time period may be the same for all parameters; Q'r i tmay be custom fitted to
parameters and- service applications.

Methods fOr deriving outage threshold values in terms of nominal parameter
values are indicated in FS-1033. It is suggested that the outage threshold for
user information Bit Transfer Rate be set at 1/3 of the nominal value for that
rate. Furthermore, the outage thresholds for the pertinent bit (or block) transfer
probabilities are: to be defined' simply as the squar'e roots of the respective nomi
nal values (see Appendix Band GSA, 1979).

For exanlple,if the nominalO.9-percent·ile value for Bit Transfer Rate (see
Table 35) were 50% of the maximum possible over a single terrestrial link with
ideal selectiveARQ, or 8,510 bits per second, then the outage threshold value
for Bit Transfer Rate would be 2,836 bits per second. The Bit Error Probability
outage threshold would be 10-5 for the nominal requirement of 10-10 (see Section
5.4.2). Finally, the Bit Misdelivery, Extra Bit, and Bit Loss Probabilities would
have outage thresholds of 3(lO-6} (sea Sections 5.4.3, 5.4.4, and 5.4.5).

The reference time period is also called the performance measurement period
in FS~1033. Its duration must be sufficient to estimate the parameters with rea
sonable confidence (Crow and Miles, 1977; Crow, 1979). For a nominal Bit Transfer
Rate of 8,510 bits per second, the estimation of Bit Error Probability outage
levels around 10-5 may consume 10 to 25 seconds, for example.

The FS-l 033 outage parameters are Service Tilme Between Outages, Outage Dura
tion, and Outage Probability. Their numerical value assignment is discussed
next.
5.6.2 Service Time-Between Outages

Service Time Between Outages is denoted as secondary in Table 18. It pertains
to the function of service cont'inuation. Service Time' Between Outages is defined
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in FS-1033 as the average value of elapsed user information time between outages.
Subject to careful statistical definition of start and end epochs (Appendix B),
this parameter provides an unbiased estimate of the traditional reliability
parameter Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF).

User oriented values for Service Time Between Outages, be they the FS-1033
recommended averages or percentiles, appear difficult to obtain for several reasons.
First, the existing and projected user requirements for this parameter are unknown.
And second, Service Time Between Outages is somehow related to other secondary and
primary user oriented performance parameters. Like availability, Service Time
Between Outages appears important to interactive, 56 Kb/s, Mode VI traffic users.
It should be investigated further and in more depth.
5.6.3 Outage Duration

Outage Duration, also a secondary parameter in FS-1033, refers to the service
restoral function. Outage Duration is defined in the Standard as the average value
of elapsed user information transfer time observed during a single outage event.
This parameter provides an unbiased estimate of the more familiar descriptor, Mean
Time to Repair (MTTR).

While Outage Duration statistics have been gathered for various communications
links (wirelines, terrestrial radio, microwave, satellite channels, etc.) and en
tire systems (the Bell Network, for instance), user requirements have not been
addressed. It seems important that the military user needs for all applications
and traffic acceptance categories should be established.
5.6.4 Outage Probability

Outage Probability is a secondary parameter in FS-1033. According to Table
18, it serves the message transfer function (see also Section 5.4.11) by repre
senting two performance criteria, accuracy and reliability. Outage Probability
is said to be a discrete measure of unavailability. It is defined as the ratio
of total message transfer attempts that encounter an outage to the total message
transfer attempts. It is the same as the probability that a transaction attempt
will be aborted by the system either being in or going into an outage. For quick
comparisons~ Outage Probability is approximately the same as unavailability, which
is commonly defined as MTTR/(MTTR + MTBF).

User requirements for Outage Probability are seldom documented. Service
requirements, such as availability of 99% (i.e., approximate Outage Probability
of 0.01), have been stated (DCA, 1975) for the general AUTODIN II user class that
connects to a single PSN via a single access circuit. Or, the availability of
99.95% (viz." Outage Probability of 0.0005) is to apply to those users who connect
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to two PSN's with one access circuit each. Kirk and Osterholz (1976) address the
'allocation of unavailability to various segments of reference circuits, such as the
well-defi ned 600-mi 1e (ca. 1000 km) .DCS reference channel. Ke11 ey (1977) emphas i zes
the importance of user requirements asa tool towards Ilbasic ADP system design
objective~l. Many application types and their projected traffic percentages are
given~ However~ the actual user availability needs are not quantitatively treated.
Finally, Feldman, et ale (1979) advance the viewpoint that 99.9% availability, or
10-3 Outage Probabi1ity~ long term requirements are not needed by conventional
users and, therefore,are too demanding on the system. Unfortunately, while they
do include various military applications and precedence levels in their study, the
highest modem speed considered is 9.6 Kb/s. Thus, while many general conclusions
may be valid, it is n'ot at all clear what the availability numbers should be for
the interactive users of the 56 Kb/s, Mode VI traffic.

5.7 Summary of Proposed Values for the Primary Parameters
Previous Sections 5.3.1 to 5.5.2 have reviewed various issues involved in

number assignment to the ·19 primary FS-1033 parameters. Some tentative target
values for these primary values have been mentioned and their pros and cons dis
cussed. Whereas in many instances, such as for Access Time in Section 5.3.1,
entire ranges and arrays of number~ have been scrutinized, several single numbers
do appear more prominent. These singular numbers repr~sent the tentative parameter
values summarized in Table 38.

When looking at the numbers proposed in Table 38, one key fact should be kept
in mind. That is, the proposed numbers have not been validated for the AUTODIN II
digital mode. They do not constitute established service, user or system require
ments. Rather, the values should be viewed as examples. The values are quite
tentative, although they are generally consistent and do fall in the range of what
appears needed on one hand, and attainable on the other.

The validity of the numbers suggested in Table 38 should be verified in a
future study. Changes should be made wherever necessary.

6. SELECTION Of ANALOG SERVICE PARAMETERS
In this section we examine the methodology which has been used for evaluating

the performance of voice communication channels during t.he.<informati'on transfer
phase. Unfortunately, we find little standardization of parameters or the techni
ques used to measure these parameters. The recent advances in microprocessing
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Table 38. Tentative Values for the Primary FS-l033 Parameters

Performance Criterion
Function

Efficiency or Speed Accuracy Reliability

Access 1. Access Time 2. Incorrect Access 3. Access Denial
0.10 s (Mean) Probability Probability
0.15 s (O.g-Perc.) 10-10 10-3 (at 0.3s)

Bit Transfer 4. Bit Transfer Time 5. Bit Error Pl"ob. 8. Bit Loss
0.5 s 10..10 Probability

6. Bit Misdel. Probe 10-11

10-11

7. Extra Bit Probe
10~11

Block 9. Block Transfer 10. Block Error Probe 13. Block Loss
Transfer Time 10-9 Probability

0.5 s 3 • 10-11
11 . Block Misdel.

Probe
10-9

12. Extra Block Probe
10-10

~1essage 14. Bit Trans. Rate
Transfer 8510 b/s

15. Block Trans. Rate
8510/n* blocks/s

16. Bit Rate Eff.
50%

17. Block Rate Eff.
50%

Disengagement 18. Diseng. Time 19. Diseng. Denial Probability
0.05 s (Mean) 10-3 (at 0.15 s)
0.10 s (O.g-Perc.)

*n = number of bits per block.
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offer ways of obtaining new objective measures that satisfy the criteria of
reliability, repeatability, useability, and system independence, and that are user
oriented in a sense discussed in this section.

Some of the parameters already defined for the digital mode of operation
are applicable to the analog mode with an appropriate interpretation. Before
selecting the new parameters which are applicable to the transfer phase we
present a hypothetical example using access time and access denial to illustrate
the procedures for user orientation. In each example, we will assume that a
system equivalent to the present direct dial telephone system is available, and
that all user groups are familiar with its use. Also, since access time is
well defined, we assume it can be measured. Recall that access time is defined
only for successful completion of the call.

In the first example, we assume a very sophisticated user group that knows
the" values of access time it requires. In this case, a user poll is conducted which
results in data as illustrated in Figure 50. In this case, the parameter lIaccess
time ll has a direct relationship to the user response.

In the second example, we assume a less knowledgeable group of listeners,

but one which is still restricted. An experiment is established wherein the
access time can be varied. The user group is asked to score the acceptability
of the system for each of the access times on the basis of 0 to 100%. The result
ing information would appear as in Figure 51. In this example, access time is
still a directly related parameter, but additional statistical variability is
introduced.

In the final example, we assume that the user group is not available for
polling, but that they are all using a system on which a number of different
measurement capabilities are available. One such parameter is the time for user
abandonment after completion of dialing but bef6re. any system action (such as
a busy signal, a ringing tone, etc.) occurs. These data might appear as in
Figure 52.

This parameter would usually be counted in the access denial statistics, but
it gives important information about one of the factors contributing to the access
time. For example, it indicates that delays between dialing and system response
which are greater than T will result in 100% access denial. Thus, in this exam-o
ple we not only have the added statistical variability over example 1, but 'we
also have only indirect evidence about access time.

In each of the above examples, a"relationship is established between a mea
surable system parameter and a user interpretation or evaluation of the effects
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of different parameter values. Thus, the system designer has ranges of values to
choose from in an attempt to create a balance between costs, available technology,
and numbers of unhappy users.

The relationship between the objective measures and the user applications
and interpretation are shown in Figure 53. It is imperative that the objective
performance measures correlate well with the human subjective tests and it is
desirable that the algorithms for the measures can be implemented simply and
quickly. This makes the measure set a good tool. From the military side, (see
top of Figure 53), there are two factors discussed earlier in Sections 2 and 3,
the various military service classes and their unique user service types and per
formance requirements. The objective performance measures help to translate these
performance needs, with the aid of the correlated subjective test data base, into
system planning requirements. This, the fourth arm of Figure 53, shows potential
application to the design of military networks. The exact relationship between
the arms of the diagram is uncertain at the present time. These uncertainties
must be removed in the future by establishing an appropriate data base.

The remainder of this section is designed to select a parameter set for the
transfer phase for voice service.

Section 6.1 provides an overview of the problem, Section 6.2 describes certain
promising cla~ses of parameters, and in Section 6.3, we select five of these param
eters as the candidate set for performance" specification and measurement. Section
6.4 outlines procedures for relating the parameters to user opinion.

6.1 An Overview of Voice System Performance Parameters and Measures
The purpose of this section is to define and/or justify criteria for choosing

parameters for specifying and measuring the performance of voice communications
systems. The methodology will start with a listing of some of the measures and
methods of measurement currently used or proposed. When it provides insight, the
evolution of the measures will be discussed.

As will become apparent, the paucity of good definitions presents a tremendous
obstacle to the understanding and acceptance of voice performance measures. For
the purposes of this section it will suffice to E~mphasize occasionally that a term
is undefined, or perhaps overdefined (when several definitions are used). To obtain
this emphasis, liberally excerpted portions of other research (with appropriate
referencing) are presented.

It is seen that the large number of subjective measures makes it difficult to
select a small set. Instead, several classes of subjective measures will be selected
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and each class will be put intocorrespondance with a single objective measure.
Thus, for example, many subjective intelligibility measures will be made to corres
pond, through calibration, to a single objective measure. This procedure allows
the user group to select the subjective measyre best reflecting their needs.
6.1.1 Status of Definitions

Webster (1960) defines intelligibility as:

in· te1•1i •9i •bi 1• i •ty (i n- te1 I i - j a-bi"l I a-t i ), n. 1 . the
quality or fact of being intelligible; capability of
being understood; clarity. 2. [pl, INTELLIGIBILITIES]
(-tiz) . something intelligible.

in· tel ·1 i •gi •b1e (i n-te1 I i- ja -b 11 ), adj. [ME.; L.
intelligibilis, intellegibilis < intelligere; see
INTELLECT], 1. that can be understood; clear;
comprehensible. 2. in philosophy, understandable
by the intellect only; conceptual.

Typically, definitions from Webster are too vague to be of value for engineering
purposes. A definition becomes useful in the engineering sense only after a
widely accepted method of assigning numerical values is incorporated into it. In

(

this subsection we look at the reasons why an engineering definition of intelligi-
bility is not available. Attempts have been made to assign numerical values
through two types of testing: subjective testing and objective testing.

Subjective Testing
Inherent in the definition of intelligibility are the human users and their

judgements. Consequently, most attempts to define intelligibility begin with a
method which relies on evaluations of the outputs from one or more listeners.
Difficulties arise immediately in the selection of speakers, listeners, and text
to be judged and the method of judging. By the time these difficulties are over
come, the testing procedures are complicated, expensive, and (more to the point)
out of reach of most of the users who desire test results. Consequently, wide
acceptance of any single definition is almost certainly impossible.

Additional barriers to user acceptance are created when selected speakers and
listener panels are used to achieve repeatability of results. The user retorts,.
"How can these results apply to my system which cannot select speakers and listeners?1I
Much of this reluctance on the part of the user to interpret the measurements
for his system would probably disappear if the measurements were cheap and easy
to make.

Further confusion is introduced by adding modifiers, e.g., isolated word
intelligibility, sentence intelligibility, message intelligibility, etc.
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A more basic problem than some of the above is in the form of disagreements
over whether to measure "intelligibility" directly or other parameters related
to intelligibility~ and then calculate "intelligibility.1I

Finally~ if all of the above problems were resolved, the user would say
IIIntelliglbility is not what rim interested in. 11m interested in quality,
naturalness, speaker recognition, useracceptance~ and annoyance factors".

Objective Testing
, One of the first objective measures used was the signal-to-noise ratio- (SIN).

Note that SIN is not precisely defined here. For some classes of systems and some
measures of SIN, this gives a very good indication of the voice performance, par,ti
cularlywhen experience is obtained in interpreting it. SIN is easy to measure,
and for this reason it is used as a performance indicator, many times in situations
where it is not applicable. Certainly, the articulation index (Al), which is formed
from a weighted average of the S/N over a number of frequency bands (mo~t commonly
20), is a very good measure of intelligibility for systems where the signal degrada
tion is entirely caused by additive white Gaussian noise.

Advances in computer technology have revived interest in more complicated
objective measures. These approaches can be classified into three broad categories;
(1) short term SIN measures, (Z) spectral measures, and (3) prediction analyses
measures. The relative strength and weaknesses of these measures will be discussed
later in the section. Certain of these measures. show sufficient promise that they
should be the prime candidates for the parameter definition for voice performance.
6.1.2 Other Views

To examiDe partially the background of voice testing, it is interesting to
examine the following quotations from the work of others.

The first six quotations are taken from works at Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Note that each gives a unique testing method.

Munson 'and Karlin (1962)

IIThis exploratory paper describes a modification of the
paired comparison technique Tor deriving a one-dimensional
scale for rating speech transmission systems on the basis of
listener preferences. The numbers of the scale, which run
from 0 to 100, are called "TransmissionPreference Units"
(TPU), and are 'intended to be used to evaluate any speech
transmission system, regardless of the noise or distortions
encountered, provided the system is less preferred than the
reference condition, namely, real speech atl m. If the TPU,
ratings for two transmission systems are known, it is believed
that the difference can be used to predict the percentage
of users who would prefer the system with the higher rating.
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Subjective listening experiments have been conducted
with a small group averaging seven observers for rating a
large number of speech transmission conditions on the TPU
scale .••. 11

Sen and Carroll (1973)

"For each test condition, 31 subjects heard a 30-s simulated
telephone conversation several times, some with low crosstalk
and some with high crosstalk level. At the end of each test
condition, the subjects rated the transmission quality on a
5-point scale scored, from excellent to unsatisfactory, as
5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively.

IISixty-seven subjects, all employees at Bell Laboratories,
MU1rray Hi 11, served as subjects .... 11

Agrawal and Lin (1974)

liThe Measurement of speech intelligibility is of
interest to evaluate a speech communication. system or the
effectiveness of an intelligibility enhancement scheme. It
is often reported that a particular system is capable of
speech transmission at X bits/s, but it is seldom reported
as to how intelligible the system is to the sounds represent
ing normal English conversation. An Arrlerican National
Standards Institute (ANSI) test ... on measuring monosyllabic
word intelligibility exists in addition to many other non
standard tests. Typically, test sample~s are spoken by a talker,
while listeners write them on answer, sheets. The percentage
of samples correctly recorded is the intelligibility score.
Presenting these tests with various lists to many listeners
(for statistically stable scores) and evaluating their responses
is laborious and somewhat impractical because of time limita
tions. This probably is one reason why many systems are not
subjected to formal i.ntel1igibility testing. II

Crochiere et ale (1978)

"With the advent of many new speech coding techniques,
there has been considerable interest in predicting subjective
performance of speech waveform coders based on objective
measurements (usually by computer simulation) on the input
and output coder waveforms." In this paper a number of techni
ques and issues involved in the formulation of such measures
are examined and an effort to draw together common points of
view i s made. . . .

1I0ne alternative to using sIn to evaluate coder perfor
mance is to resort to extensive subjective tests for comparing
coders, but this is generally costly and tim~ consuming.
Furthermore this provides little or no insight into how to
optimize the design of the coder, or to design new coders.
Thus a strong need exists in speech coding for objective
performance measures which can do a better job at character
izing subjective performance than the conventional s/n. 1I
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Daumer and Cananaugh (1978)

liThe subjective tests described in this paper were all
conducted as listening-only tests (not conversational). The
subjects listened to prerecorded speech and voted on the
perceived quality. Details concerning the test facilities,
selection of subjects, test circuitry, and test adminis
tration are covered in this section .... 11

liThe subjec·ti ve tests were conducted in an acoustically
treated test room containing 11 cubicles permitting up to 11
subjects to be tested simultaneously. Each cubicle contains
a handset over which test conditions are heard and a keyboard
with five keys labeled "excellent,1I "good,1I "fair," "poor ,"
and "unsatisfactory," which is used for registering the vote
for each test condition. Associated with the keyboard are
red indicator lights which are lit during the presentation
of a test condition and green indicator lights which are lit
to indicate the period for voting on the test condition.

Subjects were selected from employees in various job
classifications and age groups at Bell Laboratories in Homdel,
NJ. The sheer number of test conditions dictated that the
total test program be divided into five tests. All the tests
were administered independently of one another using different
subj ects .... II

Tribolet et ale (1979)

"Digital recordings of sentences spoken by four talkers
(two male and two female) were processed by each of the 12
coders. The processed utterances were equalized to the same
mean power to eliminate loudness differences. Two analog
test tapes were prepared that contained different permutations
of four random orderings of the 12 coders. The talkers were
assigned in a balanced design so that each coder was represented
by the speech of a different talker in each of the random
orders. Since each of the four talkers had recorded a unique
set of eight sentences, the sentences were randomly assigned
and none occurred more than twice.

"Students from the junior and senior classes of local
high schools served as paid subjects. They listened to the
processed speechbinaurally over Pioneer SE 700 earphones
while seated in a double-walled sound booth. Sixty-five
subjects judged the 48 coded sentences (4 coders x 3 bit
rates x4 talkers). They were asked to rate the quality
of each sentence on a scale from 1 to 9, using a 1 to
represent the worst quality,.9 to represent the best quality,
and the numbers between 1 and 9 for intermediate evaluations.
Before the test session began, they judged six representative
conditions for practice to familiarize them with the task
and the range of quality .... 11

The next three references give samples of the same type of thing from other
authors. -
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Sergeant etal. (1979)

liThe ideal speech reception and discrimination test for
evaluating components (talker, channel, listener) of a commu
nication chain must meet two basic requirements: it must be
a vali~ sample of the speech the chain carries or is about
to carry, and it must make possible an analysis of errors.
Not many speech tests approach the ideal in both these regards.
Dozens of sentence intelligibility tests have been constructed,
but these are always cumbersome to administer and score, and
furthermore, even with key word emphasis within the sentences
they do not lend themselves readily to error analysis.
Dozens of single-word intelligibility lists have been con
structed which are quick and easy to administer and score,
and make for very precise error' analysis, but represent only
poorly the speech material of direct interest.

IIA major difficulty with the use of sentence ·intelligibil
ity tests is that the variance among listeners' responses
depends very heavily on the match between each listener's con
dition (experience, intelligence, etc.), and the vocabulary
and content of the message. Single-word closed-set response
tests, in which all allowable choices are given on the answer
sheet, reduce this variance so far as possible. On the other
hand, tests with single word ·lists do not at all· sample the
acoustic and prosodic transitions between and within words
which are so much a part of colloquial speech .... fI

Wong and Markel (1978)

"Various linear prediction vocoders have been developed in
the last ten years.... Some designs have .already been
implemented in real time for low bit-rate speech transmissinn
.... There is -a continuing effort to improve the designs both
in performance and efficiency, such as .... As the quality
difference between different designs may not always be obvious,
some method of evaluation .is often desirable or even necessary.
Since the 1920's, numerous evaluation methods have been
developed to attain one of two general .. gOals: 1) articulation
and intellig·ibility test;'ng ... , and 2) quality or preference
evaluation ••.. In the evaluation of recently developed
systems, such as the LPC vocoders, it is often desirable to
have a method that will reveal small differences in the system,
and also offer useful correlations between the system parameters
and the test scores. For intelligibility testing, the diagnostic
rhyme test (DRT) has been developed ... to meet these goals. It
uses rhyme words pairs which differ by one of six phonemic
attributes patterned after the distinctive features ... , and
has been demonstrated to provide reliable and economical
measurement of consonant apprehensibility. Several surveys
on present-day digital vocoders ... have in fact been conducted
using the DRT •... II
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Hanson' (1971)

IIThrough the years a number of intelligibility tests
have been developed, ~.g., the Phonetically Balanced, (P.S.)
Word Test, the Fairbanks Rhyme Test (FRT), the Modified
Rhyme Test (MRT), and others. All of these tests, however,

'have certain shortcomings, e.g., lack of sensitivity,
difficult to administer, tedious to score andevalute or
inability to perform any diagnostic testing. In an attempt
to overcome those shortcomirigs, Mr. John Preusse of the
Speech Technique Team, Information Acquisition Technical
Area, CAOPL, has developed a new test which is called the
Consonant Recognition Test (CRT). It is this test that
is used in this series .... 11

Barnwell and Voiers (1979) reflect the philosophy closest to that chosen in
this section.

BarnweJl and Voiers (1979)

"This effort deals with a set of techniques which, can be
used for more effective and efficient operational speech quality
testing. In ge~eral, these 'objective fidelity measures 1 are
computed from an 'input' or •unprocessed I speech data set,S,
and an 'output' 'or 'distorted' speech data set, S , .... The
output speech data set results when the input speQch data set
is passed through the speech communication system under test.
Obj~ctive measures may be very simple, such as the traditional
signal-to-noise ratio, or they maybe very complex. A complex
measure might use such diverse measures as a spectral distance
or other parameteric distances between "the input and output
speech data sets; semantic, syntactic, or phonemic information
extracted from the input speech data set; or the characteristics
of the talker's vocal tract or glottis ....

. tllf an objective fidelity measure existed which was both
highly correlated with the results of human preference tests
and which was also compactly computable, then its utility
would be undeniable. Clearly, it could be used instead of
subjective quality measures for testing and optimizing speech
coding systems. Such tests could be expected to be less
expensive to administer, to give more consistent results,
and, in general, not to be subject to the human failings of
administrator or subject. Such an objective measure would
also be very useful ... 11

6.1.3 The Changing Nature of Subjective Tests
In this section, we trace the evolution of one of the more popular subjective

tests, the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT), and the trends exhibited by one of ORTis
chief proponents and principle investigators, w. o. Voiers.

The early Rhyme tests, (Fairbanks, 1958) were derived fro~ studies on conso
nant discrimination. The Fairbanks Rhyme test used word lists with differing
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leading consonants. Numerous changes in the word 1ists t testing techniques and
evaluation followed. Major changes were introduced by House et a1. (1965) with
the Modified Rhyme Test (MRT), Griffiths (1967) [the dia~nostic articulation
test (OAT)]. Voiers et ale (1965), Voiers (1967), and Voiers (1971) include a
continuing series of changes in the DRT.

In the implementation of the ORT, various rating forms 'were tested to deter
mine a set of IIPerceived Acoustic Traits (PATS). Table 39 shows two such rati"ng
forms.

More recentlYt Voiers has extended diagnostic testing in an attempt to
determine quality and acceptability of a system. He has developed successively
the Paired Acceptability Rating ~1ethod (PARM) (Voiers, 1976), the Quality Accep
tance Rating Test (QUART) (Vbiers, 1976), and the Diagnostic Acceptability r4easure
DAM (Voiers, 1977). Table 40 shows the rating fo'rms for determining the PATS used
with this version of DAM.

The continuous change in subjective testing demonstra'-tes the lack of stability
of the testing methods. Unfortunately, no clear-cut goals are established for
research on subjective testing. This accentuates our previous contention that
no widely accepted, inexpensive and easily administered and interpreted subjective
tests are available now. It also appears that no such tests will appear in the
near future.
6.1.4 Some Often Mentioned Qualities of Voice Channels.

1. intelligibility
2. acceptability
3. speaker recognizability
4. naturalness
5. annoyance factors
6. quality
7. fidelity

As shown in Section 6.1.3 there is no widely acceptable definition of intelli
gibility. In general, the other qualities listed above are more remote from an
acceptable definition than intelligibility. The one possible exception is speaker
recognizability. This is so because of recent advances in automated speaker
recognizability algorithms designed for computer implementation. However, there
is a large gap between the present thrust of the research and the use of these
methods for voice service systems evaluation.
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Table 39. Perceived Acoustic Traits Rating Forms

a

Steady - 'Fluttering
Stable - Unstable

Colorless - Colorful
Monotonous - Dynamic

Foreign - Native
Rare - Common

Rumbling ~ Whining
Low - High

Unpleasant - Pleasant
Annoying - Pleasing
Gradual - Abrupt
Rounded - Jagged

Loud - Soft
Intense - Mild
Passive - Active

Dragging - Brisk

b

Excited - Calm
Agitated - Serene
Gliding - Scraping
Smooth - Rough

Fast - Slow
Busy -Resting

Beautiful - Ugly
Clean - Dirty

Feminine - Masculine
Light - Heavy

Familiar - Strange
Usual - Unusual
Clear - Hazy

Definite - Uncertain
Uneven - Even

Irregular - Regular

Thumping - Resonant
Breathy - Hissing
Twangy - Tinny
Solid - Closed

Clicking - Smacking
Squeeking - Chipping
Babbling - Gurgling
Snapping ~ Crackling
Thudding - Dull

Abrupt - Clipped
Throaty - Rich
Hooting - Bleating
Rushing - Gushing
Buzzing - Droning
Hollow - Open
Tight - Tense
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Table 40·. Rating Form for Determining Perceived Acoustic Traits Used in DAM

The Speech Signal
Fluttering

Twittering - Pulsating
Muffled

Smothered - Low
Distant

Small - Compact
Rasping

Scraping - Grating
Thin

Tinny - High
Unnatural

Mechanical - Lifeless
Babbling

Chortling -.Slobbering
Irregular

Spasmodic - Fitful
Nasal

Whining - Droning
Interrupted

Intermittent - Chopped

The Background
Hissing

Simmering - Fizzing
Chirping

Cheeping - Clicking
Roaring

Rushing - Gushing
Crackling

Scratching - Staticy
Buzzing

Humming - Whirring
Rumbling

Thumping - Thudding
Bubbling

Gurgling - Percolating

The Total Effect
Intelligible

Understandable -Meaningful
Pleasant

Rich - Mellow
Acceptable
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For certain systems, a "quality" may be defined, for example, toll quality
'for a,nalog systems having the characteristics of the telep'hone system. However,
this definition is the result of extensive experienc~ with the system, and it
does not apply to other systems, even though some other systems are said to offer
voice services of toll quality.

The concept of "annoyance factors" probably is composed of a number of
sepa~ate qualities and therefore it may not be appropriate to list it as a single
measure or quality item. It would include, but not be limited to, such things
as background type and level, time availability and access time,interruptions,
ease of use (e.g., push to talk?), delay, echo, etc. A major effort would be
needed to arrive at a useful definition of annoyance. The probability of the
success of such an effort appears to be small.

The acceptability of a syste~ is a complicated, unknown function of all of
the other qualities. Some attempts have been made by Voiers (1976) to create

. repeatable subjective tests for a class of systems and al imited class of users
to measure acceptabili·ty. Since these tests are still evolving, it is difficult
to judge their validity and efficiency. In any case', they are still subjective
and suffer from the same problems as other subjective tests - they ar~ not widely
acceptable. '

The qualities naturalness and ,fidelity are, at this time, so vaguely defined
as to be useless in user oriented service assessment.

6.2 Classes of Objective Measures for Determining Voice System Performance
Any system performance measure should satisfy a certain minimal set of criteria.

These may be specified as follows. (1) Reliability: this specifies that anyone
making the same measurement at different times should get the same answer. (2)
Repeatability: this is the property that a measurement be specified sUfficiently
so that measurements made by one group can be repeated or verified by another
group. (3) Useability: this property involves several factors such as time, cost,
and complexity. The criteria which we strive for are short test time requirements
(e.g., 1 hour for a single measurement, including set up, calibration etc., with
shorter time requirements for additional measurements), low recurring costs, and
simplicity (e.g., only one instrument needed for all system inputs and one needed
for all output measurements). The instrument may be internally complex, but the
use of it should be simple. (4) System independence: the parameters chosen
should be as widely applicable as possible, and therefore not dependent~n the
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type of system being tested. However t the interpretation of the parameter values
may (and probably will) depend on a priori knowledge of the system. (5) User
o~iented: we list this last t because it depends greatly on the users' experience
with their system, the expected service, and with the measurements chosen, but the
performance measure must provide significant correlation with subjective measures
including various forms of intelligibility, speaker recognition and other voice
transmission quality features previously discussed.

Because the voice system affects the performance between the speaker's mouth
and the listener's ear, we will design the parameters around a system which has an
input (representing the speaker's mouth) and an output {representing thelistener1s
ear) and use these parameters to deduce the essential perceived voice character-

-istics. The actual measured parameters will consist of various differences between
the' input and output signals.

In order to make the following recommendations precise we assume that all
processing is done digitally. It will become cl~ar that all of the techniques
discussed can be implemented using microprocessors. This method of implementation
allows changes to be made through software Which results in a flexibility not
achieved in hardware.

The input signals will be generated from stored, digitized information and
synthesized into an appropriate analog form. This permits accurate synchroniza
tion of the o~tput signal with a stored replica of the input signal. Consequently,
in what follows we assume that the input signal is known to within 1 sample for
any sampling frequency discussed.

The output signals will be digitized and processed according to the"parameters
being measured.

A block diagram of the testing system is shown in Figure 54. The interfaces
depend on the points at which the system is being tested. For a telephone input
the interface would be an acoustic coupler.
6.2.1 Mathematical Modeling

One of the requirements for the objective measures is that it be simple
enough to permit implementation. Fortunately, a mathematical technique known
as Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) provides a basis for easily implementing
algorithms which result in several classes of measures with potentially effective
interpretations in terms of voice performance parameters.

A review of LPC is given in Appendix C. There, we show that, after the
initial calculation of a small set of parameters, a number of measures related to
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voice performance are easily calculated. The measures derived in Appendix C
relate to short term spectral distances and vocal tract dimensions and have inter
pretations in the time domain and frequency domain.

Since LPC analysis and synthesis have been implemented in real-time vocoders
using microprocessor based techniques, it is clealr that the LPC parameter set
can be derived using the same techniques. Appendix C describes the simple calcu
lations using this set to derive the measures of interest.
6.2.2 Measures

Some of the measures which we propose are based on the smoothed spectral
estimate of equation (C-l), the power spectral ratios (energy ratios) of equation
(C-51) and the area coefficients of equation (C-54). The sampling rate, quantizing
levels~.number of points ina frame, and the number of coefficients computed must
be determined for each of the measures. However, we leave these unspecified at
this time and only d~scribe the form for the suggested measures.

Spectral measures.
Let

(1 )

where Hn(s) is the spe~tJal estimate for the nth frame of the input and H~(z) ~r

the output and Z. = e- 1TI
[. The spectral measure proposed is then giveri by

J

1 k
SP{p) = f I SP(n,p) for p = 2, 4.

n=l
(2)

Barnwell and Voiers (1979) have compared these measures with subjective scores
and show some correlation, although they do not appear to be outstanding predictors.

Area coefficient measures.
A second class of measures studied by Barnwell and Voiers (1979) use the

form

J\.R (n ,p) = P [ AI] P.L 10910_i
1=1 A.

1

1
p (3)

and the average over the total number of frames
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1 N
AR(p) = -k ~ AR(n,p), p = 1,2

n=i
(4)

These measures exhibit a better correlation with the subjective scores than the
spectral measures.

Energy measures.
The energy ratio (C-5l) defined for each frame, (D/E)n,has been used in the

form

(5)

by several authors (Sambur and Jayant, 1976; McDermott et al., 1978) (see also
Gray and Markel (1976) for related measures). Gamauf and Hartman,.(19ZZ) used a
modification of this which involves testingwhe,therlo9,O(D/E)n is between certain
confidence 1imits. They derive a number ElN for each frame.where:0.s. El.N~ 1.
Then, using a weighting for each word,an average mea~ure E1N is derived for 5.0

word phonetically bal~nced word groups. This normalized energy measure correlates
well with the articulation score obtained using trained listener<;panel.s,.

Signal-to~noise ratios
One of the earl iest objective measures used was the'si gna l-tQ-;notse ratio.

For analog systems with white Gaussian noise~the articul~tion index, which is a
frequency weighted signal to noise ratio is a good predi~tor of intelligibility,
and possibly other subjective parameters [Kryter (1962), Kry~er and Ball (1964),
ANSI (1969), Hubbard and Hartman (1974)].

More rece'ntly, Barnwell and Voiers (1979) have found that a short term signal
to-noise ratio is an excellent predictor of subjective parameters for·c'ertain
types of system distortion.

When the signal is known, thesignal-to-noise ratio can be calGulated two
ways; filtering the signal to obtain S~N, or subtracting the signal, sri - sn to
obtain

(6)

Note that in either case the noise may consist ~f interference artd distortion
in addition to or in place of the noise. Equation (6) may be difficult to imple
ment in some cases due to gain uncertainties etc. Consequently, in what follows,
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we assume the quantity S~NiS obtained by filtering the signal. The signal-to
noise ratio SNR (in dB) may be calculated over a time inter.val (N points) or over
different frequency bands f{j)t (fj ~f{j):::. f j +l ). The notation SNR (Ntf) will
be used here, wheref denotes the band of interest andN indicates the number of
samples and N(i) .~ Ni ~ N(i+l). Thus t two classes of measures are defined as

k
SNR{T) =~.L SNR{Nit f) t {7}

, ,=1

where f is the entire frequency band, and

k
SNR{w} = ~ ..L SNR{N t fi)t

'=1 .
(8)

where N usually represents at least several seconds of data in (8). Barnwell and
Voiers (1979) report excellent correlation ofSNR(T) with subjective scores for
some types of system degradation, and Steeneken and Houtgast (1979) report excel'
lent correlation of SNR(w) with subjectivesc6res for certain types of system
degradation.
6.2.3 Speaker Recognition

Numerous computer oriented methods designed to recogn'ize or identify a speaker
have been developed over the past several years. General features of all of these
methods include: (a) some stored sample parameters from the speaker,. sometimes
called the training set, (b) a fixed number of speakers from which a selection is
to be made for recognition purposes, (c) a sample, utterance from some speaker for
which parameters are to be computed for comparison with the training set. The
parameter sets are generally derived using either LPC analyses, discrete Fourier
Transform (OFT) analyses or cepstral (Luck, 1969) analyses. The computation'al com
plexity increases from LPC to OFT to cepstral analysis. The parameter sets' used most
often compare either the frequency/time structure of the utterances, or parameters
such as the area coefficients which :have interpretations in terms of the vocal
tract dimensions. (We do not consider the method of voice prints directly here,
since this is included in the general descriptions given above.) Frequently used
parameters, usually used in combinations include formats, pitch, and intensity.

Since our objective is user oriented performance measurement and not speaker
recognition per se, we propose the following scheme.

Since our test stgnals are synthetic, one can generate a training sequence
using a single word or a few words, with controlled speaker differences. For
example t with (synthesized) speakers a1t a2t ... t an we can design the analyses
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and speaker differences so that only a small difference can be measured between

adjacent speakers ai ' ai+l , but a large difference exists between al and an
under clear-channel conditions. Under clear channel conditions, using the same
a1 ~ •.. ~ an set for comparison~ 100% correct identification (or recognition) would
be achieved. However, under other channel conditions less than 100% correct
scoring would be achieved.

Since, with few exceptions, speaker recognition algorithms have not been used
or tested for different channel conditions, the training set and the specific
algorithm to be used remains to be determined.

6.3 Specific Measures
In the previous section we have outlined several classes of objective param

eters which have been shown to have utility as predictors of various types of
subjective voice performance measures, and some other parameters which, with
careful design should predict other voice performance characteristics. The
principal user oriented performance characteristics which are considered are (1)
intelligibility, (2) speaker recognition, and (3) user acceptability.

For intelligibility testing we recorrmend four obje"ctive measures:

(1) The normalized energy measure developed by Gamauf and Hartman (1977),
because it shows good correlation with subjective scores over a wide
range of system conditions. This measure is a modification of the
energy ratio (5) which involves testing whether log (DIE) is betweenn
certain confidence limits to derive a number between zero and one.
This is then averaged over all frames.

(2) A short term signal-to-noise ratio (Barnwell and Voiers, 1979), because
it shows excellent correlation with subjective scores over certain
limited ranges of system conditions. This is a variation of the measure
given in (7).

(3) A band weighted signa1-to-noise ratio [e.g., Steeneken and Houtgast
(1979)J, because it shows good correlation with subjective scores over
the range of system conditions for which it has been tested. This
measure uses a modification of (8) with a specified set of input
signals.

(4) The log-area ratios (Barnwell and Voiers, 1979) because it is easily
computed from parameters derived when calculating the normalized
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density and has shown fair correlation with subjective scores. This
measure has been tested using the form given in (4).

For voice recognition, we have found few subjective measurements for compari
son with objective scores; furthermore, no objective measures have been developed.
Numerous techniques are available for constructing such a measure [see for example,
Rosenberg (1973), for a general review, and Atal (1974), Luck (1969), and Atal
(1976), for a description of some of the techniques]. Rosenberg (1973), using
formant, pitch, and intensity as the comparison basis for the computer algorithm,
compared computer speaker verification with human speaker verification. Although
the results are not directly related to the present emphasis, the fact that the
compute~ scored 98% correct and the humans 96% correct indicates a favorable
potential for a computer technique. Further research is necessary to determine
the appropriate techniques for this application. However, some of these methods
use LPC analysis, and can be easily implemented using information obtained when
computing the measures for intelligibility, suggesting that these methods be
explored first.

For user acceptance, the measures given for intelligibility have also been
shown to be correlated with subjecti~e parameters which have been shown to be
correlated with user acceptance [Barnwell and Voiers (1979) and Voiers, (1976)]
over a very limited set of conditions.

The three parameters, intelligibility, voice recognition, and acceptability,
chosen as voice performance descriptors, are not independent. Thus, a system with
low intelligibility usually would not have good voice recognition properties and
would not be acceptable. On the other hand, a system may be unacceptable because
of long delays in the access phase or the transfer phase even though the intelligi
bility and voice recognition are outstanding. The objective measures are chosen
to quantify these .parameters. Table 41 shows the relationship of objective
measures to the subjective measures. The primary application means that the
objective measure alone is a good predictor of the subjective parameter, while
the secondary application implies that other measures are also needed to predict
accurately the subjective interpretation.

Table 42 gives an indication of the ranges of applicability of the various
measures that have been tested. The wide range of systems indicates that the mea
sures have been compared with subjective data over analog, wide bandwidth digital
systems, na'rrowband digital systems, and a range~ of interference or jamming environ
ments .. The wide range of degradation indtcatesthat, for example, the intelligi
bility scores have been over the range from 0 to 100%. The restricted range
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Table 41. Principal Application of Objective Measures to
Subjective Interpretation

SUbjectiv~
nterpretatlon

Acceptance SpeakerIntelligibility RecOgrl i t iOfi
Objective
Measure

Normalized
2 *1Energy

0

Log Area
2 *1Ratios

Short Term
2 *1SIN

Band Weighted
2 *1S/t-J

Speaker
--- I---Recognition

(1) Primary Application
(2) Secondary ApplIcation

* ApplicabIlity not known.
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Table 42. Summary of Comparisons of Objective Measures wlth
Subjective Measures

I II Subj ect iv'e'v
Speaker'nte.rpretat i08 I:n tell i9 ibiIi ty Acceptance Recognition

Objective
(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)Measure

Normal,'i'zed
VJ "N (~ --,- ----WEnergy

Log Area
~~ ~l ~~ --- ---'WRatio

Short Term
S R S --- ---R

S/~J
-

( Band \lJeighted
~J R S ---- ---f SIN R

Speaker
--- --- r~ N--- ---Recoqnition )

(1) Range of Systems
(2) Range of Degradations
Legend: W= Wide; R= Restricted; S = Small; N= Negligible

--- = None.



indicates that the measure ha~ been compared with subjective ratings only for
classes of systems where it is applicable. "Thus, we see that additional data are
needed to complete the comparisons.

6.4 Relation of Objective Measures to User Opinion
Very little data are reported in the literature which give a numerical com

parison bet~een objective and user evaluation of a "system. This is primarily
because user opinion is obtained from very informal polls (or tests). In addition,
unless restrictions are placed on the user group selected for the poll, the spread
of data is large, the reliability uncertain, and the repeatability nil. However,
valuable information can be obtained from such polls. A common type of such a
poll simply asks which of two systems is preferred. A majority preference for one
system over the other can provide the basis for system selection or modification.

In what follows, we report on one set of data [see OIBrien and Busch (1969),
and Gierhart et al., (1970)] for which comparisons are available between objective
scores and listener polls. This example is not a good example for several reasons
enumerated below. It is cited here because itis one of the few examples avail
able.
6.4.1 The Objective Measures

The two objective measures reported are the long term signal-to-noise ratio
(SIN) measured at the intermediate frequency (IF) and SCIM, (Kryter and Ball, 1964),
which is a band weighted signal-to-noise ratio measure, measured end-to-end, which
approximates the articulation index (AI). For the systems and noise conditions
reported, SCIM is a good objective measure, but is not one of the recommended mea
sures because of its sensitivity to system changes.
6.4.2 The Opinion Poll

The biggest problem with this example is that the listener poll is too struc
tured. For this poll, the speake"rs and listeners were chosen from a select group
of air traffic controllers, the tapes were recorded in a noise-free, soundproof
room, and the listening tests were done in the soundproof room. Thus, the results
would not apply to the more general situation in which the messages would originate
with a pilot (perhaps with an accent), in a noisy airplane cockpit, and would be
received by an air traffic controller in a less than quiet center. Sample messages
are shown in Table 43. The entire message list consisted of 216 messages. The
scoring was done by having the listener circle the appropriate response for the
set in Table 44.
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Item #

1

2

3

4

5

6

'7

Table 43, Sample Arrangement of ATCMessages

Message

Cleared to 170, AA 306 leaving 370.

There's some cells up here. Anybody been detouring
anywhere?

Roger right heading 340 0 and 2244, 294.

Eight twenty-two is cleared to two six zero to
Victor one three zero, we're leaving.

914 X-Ray, descend and maintain 6.0 thousand,
we're leaving 10.0.

Ok we'll hold 330 we can expedite our descent when
we get by these clouds.

Cagey 24 heading 218 degrees making good a track of
212 for CYN correction for ORF.
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Table 44~Sample of ATC Message Test Score Sheet

a. 'Message is complete1y understood.

b. Able to understand most of the message.

c. About half '(1/2) of the message could be-understood.

d. Could only understand a small amount of the message--would
request a repeat.

e. Completely unable to understand the messages would
definitely request a repeat.

1. abc d e
2. abc d e
3. a b cd e
4. abc d e
5. a b cd e
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6.4.3 The Data
Keeping in mind the shortcomings, we present the test data as a sample appli

cation of the methods.
Figure 55 shows the relationship between Articulation Index (a band weighted

signa1-to-noise ratio objective measure) and several subjective intelligibility
scores. Note that the sentence intelligibility scores are not as sensitive a
measure as the other tests. This is typical of tests which have redundancy in
the test material. What is not shown here, but is in some of the ~igures to
follow, is the spread of'data around the curves. Almost always, the data spread
is much larger around the less sensitive measures.

To return to our data sample" Figure 56 shows the relationship between SIN
(for, AM) and the SCIM score (AI) 'and"an ,Air Traffic Control (ATC) 'message evalua
tion. The, data spread would increase from negligible for SIN, to slight for SCIM,
to large for theATC messages as shown by the bars which represent +1 standard
deviation.

Figure 57 shows the<'s'ame'i..nformatfon for' FMsystems. Figures 58 and 59 pre
sent the subjectives~oresplotted v.s. the objective (SCIM) scores for the AM and
FM respectively.
6.4.4 Sample Use of-the Data

To clarify the concepts in this section we use the following hypothetical
scenario:

An AM system is presently being used by, trained air traffic controllers in
an ideal environment (no background noise, no fading, and only Gaussian noise
as a system limitation). An engineer is assigned the task of specifying an FM
system which will just give 100% intelligibility for ATC messages.

The engineer would first consult the data in Figure 55. Although this is not
directly applicable, the simi1aritiesbetween sentence intelligibility and ATC
message intelligibility ~re sufficient to allow use of the results in Figure 55

as a first approximation, keeping in mind that therATC messages are slightly
more redundant. Figure 55 gives almost 100% intelligibility for AI = .4 (SCIM =
40%) .
6.4.5 Summa'ry

In this section we have examined a number of user oriented parameters for
the transfer phase. For these parameters to be useful, it is necessary that there
exist a corresponding set of system oriented parameters and methods for relating
or calibrating the two sets. For voice systems, this required identifying and
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defining these system oriented parameters. The selected user oriented parameters
are those which can be calibrated in terms of the system parameters.

Table 45 lists the parameters for all phases, including those defined in
previous sections which are pertinent to voice systems. Note that some of the
user parameters a1so descri be the' 'system parameters.

The three parameters in'telligibility, ,acceptability, and speaker recognition
are not completely specified in order to provide flexibility. Thus, if isolated
word intelligibility is important to one user group and sentence intelligibility
is important to another group, ~o conflict is present. Both can be related to
corresponding objective measures, which are completely specified.

7. ASSIGNMENT OF VALUES FOR ANALOG SERVICE MODE
As describedin,Section~, one of the i~portant steps in determining the

user oriented parameter values is using the l info,~mation available from previous
'testing of e.ither identifi~d ,systems or other user groups. Such values are
reported in this section.

In Section 6 we selected the user oriented parameters for voice service?~with

the particular application to the 16 Kb'/s CVSD s~ystem as' a guide, but with the'
goal of wider applicability while still keeping the parameter set to a minimum.
Here VJe outli'ne the general 'procedure for obtaining values.

F'igure 60 shows a block diagram of the procedures.
The f'irst step is to limit the problem by identifying the constraints, imposed,

on the system, such as bandwidth limitations, types of propagation, whether digital
or analog transmission isr~/quired, etc., describing as precisely as possible the
~lass ~f systems and operating conditions to reduce the amount of measurement
needed~ For example, if~~ll tr~nsmission must go through a satellite link, round

Jtrip delays of less than 500 ms need not be considered in designing the listener
\,

poll. Specifying a 16 Kb/s CVSD or one using a specific algorithm further limits
the ranges needed for the measurements.

The second ste'p is defining the user class, or classles. This should include
an estimate of the ~mount of training or experience the users will have prior to
their normal pattern of system use. This information should be used when possible
for designfng the user poll, and always in interpreting the results of the user
poll.

The results of previous listener polls (with similar user groups, if available),
or previous system measurements, should be used to restrict further the measure
ment range when possible.
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Table 45. Analog Service Performance Parameters

Part A - Primary Parameters

1. Access Time
2. Incorrect Access Probability
3. Access Denial Probability

4. Intelligibility

(a) Normalized Energy
(b) Log Area Ratios
(c ) Short-Term SIN,
(d) Band-weighted SIN

5. Acceptability

(a) Normalized Energy
(b) Lo[ Area Ratios
(c) Short-Term SIN
(d) Band-weighted SIN

6. Speaker Recognition

(e) Computer Speaker Recognition

7. Delay

(f) Round Trip Delay

8. Disengagement Time
9. Disengagement Denial Probability

Part B - Secondary Parameters

10. Service Time Between Outages
11. Outage Duration
12. Outage Probability

Part C - Ancillary Parameters

13. User Access Time Fraction
14. User Delay Time Fraction
15. User Disengagement Time Fraction
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Finally, the objective measurements and 0plnlon polls are conducted under
identical conditions to establish the proper calibration.

The identified system is the 16 Kb/s CVSD voice system operating through a
'Harris modem (Perkins and McRae, 1978) over the AUTOVON network. Consideration
will be given to the operation of the voice system in either a clear or encrypted
mode.

In previous sections, the definitions for the different parameters imp1icitly
assume a degree of statistical independence. For example, the probability of
access denial for one event is assumed independent of the probability for another
event. Moreover, it is assumed that the values of the parameters for one phase
are statistically independent from those of other phases. When these parameters
become dependent, the problem ~ecomes one of ~ystem capacity and/or traffic flow.
The values reported here do not distinguish dependent and independent events and
should be applied accordingly.

For voice circuits the parameter values are usually determined by varying
a single parameter and determining its properties. The user perceives the effect
of all of the parameters. Thus, although measurements have been made over ranges
of voice quality with delay held constant, and over ranges of delays with the
quality held constant, no measurements have been made varying both simultaneously.

Because most of the users of the military systems will also be users of the
commercial telephone system, their opinions will be influenced by this experience.
Thus, the values which are provided here for the commercial direct distance
dialing (DOD) service provide an anchor value for specifying or determining the
relative performance of other systems. Military users, even though specialized,
will subconsciously use this anchor point in specifying their needs for voice com
munications. Therefore, the values for the commercial system, although not directly

applicable, are pertinent to the selection of ranges of user parameter values for
any military voice network. One very great difference in the specifications of the
conmercial service and the military service, is the amount of time a level of per
formance is achieved.

Since the values given for the subjective parameters are in terms of percent
ages or ·in terms of scores which range from 0 to 100%, it is very convenient to
normalize the objective parameters to the same range. For the five objective
parameters specified in Section 6 the normalized energy ratio and the band weighted
SIN have been normalized to the range from 0 to 100%. It should be easy to nor
malize the short term SIN and the speaker recognition measures to this same range;
however, the log area ratio will need further work in order to obtain a normalized
range.
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tach of these percentages may take a different meaning for the different
subjective measures or for different ,user polls. For examp1e~ intelligibility
may be specified in terms of the perc~nt of words understood, percent of messages
understood, percent of listeners that understand the set of messages, or a
number oT other simil ar parameters.'

7.1 Access Phase
The parameters, access time, incorrect access probabi'lity, access deni~l

probability, and access failure due to user blocking have been previously defined.
Some values, or ranges of values pertinent to the system under consideration, and
some classes of users are distussed below.

It -should be noted that ,.the AUTOVONis a dynamic system in that it is conti
nuously being changed to adjust to tne traffic patterns.
7.1.1 Access Time

For the AUTOVON system the average times given in Table 46 are representative,
but do not necessarily apply to, any specific area.

Table 46. Average Times (seconds)

~l;thi n Area Between Area
Off Hook - Start Dial 2.5 2.5
Start - Complete Dial 6.0 7.5
End Dial - Start Ring 7.0 1'2.0
Ring - Answer 9.0 9.0

Total 24.5 31 .0

Some values of these parameters are available for telephone circuits (Linfield~

1979). For an average telephone channel the average access time is 35 seconds,
'·7 "

rotary dial, conv~ntional signaling, 28 seconds for multiple frequency dial, con-
ventional signaling, and 20 seconds for MF dial, eelS signaling. The disengage
ment time is 4 seconds on the average. Duffy and Mercer, (1978) break these numbers
into a number of different classes such as off-hook to start of dialing, start of
dialing to end of dialing, end of dialing to rin~J before an answer or a disconnect,
end of dialing to answer without a ring signal, start of ringing to answer, and
starter ringing to disconnect without an answer, among others. They give the means,
standard deviations, and also cumulative distribution percentage points for each of
these activities. In addition to successful completion they give times for call
setup in the environment when the call was unsuccessful. There is no parameter in
the digital parameter set which describes this.
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. Using the Harris Modem (Perkins and McRae, 1978) woul'd increase these times by
from 8 seconds to 15 seconds because of the synchronization time involved.

Crypto devices may also require additional time for setup.
7.1.2 Access Failure

Before discussing the failures, it is interesting to compare measurements of
the access success rate for the commercial DDD .network (Duffy. and Mercer, 1978)
with measurements made'on the European AUTOVON system (GTE~ 1977). For DDQ, the
access success rate was 69.8% for calling distances between 26 and 400 miles (41
and 643km) and 72% for distances greater than 400 miles. For the European AUTOVON,
the overall success rate was 47% for busy hours.

For the AUTOVON system there are usually two blocked access probabilities
measured, access from the PBX to the AUTOVON switch, and the probability of ,being
unsuccessful if access is obtained. The GTE (1977) study reports a probability of

o

blockedac'cess to the AUTOVON of 17,% for busy hours. Given that access is achieved,
the probability of being unsuccessful in completing the call '-is given as 46%, most
of which is attributed to the unavailability 'of trunk lines out of the AUTOVON to
the PBX's.

The Harris Modem achieved synchronization success in an average.of 96.4% of
the cases over a number of different AUTOVON configurations .. This would imply an
access denial probability increase of approximately 3.6%.

Si,milarly, increases in access denial would ·beexpected with the addition
of crypto gear, but would be expected to be small.

7.2 Transfer Phase
Some of the transfer phase parameters defined for the digital service mode

areapplic~ble to the analog service using digital transmission~ However, appli
cation is in the form of a diagnostic which indicates those system characteristics
that contribute to the three parame·ters: intelligibility, acceptability, and
'speaker recognition~ In the following subsections, some of these relationships
are exhibited.
7.2.1 Delay

We illustrate in this subsection an example relating the digital parameters
to the analog parameters.

Some information is available on the listener acceptability of systems which
have delays comparable to those for one or more satellite hops. Opinion Research
Corporation, (1975) gives figures of 70% acceptable for one satellite hop, dropping
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to 40% for two hops, and 39% for three hops (corresponding to roughly 1.5 s round
trip delay for the three hops). Kirkland and McDonald (1979) present a graph
showing that 10% of the people rated circuits unacceptable with no delay, and 20%
of the people rated the connection unacceptable with a delay correspo~ding to the
U. s. Europ~" satellite circuit which is approximately 525 milliseconds round trip .

•.' ,', " . ';'.;. .".> _: '.,"" u· _, ,,', ~. "," , ; ,:' ,;. ,_ • _;: ... _,

These circuits were equipped with standard echo suppressors. No data are presently
available on theacc~ptability of d~lays corresponding to one or more satellite
hops for ;users such as some. of the military personnel who might be using these cir
cuits on ,a continu~us basis. Experience using the circuit might lead to a much
higher rate of acceptability of those circuits which are digit~l, without the
noise introduce~ by ttle additional echo suppressor~.

These delays~ ,for digital transmis~ion of voice, are comparable to the block
transfertime~ However, for, ~oice systems, variability in the block transfer time
must be· kept smal] or the system wi 1,1 become unacceptab1eto the user. In addition,
variable delays can cause ~he modem to lose synchronization resulting in loss of
intelligibility or dropouts.

One analog parameter related to the delay that is usual'y mentioned in the
context of voice circuits is e~ho. For the 16 Kb/s CVSD system or f6rmost systems
that use digitaJ trCinsmission" echo. is not the same problem t,hat it is for analog
circuits since the voicecan~ot add in at the delay time unless it is transmitted
some distance in an anal,qg form which, is not considered to be the case here.
Echo contributes to the (un)acceptability of ~ system.
7.2.2 Values for the Analog Service Parameters

A number of measurements are presented in the literature which are applicable
to CVSD, AUTOVPN, the Harris Modem, or possible military user groups. Here, CVSD
is used. in the generic sense with the given valuE~s ap,plying to the class of CVSD
systems, and not specific~lly to the system for use over the AUTOVON network.

Fotthe intelligibility objective parameters, the ,normalized energy and the
band-weighted SIN, the CVSD system produces values from 92% for a zero error rate
to 80% for 5% bit error rate. These parameters correspond to isolated word intel
ligibility testing and are representative of the average (over the listeners) of
the percent of words understood correctly. No information is available about
the distribution for each listener over the words or the distributions of the
variability over the listeners.

T~ relate these numbers to performance over the AUTOVON net, tests using
the Harris modem· produced the di,stribution of ~rrors given in Table 47. Note
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Table 47. Summary of 16 kb Test Results1

# of Median %of Looped %of One-Way Synchronozation
Type of Call Calls BER Calls with BER < Calls with BER < Performance

5% 2% 1% 5% 2% 1%- Tries Successes %

European 1ST Loops* 85 1.03E-3 92 80 70 100 98 '96 346 330 95.4

Pacific 1ST Loops* 25 4.50E-4 100 99 97 100 100 100 93 93 100

CONUS 1ST Loops* 78 4.70E-3 100 85 80 100 100 100 234 234 100

European 1ST One-Way 21 5.40E-4 - - - 100 96 90 91 87 95.6

I Trans-Atlantic One-Way 32 4.00E-3 - - - 100 92 75 161 161 100
N
0
0'

. Trans-Pacific One-Way 24 1.18E-4 100 100 99 109 109 100- - -

European Access Loops 34 3.80E-5 100- 99 97 100 100 100 151 139 92.1

European Remote Access Loops 26 1.03E-2 85 66 46 95 93 88 118 102 86.4

Pacific Remote Access Loops 9 3.80E-3 89 73 67 100 100 100 27 27 100

Totals 334 1330 1282 96.4

1perkins and McRae (1978). *IST Interswitch trunks.



that the unsuccessful synchronization attempts would contribute to the access
denial statistics.

Measurenlents of the acceptabi 1; ty of a 16 Kb/ s CVSD system are reported by
Voiers (1976). These measurements represent a rating of acceptability assigned
by a listener panel consisting of 90 potential users of thE~ military system. The
listeners were instructed to score the system and system condition on a scale of
Oto 100%, with instructions that a normal telephone channel would score 90%.
The scores for the 16 Kb/s CVSD were 60.7% for zero errors and 46.1% for the

5% bit error rate. For comparison purposes a clear 4 kHz chann~l was scored 88.8%

by the panel. (This channel would be superior to the telephone channel for which
the suggested score was 90%.) No statistical distributions over the listeners
are available for this scoring, and no information is available for other user
groups. It was reported that no geneials and no clerical personnel were involved
in the scoring.

For speaker recognition no scores have been reported for the 16 Kb/s system.
Several investigators reported their judgement was that this system had good
speaker recognizability properties. For the 5% bit error rate it has also been
reported that the speaker recognizability properties are equivalent to a 9.6
Kb/s CVSD system with no bit error rates. These values are the opinions of a few
experimenters.

Tables 48 and 49 summarize the available values for the objective measures'
and for the subjective interpretations. It is clear that many additional values
need to be obtained to complete filling in the blanks, to get additional informa
tion about distributions of these numbers, and to specify numbers for appropriate
user groups.

7.3 Summary of Analog Service Parameter Values
In this section we have reported values of the parameters pertinent to voice

performance over the AUTOVON system using a 16 Kb/s CVSD w'ith a Harris Modem. Three
types of values are reported here:

1. system oriented values which are pertinent to the AUTOVON, the CVSD,
or the Harris Modem;

2. user oriented values for different systems and different user groups,
and;

3. a few user oriented values which represent one possible user group
response to the CVSD system.
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Table 48. Parameter Values for a 16 Kb/s CVSD with Zero Errors
.~

1Subjective
SpeakerInterpretation Intelligibility Acceptance Recogn·i t ion

Objective
(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)Measure

Normalized
~92%* ~92% -92% 60.7%*** --- "g'ood'"

Energy
Log Area

" "" --- _._----Ratto
Short Term

" "" -_.- ------SIN
\

....

Band Weighted
65% " "~65%** " ---

S/~~

Speaker
" "" --- ------Recognition

(1) Objective. Measure
(2) Listener Score

No' Numbers Available
* Gamauf and Hartman (1977)

** Steeneken and Houtgast (1979)
*** Voiers (1976)
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Table 49. Parameter Values for a 16 Kb/s CVSD with 5% BER
-

SUbJectiv~

Acceptance SpeakerInterpretatIon Intelligibility RecQ·gn it ion
Objective

(1) (2) (1) (2) '(1) (2)Measure
r~ormal ized '" 80% ~80% "'46.1%*** --- ---~80%*

. Energy
Log Area

II II --.- -- ........_- ---Ratio
Short Term

II II --- ------ -..---
S/t~

Band Weighted
",54%** II

~54%
II --- ---S/t~.

Speaker
II II --,- --~--- --'-Recognition

(1) Objective Measure
(2) Listener Score

No Numbers Available
* Gamauf and Hartman (1977)

** Steenekenand,Houtgast (1979)
*** Voters (1976)



The values for the access phase reported here are values for the system. At
present t these values are changed for different use~ groups by establishing prior
ity classes. The user values for these classes are unknown. It is assumed that
the user groups were defined and some user values were established before assign
ing the priorities. In particular t the access denial probability is much smaller
for,high priority users than the values reported here for the system. The availa
bility of numbers for th;-s phase is surrmarized in rows It 2t and 3,of Tables 50
and 51. It should be noted that the military user groups for which data are avail
able (Table 51) may not be appropriate for some other military group.

For the transfer phase t values which are directly applicable to military
users or, to the specific system are scarce. In the case of several parameters
such as log-area ratios, values have been measured for comparison with the subjec
tive scoring, but the values are not reported. For the delay parameter, delays
are reported through certain portions of the system, but values are not given for
round trip delays.

However, for a number of other systems, both user oriented and system orient
ed values of parameters are reported. This extensive background of data should
assist in the assignment of the user values when the user groups are defined.
Table 52 gives some typical values of these parameters.

8. OVERALL APPROACHES AND UNRESOLVED ISSUES
It is useful to place the work described in this report into its proper per

spective. By doing Sat some of the remaining issues come to light and the direc
tions for future work in this 'user requirements· area become more clear. That is
the purpose of this section.

New military systems, including telecorrmunication systems normally evolve
through a number of sequences or phases. Five such phases typically used for
new system developments are:

1. Concept Definition
2. System Validation
3. System Development
4. Design and Production
5. Implementation and Operation

The concept development phase itself may require a number of steps. The first
step involves the specification of user requirements based on mission requirements.
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Table 50. Availability of System Oriented Values for Analog
Service Performance Parameters

Part A - Primary Parameter~

1. Access Time
2. Incorrect Access Probability
3. Access Denial Probability

4. Intelligibility

(a) Normalized Energy
(b) Log Area Ratios
(c) Short-Term SIN
(d) Band-weighted SIN

5. Acceptability

(a) Normalized Energy
(b) Log Area Ratios .
(c) Short-Term SIN
(d) Band-weighted SIN

6. Speaker Recognition

(e) Computer Speaker Recognition

7. Delay

(f) Round Trip Delay

8. Disengagement Time
9. Disengagement Denial Probability

Part B - Secondary Parameters

10. Service Time Between Outages
11. Outage Duration"
12. Outage Probability

Part C - Ancillary Parameters

13. User Access Time Fraction
14. User Delay Time Fraction
15. User Disengagement Time Fraction

A

S
N
S

s
U
U
S

s
U
U
S

N

U

B

E
S
E

E
U
U
E

E
U
U
E

s

S

u
u

u
u
u

u
u
U

A = CVSD/AUTOVON System
8 = Other Systems
N = None; S = Some; E = Extensive; U = Measured but Unavailable
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TableSl. Availability of User Oriented Values for Analog
Service Performance Parameters

Part A ..Primary Parameters

1. Access Time
2. Incorrect Access Probability
3. Access Denial Probability

4. Intelligibility

(a) Normalized Energy
(b) Log Area Ratios
(c) Short-Term SIN
(d) Band-weighted SIN

5. Acceptability

(a) Normalized Energy
(b) Log Area R~tios

(c) Short-Term SIN
(d) Band-weighted SIN

6. Speaker Recognition

(e) Computer Speaker Recognition

7". Del ay

(f) Round Trip Delay

8. Disengagement Time
9. Dis~ngagement Denial Probability

Part B ... Secondary Parameter~

10. Service Time Between Outages
11. Outage Duration
12. Outage Probability

PartC - Ancillary Parameters

13. User Access Time Fraction
14. User Delay Time Fraction
15. User Disengagement Time Fraction

A

U
N
U

S

S

N

N

B

S
S
S

E

S

S

S

U
U

U
U
U

U
U
U

A = Military Users
B = Other Users
N = None;S ;= Some; E = Extensive; U = Measured but Unavailable
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Table 52. Average System Oriented Values for Analog
Service Performance Parameters

Part A - Primary Pal"ameters

1. Access Time
2. Incorrect Access Probability
3. Access Denial Probability

4. Intelligibility

(a) Normalized Energy
(b) Log Area Ratios
(c) Short-Term SIN
(d) Band-weighted SIN

5. Acceptability

(a) Normalized Energy
(b) Log Area Ratios
(c) Short-Term SIN
(d) Band-weighted SIN

6. Speaker Recognition

(e) Computer Speaker Recognition

7. Delay

(f) Round Trip Delay

8. Disengagement Time
9. Disengagement Denial Probability

PartB - Secondary Parameters

10. Service Time Between Outages
11. Outage Duration
12. Outage Probability

Part C - Ancillary Parameters

13. User Access Time Fraction
14. User Delay Time Fraction
15. User Disengagement Time Fraction

A B

33.2 s
1.7%2

29%

{
11.7 ms~
37.3 ms

A = European AUTOVON
B = DOD Network
1 = Busy Hours ; 2 = Busy Th,ree Hours; 3 = 180-360 IVli1 es (289-579km);
4 = 1450-2900 Hours
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Based on these user requirements, a number of system alternatives would be evaluated
and functional designs developed for the preferred alternative. Engineering models
are then constructed for testing to determine technical feasibility and to evaluate
whether a given concept meets requirements.

Throughout these concept development steps and into the subsequent validation
and system development phases, a continuing iterative process is required to specify
the values for performance parameters in the final design and production phase.

This iterative process is illustrated in Figure 61.
The iterations begin with a selected set of performance parameter values for

a desired service. During the concept development phase initial values are assigned
to the set based on user and mission requirements and an existing data based derived
from past measurements. These initial values provide design goals for the initial
system design for the validation phase. This initial system design also provides
a base for estimating system costs. A cost-benefit analysis can then be performed.
This may lead to a reassignment of values to the users' performance parameters.
This process is then repeated by redesign and reanalysis in the system development
phase and ultimately results in a final specification for production systems.

For upgrading existing systems the iterative process is somewhat different.
The initial values are specifed for the parameters selected on the basis of new
mission requirements. These values can be compared with measured performanc~ on
the existing system. If the existing system does not meet these new requirements,
then design modifications, cost estimates, and cost-benefit analyses are under
taken to finalize the specifications for the final system modifications.

This report has sought to establish user-oriented performance parameters for
appl·ication to the DeS II. We have been primarily considering the initial concept
development phase. One requisite was that the performance parameters selected be
simple, complete, broadly applicable, and easily measured. We have found that
this requisite is ~ no means easily realized because the selection and structuring
of the parameter set itself involves users and their perception of what they need.
The diversity of user types and service classes makes this a complex task.

The assignment of initial values to the parameter set has also proved to be
a challenge. Quantitive relationships between user-required and system-offered
parameter value sets are not known. The assignment of numerical values can seldom
be done independently of other parameters, or without reference to some part of the.
system. The difficulty is more than a lack of past measurement data. There also
appears to be a general state of incomplete knowledge about the benefits of enhancing
services, the basic or absolutely lowest acceptable user needs, and the cost that
meeting these minimum needs would entail.
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Despite this incomplete state of knowledge, we have attempted to assign values
to user-oriented service parameters for a digital service m,ode and an analog ser
vice mode in Sections Sand 7 of this report. Project schedules and funding con
straints have, imposed limiting conditions on the scope and techniques employed.
Only two modes· of operation have been scrutinized and only the first iteration for
assigning initial valu,es has been .attempted. No cost/benefit analysis has been
performed.

Faced with extremely. Jimited user service data for the DeS,. our approach has
been to utilize everything pertinent that could be found. This included technical
literature, engineering estimates, and a common sense inference of what the users
and systems may realistic,ally be in the 1980·s.

The next step inthi"s iterative process, and one to be considered for future
work in this area, involves the development of a much firmer data base. Two
approaches are,ofinterest whichwoere mentioned previously in Sections 5 and 6.
One approach leads to the cost/benefit analysis required in subsequent syst~m

development phases. We expand on these approaches here noting,that the.more
optimum or ideal the approach, the greater knowledge of user requirements knowledge
it seems to require.

For la.ck of a better name, the first approach is called lithe par'ametric
effectiveness method. 1I In this method the performance parameter variations are
related to specific effects that 'they have on most, if not all, of the user groups.

The specific effects are made- quantitative in terms of such tradeoffs as,
increased user productivity, mission speed, reduction of waste, and so forth.
The overall be.nefit is often thought of as a generalized dollar net gain,·that
counteracts the costs associated with the system. The magnitude of the benefit
quanti ty depends on the se,rvi ces that the system provides, and on the nature of
the mission that the user faces. The parametric effectiveness method is quite
general. Its major shortcoming is the obscure nature of the mapping function
between performance parameters and dollar benefits.

The second method may be denoted as the "user opinion approach. II The users
are provided with services of certain quality and are asked to rate them. Thus,
in this method objective performance measures are correlated with subjective assess
ments by specific user groups~ The correlation can be accomplished in several
ways, such as interviews, <opinion polling, controlled laboratory testing, and so
forth. Some Qf these tests were reviewed in Section 6. The user opinion approach
works best when all ,the subjective evaluations involve users with a common mission
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and common service type. Otherwise, the user opinion approach suffers from poor
repeatability and results that appear hard to interpret.

Usually the parametric effectiveness and the user op~nion approaches yield
ranges 'of values for performance parameters and ranges of effectiveness or per
ceived scores. Both depend further on system classes and user service groups. In
order to assign single useful numbers to each parameter for system design, several
additional steps are required. One key step involves the previously mentioned
system cost evaluation. If both user effectiveness and system cost. are functions
of performance parameter values, then it should be possible to select optimum
values on a cost-effective basis. The selection should be centered in the region
where the total user benefit exceeds the cost outlay by the biggest margin.

These two approaches can be illustrated by examples using quite qualitative
estimates for the numbers involved.

The first example, a parametric effectiveness approach, is illustrated in
Figure 62(a). It depicts service access time on'avoice network as the perfor
mance parameter of interest. As noted in Sections 4 to 7, access times are
concerned only with successful access attempts. Access denial arid incorrect
access probabilities are handled as separate performance ·parameters.

The benefit to the user in this illustration is shown to increase with de
creasing access time. This is represented by curves marked f1 and fi for two
different user g.roups. As these benefits increase, the cost of achieving the
desired performance with a given type system is also ,expected to increase. The
latter fact is indicated in Figure 62(a) by the curve marked f2" Quantitative
costs are not shown, but must be deduced for both actual existing systems and
potential future systems.

One knows, for instance, that a circuit switched network with per channel
signaling and dc pulsing, plus a rotary dial, may permit user access times no
better than 30 to 40 seconds. Access times in the 20-to-30 second range would
require common channel interswitch signaling and possibly dual tone, multifrequency,
push button, dialers. This involves a substantial increase in the system cost.
Access times less than 10 seconds would require some form of high-speed dialing.
Ultimately, for access times approaching zero, a dedicated nonswitched network
would be needed with another substantial increase in cost.

Figure 62(b) illustrates (again qualitatively) one means of assigning a value
for access time for each mission group. Ameasure of net value to the user is
obtained by taking the difference between the curves f l (or fi) and f2 in Figure
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62(a). The curves in 62(b) provide a general result. Design values may be selec
ted from the broad maximums indicated.

The previously introduced user opinion approach does not involve cost consid
erations. Here each mission group is alleged to know the largest access time per
missible to accomplish its missioh~ A user poll is conducted to obtain the distri
bution of either dissatisfied or satisfied customers as a function of obs,erved
access time. Figure 63(a) shows the percentages of dissatisfied users as a func
tion of access time. Two mission groups are depicted. For mission group 1, access
time of 20 s causes 35% of the users to be dissatified;access time of 35 s leaves
95% dissatisfied. For mission group 2, only 5% are unhappy with an access time of
20 seconds. In principle~ user-oriented access time values can be selected for
each user group based on percentage goals of satisfied users.

Access time distributions can also be obtained by actual measurement on selec
ted systems. Two such empirical distributions are illustrated in Figure 63(b).
One curve shows that system A meets the 20 s access time objective, or better, in
95% of the trials. System Bmeets the same requirement about 25% of the time. A
composite view from parts (a) and (b) of Figure 63 is also useful. It reveals that
system choice must take into account requirements of all mission groups to be
served.

In this report we have followed~ where possible, the user opinion approach
for the first interation toward assign,i.ng values to performance parameters.
However, there were too many instances where no numerical user opinion data were
available. In such cases, values were assigned on the basis of what was judged
achievable with reasonable present or near future technology. In some instances,
extrapolation of both user opinions and system capabilities was necessary because
of the limited general knowledge of performance requirements.

The parametric effectiveness method is ideal!ly suited for system validation
and system development phases where system costs can be estimated with reasonable
confidence.

9. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
This report is a first attempt at describing communication network performance

from a user1s viewpoint and applying these results to specific systems. The approach
is new in many respects, and the results. presented here are~far from definitive.

Much remains to be done, particularly in the area of user parametric effectiveness.
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A'number of persons, in addition to the authors, contributed to this work.
Mr. N. B. Seitz, who co-authored one of the appendices, also provided inspiration
and made pertinent suggestions which have been incorporated. His previous work
in the development of the user-oriented data communications standard FS-1033 pro
videda valuable data base to follow. Dr. P. M. McManamon, Associate Director of
ITS for the Advanced Communication Networks Division participated in many of the
technical discussions and was instrumental in resolving technical issues and
suggesting approaches to be taken. Finally Mr. M. Horowitz of DCEC, the contract
monitor, provided useful insight into the military user1s needs and the 'DeS II
system requirements. His persistence led to some important reconsiderations in
selecting mod~s of operation, defining performance parameters, and in selecting
values for the parameters.

In any new approach, like the one presented here, there are a number of
diverse questions to be resolved. The authors themselves often could not reach
a consensus on all issues. Some of these differences in ,opinion are reflected
in the report. We hope that the readers will recognize these differences as
they arise and, in turn, will 'assess them with their own .app1ication or ,interest
in mind.
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APPENDIX A: PROJECT OVERVIEW FOR DETERMINATION OF
DIGITAL'TRANSMISSION TECHNICAL CRITERIA

A-l. Introduction
This project overview describes the technical approach the Institute for Tele

communication Sciences (ITS) proposed to follow 'in conducting an engineering devel
opment project, entitled II Determination of Digital Transmission Technical Criteria,1I
for the Transmission Engineering Division of the Defense Communications Engineering
Center (DCEC).
A-l.l Background

As the primary engineering arm of the Defense Communications Agency, the Defense
Communications Engineering Center (DCEC) .has the major responsibility for develop
ing and implementing the second-generation Defense Communications System (DeS II).
This planned system, which will gradually supplant ~he existing AUTOVON, AUTODIN,
and AUTOSEVOCOM systems during the 1980's, has been motivated by two fundamental
changes in the military communications environment:

1. A substantial increase in the demand for high quality data and secure
voice cOnlnunication services, in recognition of the powerful IIforce
mul tipl ier ll effect of communi cati ons (Babbi tt, -1977).

2. Dramatic improvements in the technologies of digital transmission
and. network resource sharing~ typified by the development of the
Digital European Backbone (DEB) and the ARPANET.

As described in recent Defense Department planning documents (DCEC, 1979; DCA,
/

1978), the second-generation DCS will differ from the current system in three major
respects:

1. The analog circuit switches and FDM transmission facilities currently
supporting AUTOVON will be replaced by digital equipment.

2. The traditional AUTODIN store-and-forware message switching network
will be augmented~ and to a growing extent replaced, by AUTODIN II 
a second-generation packet switching system based on the ARPANET.

3. The existing AUTOSEVOCOM system will be replaced, under the Secure
Voice Improvement Program, with improved narrowband secure voice
services provided by the new AUTOVON facilities. The number of voice
subscribers receiving security protection will be significantly
increased.

The planned DCS II network represents a direct application of the new technolo-,
gies of dig'ital transmission and resource sharing to the post-1985 needs of military
communications users. In comparison with its predecessor system, DCS II offers the
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potential of substantially improved end-to-end performance; broader geographical
and organizational coverage; and more flexible adaptation to growth and change.

In addition to these operational benefits, the planned DeS II network offers
the potential of major cost savings. The superior reliability and maintainability
of the digital DCS will translate into reduce training, operation, and maintenance
costs; and its improved performance will encourage military users to employ the
common-user network in preference to inefficient, costly ded:icated ,services. As
an example of the latter potential, a recent report to the, Congress by the General
Accounting Office noted a savings of $100 K per year from the conversion of a single
Navy dedicated system to AUTODIN - a yearly savings in excess of 20% of the total
cost of the procured service. The total DOD budget for dedicated communication
services was $117 million in 1977 (GAO, 1977).

While the potential benefits ofDCS II are substantial, their realization
will not be easy. Its designers face major problems in determining user require
ments for services; in evaluating the performance of candidate facilities; and,
perhaps most importantly, in 'relating these two variables. The success of the
DeS II system will depend to a large extent on how effectively these problems are
addressed during the next two to three years.
A-l.2 Project Objectives

The project outlined in this overview will contribute to the solution of the
problems noted above by developing precise technical performance criteria to be
used in the specification of DeS II systems and subsystems. The overall project has
been divided into three major phases, with the following specific objectives:

Phase A - User Criteria. Develop user-oriented performance criteria for
two representative Des II services: a digital voice communication service
and an interactive data communication service.

Phase B ~. Technical Criteria. Translate the user-oriented performance
criteria into corresponding technical (engineering-oriented) criteria
on an end~to-end basis.

Phase C - Subsystem Criteria. Develop user-oriented and technical perfor
mance criteria for additional Des II service modes. Allocate the technical
criteria to subsystems within a defined Des II global reference network.

Although all relevant performance criteria will be considered, the project
will focus on criteria that have a major impact on the design and specification of
transmission subsystems.
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A-2. Project Overview
This section summarizes the overall criteria development problem and the ITS

approach to its solution. The section is basically an interpretation of the
original DCEC work statement (PhasesJAthrough C) in light of the criteria develop
ment work conducted at ITS during the past five years (Seitz and McManamon, 1978;
Gamauf and Hartman, 1977). This ITS work. was summarized in our earlier comments
on the draft DCEC work statement (ITS, 1978).
A-2.1 Definitions

A common understanding of certain fundamental telecornmunication terms is con
sidered essential. These terms are defined below. Where possible, related terms
are clustered to facilitate understanding. Terms underlined within a particular
definiti·on are defined elsewhere in the list.

Communication system - an association of physical and functional elements
whose joint activities provide one or rnore comm~nication services to
a population of end users. The major subsystems within an end-to-end
communication system are transmission subsystems, switches, and com
munication terminals. The communication system element that interfaces
with the end user is the communication terminal or, in the case of
computer-to-computer communications, the host computer access method.

End user - a human terminal operator, unattended device medium, or computer
application program which receives a specified communication service
from an end-to-end communication systern. The end users function as
the ultimate source and sink of transferred user information.

User-system interface - any functional or physical boundary separating an
end user from an adjacent communication system. In the case where the
end user is a human terminal operator or unattended device medium
\'e.g., punched cards),. the user-system interface is between the operator
or medium and the terminal. In the case where the end user is a com
puter application program, the user-system interface is between that
program and the local telecommunications acceSs method.

Application program - a computer program which performs data processing
functions under the control of an operating system - e.g., a text
editor or compiler. Application programs constitute one of three
general types of end users in teleprocessing systems. Application
pr~ograms typically obtain communication service via system calls to
an access method within the same Host computer.

Access method - a computer program which controls the provision of communi
cation service to a group of application programs within a teleproces
sing computer. An example is the Virtual Telecorrmunications Access
Method (VTAM) in IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA).

Communication service - a defined set of functions performed by a communi
cation system for its end users. The most fundamental of these func
tions is the transfer of user inform~t'ion between a source and destina
tion user.
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Digital service - any communication service in which the signals crossing
the user-system interfaces are intended to represent a limited number
of discrete levels or states. The term tldata communication service ll

is considered synonomous with IIdigital service ll in this report.

AnalQgservice -any corrmunication service other than a digital service.
Familiar examples of analog services are voice, facsimile, and tele
vision transmission.

User_ information - any signal or symbol input to a communication system
by a source user for ultimate delivery to one or more destination
users. User information is distinguished from overhead information
by the fact that it ;s intended to cross both a source and destination
user interface, and is not intended to change the communication system
state. Typical representations of user information at the end user/
communication system interface are (1) a telephone subscriber's voice,
(2) the graphic ASCII characters typed ·and displayed at a data termi
nal; and (3) a binary output file produced by a teleprocessing appli-
cati()n program.

Overhead informatiQn - any communicated signal or symbol which does not
constitute user information. Overhead information is distinguished
from user ,information by the fact that its communication is intended
to change the. state of some corrrnunication system element; it does not
normally cross both user-system interfaces. Typfcal examples of over
head information are (1) the position of a telephone hookswitch, dial,
or pushbutton; (2) ASCII control characters such as ENQ, ACK, and SYN;
and (3) system call messages passed between an· applications program
and. the local lIaccess method ll in a teleprocessing computer (e.g., the
CONNECT system call in the ARPA network).

Descriptor (or parameter) - a statistical quantity whose numer.ical values
characterize a particular aspect of communication system performance 
e.g., Bit Error Probability. Different descriptors apply, in general,
to analog and digital services. The terms descriptor and parameter
are'considered synonomous for the purpose of this project.

Criterion - a numerical quantity which represents· the specified or measured
value gf a performance parameter (e.g., Bit Error Probability value
of 10 ). Different criteria apply, in general, to each distinct user
class of service. Thetermscriteri9n and value are considered synono
mous for the purpose of this project.

User~oriented - a performance parameter or value which characterizes an end
to-end communication service as seen by the end users. User-oriented
parameters and values express fundamental user concerns about communica
tion performance, and are always defined and measured in terms of events
which are directly observable to the end users. An example of a user
oriented performance parameter applicable to voice services is intel
ligibility. The term "operational II is sometimes used as a synonym for
"user-oriented."

Engineering-oriented - a performance parameter or value which characterizes
a communication subsystem as seen by the designer or operator. Engineering
oriented parameters express technical performance characteristics which
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are essential to system design and operation, but are not, in general,
relevant or observable to th~ end users~ An example of an engineering
oriented parameter applicable to digital voice systems is channel
signalling rate. The term "technical" is used interchangeably with
lIengineering-oriente,d" in this report.

User class - a distinct set of users having the same or similar service
requirements. Typical military user classes are .strategic, tactical,
and administrative.

Service mode - a particular sequence of inte~ractions by which a communication
service is provided. A service mode is formally defined by a transaction
profile. "Virtual circuit"and "datagram" are two dis,tinct service modes
provided in modern packet switching networks.

An additional concept involved which need definition is the concept of an,
aggregate user. Although the primary' focus of Phase A is on characterizing end-to
end services, it will also be necessary to consider the input/output performance
of subsystems terminated within the end user interfaces (e.g., the digital transmis
sion backbone). In such situations, we regard the chain of elements on the drop
side of each subsystem interface as an aggregate user of the subsystem; and apply
the concepts of conmunication service, etc. at the aggreg~te user' and subsystem
interfaces. An aggregate user thus consists of.an end user plus one or more adja
cent system elements, which collectively receive commun,ic~tion service from a sub
system. The a~gregate user concept facilitates the ·allocation of end-to-end perfor
mance objectives to subsystems.;

Figure A-l provides a specific illustration of the aggregate user concept.
The figure shows the chain of equipment and protocol functions involved in pro
viding communication service to a pair of application. programs in a teleprocessing
system. The end users in this instance are the application programs, and the user
system interfaces are between these programs and the adjacent. access methods
(here represented by software modules implementing the X.25 protocol). Although
the end-to-end data communication system includes a number of software modules
within the host computer, it may be very important for procurement purposes to
define performance requirements for the digital subsystem (channel) delimited by
the physical host computer interfaces. The process of allocating end-to-end perfor
mance requirements to the channel is facilitated by regarding the hosts as aggregate
users of the channel, since the same performance parameters used to characterize
the end-to-end service can than be used to characterize the service provided by the
channel. The numerical performance yalues characterizing the two services will
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of course differ; but the difficult process of determining equivalent values for
incompatibility-defined parameters is eliminated.
A-2.2 Problem Statement

Figure A-2 illustrates' a typical session, or transaction, during which a pair
of end users receive communication service. The transaction can be divided into
three primary functional phases: access, user information transfer, and disengage
ment.

The access function places the system and the users in a position to begin
transferring user information. It encompasses all activities normally
associated with physical circuit establishment (e.g., dialing, switching,
ringing) as well as any activities performed at higher protocol levels
in data communication services (e.g., X.25 virtual circuit establish
ment) .

The user information transfer function effects the actual transfer of user
information between and across the user-system interfaces. It encom
passes all formatting~ transmission~ storage, error control, and media
conversion activities performed on the user information between the
start of output from the source and the completion of delivery to the
destination, including retransmission if required.

The disengagement function terminates the conditions that enabled user
information transfer between specified users~ and releases allocated
sy'stem and user faci 1i ties for subsequent use. It encompasses phys i cal
circuit disconnection and resumption of line scanning in circuit switched
systems, as well as higher-level protocol activities such as the termi
nation of virtual circuits.

From the end user point of view, each individual performance of these functions
can be regarded as an experiment~ or IItrial~1I which will encounter one of three
general types of outcomes:

1. Successful performance. The function is performed correctly within
a specified maximum performance time. For example, a voice telephone
call is connected to the correct destination user within a maximum
access time (e.g., 25 seconds).

2. Incorrect performance. The function is completed within the specified
maximum performance time, but is performed incorrectly or unsatisfacto
rily. For example, a voice telephone call is connected to an unintended
destination user due to a system switching error.

3. Nonperformance. The function ;s not completed within the specified
maximum performance time. For example, a voice telephone system fails
to provide dial tone to a calling user, or blocks his call with a
circuit busy signal.
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Each of these general outcome types can be associ ated wi t.h a corresponding
user performance concern. In the case of successful performance, the userls con
cern is efficiency or "speed H

; in the case of incorrect ·or' unsati sfactory perfor
mance, the user's concern is accuracy; and in the case of nonperformance, the user's
concern is reliability. ITS studies indicate that these are the three most
fundamenta1 performance concerns of communications users; and tha.t ~ properly
interpreted, they apply to all systems and all functions performed within
systems.

A complete description of performance, then, requires the separate considera
tion of each function of interest relative to' each performance concern; and the
specification of performance can be regarded as a process of Ilfilling in the

-blanks" in the performing assessment matrix of Fiigure A-2 with s·pecific performance
parameters and values.

The above discussion provides the basis for a ·formal statement of the techni
cal problem to be solved. Simply stated, the problem is to complete the expanded
performance matrix of Figure A-3, as it applles to the essential communication ser
vices to be provided by Des II. The vertical axis in' this matrix distinguishes
the two generic classes of communication .. services defined earlier: digital and
analog. ~The functional phases of access, user information transfer, and disengage
ment apply, in general, to each class of service. The horizontal axis in the matrix
separates the specification problem irtto two major parts: the development of user
oriented parameters and values, and the d~velopment of engineering-oriented (tech
nical) .parameters and values. The third axis illustrates, in general terms, the
project v~riables associated with user class, service mode, and user interface
(end-to-end or aggregate).

The brackets around the periphery of the table indicate the work to be per
formed during each of the three major project phases. Phase A-will develop user
oriented parameters and values for two representative DeS II services - one digital
service and one analog service. Phase B will translate these user-oriented param
eters and values into corresponding technical parameters and values; and in so
doing, will begin the process of allocating end-to-end performance requirements
to component subsystems. fhase C will extend the criteria development process
to other user classes and service modes (Figure A-4); and will allocate the re
sulting performance values to transmission subsystems within a defined DeS II
global reference network. As noted earlier, the major emphasis of the study will
be on measures which impact transmission subsystem design, i.e., the parameters
and values in the·transfer row in Figure A-4.
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APPENDIX B: A NEW FEDERAL STANDARD FOR DATA COMMUNICATION
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

Neal B. Seitz and Dennis Bodson*

There is a growing need within the Federal Government for a uniform
means of specifying the performance of data communication systems from the
point of view of the digital services delivered to the end users .. This paper,
outlines the content and intended application of a new Federal Standard
devel opE~d by the Nationa1 Tel ecommuni cations and Information Admi ni stration
and the National Communication System sponsored Federal Telecommunications
Standards Committee to meet that need. The new standard (interim Federal
Standard 1033) is unique in providing a method of describing system per
formance which is independent of network-internal properties such as topology
and control protocol. This feature makes the standard useful both as a
framework for evolving user requirements, and as a "common denominator ll for
comparing alternative systems or services.

B-1. Introduction
The past decade has produced two fundamental changes in the data communi

cations industry: an enormous increase in the demand for high-quality data
communication services, as a result of the growth of distributed computing; and
a rapid proliferation of new sources of supply for these services, as a result
of the FCC's various pro-competitive regulatory decisions. In 1970, the total
market for data communication services and equipment was $600 million. Today's
market is over ten times as large - $8.7 billion - and market growth in excess
of 20% per Yf~ar is expected through the mid-1980's. Ten years ago, a user with
extensive data communication needs had essentially two choices - design, consttuct,
and operate his own network, and maintain the necessary staff expertise in-
house; or select among a limited number of available common carrier services,
many ill-suited to the emerging applications. Today's user has a much wider
range of options, including both enhanced service offerings of the traditional
carriers and competitive offerings of the new "specialized" and "value added"
carriers.

These industry changes have substantially increased the complexity - and

the importance - of the communications management function. The communications
manager essentially operates as a broker, or middle-man, between a user requiring
communication service and supplier who provides such services. Typically, the

*Neal B. Seitz is with the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences, National
Telecommunications and Information Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Boulder, CO 80303. Dennis Bodson is with the Office of the Manager, National
Communications System, Washington, DC 20305.
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user knows his application well, but has little technical knowledge of communica
tions; conversely, the supplier knows communications well, but knows relatively
little about particular user appli~ations. The communications manager's task is
to bridge the gap between these two parties, to optimally match offered systems
and services with end user needs.

The consequences of inadequate or inefficient communications management can
be substantial. In the absence of an effective, independent communications
manager, the matching task falls to either the user or the supplier. Since the
typical user has relatively little communications expertise, his IIdesigns ll tend
to be inefficient, costly, brute-force approaches - e.g., dedicated lines.
Suppliers also tend to over-design, both because they are uncertain about the
real user need and because they rec"eive more revenue from more elaborate services.
An independent National Research Council study has estimated that the total
Federal data communications bill could be reduced at least 20% through the use
of more efficient methods of matching offered services with end user needs - a
yearly savings in excess of $400 million by the mid-1980's (NRC, 1977). The
existence of a substantial cost savings potential in the procurement of defense
communications is demonstrated in a recent General Accounting Office Report
(GAO, 1977).

An obvious requirement for effective communications management is a "common
language ll for relating the performance needs of a particular user with the
performance provided by a particular system or service. A set of performance
descriptors (or parameters) ful~illing this requirement would have the following
general characteristics:

1. User Orientation. Selected parameters would describe the perfomance
of services delivered to the end user, rather than the performance of
equipment or facilities used to provide such services. The parameters
would describe performance in terms of events directly observable to
end users. The parameters would be chosen on t~e basis of performance
concerns expressed by end users, rather than on the basis of engineer
ing design considerations.

2. Universal Applicability. Selected parameters would· not be restricted,

in definition or application, to particular data communication systems
or classes of systems. The parameter definitions would be independent
of network-unique characteristic'ssu'Ch as topology and control proto
col.
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3. Simplicity. Selected parameters would be simple enough to be readily
understood by non-technical users; and would be defined such that
users could obtain accurate measured values, within reasonable measure
ment intervals, using simple, inexpensive test equipment such as
counters and timers. Wherever possible, parameters would be measurable
during normal operational use of a service, without the need for
special test scenarios.

4. Completeness. The set of selected parameters would encompass, and

provide some relevant information on, all performance factors of
significance to data communication users. The parameters would be
"well-behaved" in the sense that they would reliably reflect actual
performance over the full range of possible pararneter values.

Proposed Federal Standard 1033 was developed by the, National Telecommunica
tions and Information Administration (NTIA) and the National Communications
System sponsored Federal Telecommunications Standards Committee (FTSC) to provide
exactly such a set of performance parameters. The FTSC voted to promulgate this
proposed standard as an interim Federal Standard on March 8, 1979. The standard
is currently bein~ implemented on a trial basis within the Federal Government;
and is being reviewed by a task group of the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI Task Group X3S35) for later proposal as a joint Government/industry standard.
It is anticipated that when these coordination steps and any necessary revisions
are completed, the standard will become mandatory for use by all Federal agencies
in the specification of end-to-end data communication services.

B-2. Key Technical Problems

Development of the standard required the solution of three key technical
problems. The first of these was the problem of ~ystem dependence. A survey of
candidate parameters revealed that the great majority were defined such that
they could only be applied to systems with particular topology or protocol
features. This is undesirable because it prevents use of the parameters in
comparing systems that provide the same ultimate service by means of different

detailed designs.
"A familiar example of a system dependent parameter is the telephone parameter

Dial Tone Delay - the average waiting time between the user action of going
"off-hook" and the system response of providing dial tone. This parameter is
useful in assessing the performance of a dial telephone network; but it has no
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clear meaning in the case of (for example) an ARPA-type packet switched system.
Users wishing to compare circuit and packet switched services on a common perfor
mance basis would not be able to do so in terms of Dial Tone Delay. A second
example ofa system dependent parameter in common use is the telephone switching
parameter Time to Receipt of Audible Ringing.

The second key problem was the problem of detailed parameter definition.
In most cases, traditional narrative definitions of performance parameters are
not precise enough to ensure their uniform application to comparable service
offerings. The result, of course, is a potential for inefficiency and error in
the process of matching service offerings with end user needs.

As an example of the parameter definition problem, consider the familiar
accuracy parameter Bit Error Probability. A typical narrative defines this
parameter as IIbits in error per bi~s transmitted ll

, but makes no mention of
whether (or how) bits lost in transmission should be counted. This ambiguity
can have a substantial influence on measured parameter values; for example, Bell
System measurements indicate that the probability of character loss exceeds the
probability of character error by more than an order of magnitude on some low
speed data links (AT&T, 1971).

The third key problem was the problem of user dependence. In most cases,
the communication process involves a sequence of interactions between the users
and the system; and overa11 communi cat ion performa·nce depend s, then, on user
performance as well as system performance. There is an obvious problem in
employing user dependent parameters in specifying required system performance:
the carrier or -other supplier normally has no control over user performance, and
hence cannot ensure that user dependent parameter values will be met. Neverthe
less, many of the parameters which best describe communication performance are
user dependent (e.g., "throughput").

As a simple illustration of the user dependence problem, consider the
position of a user who wishes to place a voice call over the public switched
network (Figure B-1). As he initiates the call, his major concern is with how
soon conversation can begin, i.e., the total delay between his off-hook action
and the called party·s answer. The performance parameter Access Time describes
exactly this delay; but its values depend not only on the system1s speed in
signalling and switching, but on the user1s speed in dialing and answering.

The telephone companies have traditionally avoided this problem by focusing
on parameters which describe unilateral system performance, e.g., Dial Tone
Delay and Time to Receipt of Audible Ringing. Unfortunately, such parameters
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a. Alternating Activities within a User Dependent Function
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b. Voice Telephone Access Illustration

Figure B-1. User dependence in the measurement of
access performance.
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have two major disadvantages from the user point of view: (1) they are system
dependent, as noted above; and (2) they do not reflect differences in the
IIfunctional burden ll placed on the user by otherwise equivalent services. As an

example, neither parameter would reflect, in terms of better performance values,
the significant advantage of abbreviated dialing over conventional rotary dialing.
Recent telephone company studies have recognized this limitation, and stress the
need to express the influence of user performance on overall end-to-end perfor
mance (e.g., see Duffy and Mercer, 1978). Nevertheless, a precise quantitative
framework for expressing this influence has not been proposed heretofore.

B-3. Federal Standard 1033 Approach
Figure B-2 summarizes the overall approach used in developing performance

parameters for the standard. The parameter development process consisted of
four major steps:

1. Model Development. Existing and proposed data communication services
were surveyed and certa in un i ve.rsa1 performance characteri sti cs shared
by all were identified. These characteristics were consolidated in a
simple, user-oriented model which provided a system-independent basis
for the performance parameter definitions.

2. Function Definition. Five primary communication functions were selected
and defined in terms of model reference events. Thesefunctions
(access, bit transfer, block transfer, message transfer, and disengage
ment) provided a specific focus for the parameter development effort.

3. Failure Analysis. Each primary function was analyzed to determine the
possible outcomes an individual "trial performance" might encounter.
Possible outcomes were grouped into three general outcome categories:
successful performance, incorrect performance, and nonperformance.
These categories correspond to the three general performance concerns
(or "criteria") most frequently expressed by end users: efficiency,
accuracy, and reliability.

4. Parameter Selection. Each primary function was considered relative to
each performance criterion in matrix fashion; and one or more specific
parameters were selected to represent performance relative to each
function/criterion pair. Parameters were selected" on the basis of
expressed user interest, and consisted of probabilities, waiting
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times, time rates, and rate efficiencies. The matrix approach ensured
that no significant aspect of communication performance would be
overlooked in the parameter selection process.

The performance model used in defining the FED STD 1033 parameters differs
from those used in earlier standards and specifications in two major respects.
The first is the definition of user/system interfaces. The model defines the
end user of a data communication system or service as a human terminal operator,
unattended device medium (e.g., punched cards), or computer application program.
Thus, the end-to-end data communication system extends to the operator or medium
side of the data terminal, or to the applications program side of the host
computer telecommunications access method l . The end-to-end system includes
higher-level communication control protocol s such 'as ANSI's ADCCP (FED STD 1003)
and CCITT's X.25.

This viewpoint is essential in a user-oriented standard, since modern
terminals and protocols perform functions (such as error control, flow control,
and virtual circuit establishment) which have a profound effect on end-to-end
performance. One modern data corrmunication network whose end user interfaces
are defined in this way is IBM's Systems Network Architecture (McFadyen, 1976)~

The International Standards Organization is developing a reference model for
distributed computer networkswh~chfollows a similar interface definition
approach (ISO, 1978).

The second major difference between the FED STD 1033 model and earlier
performance models is in the selection of parameter defining events. In any
description of data communication performance, certain information transfers or
device state changes are identified as events to be counted, timed or compared
in calculating performance parameter values. As noted earlier, most existing
standards and specifications identify such events by reference to particular
system~dependent interface signals (e.g., off-hook). The FED STD 1033 model
departs from this approach by defining the performance parameters in terms of
more general, system independent reference events. Each FED STD 1033 reference
event is a "generic event ll which subsumes many system-specific interface signals
having a common performance significance; and each is defined in such a way that

lA IItelecorrmunications access method ll is a program in a teleprocessing application
computer which serves as the first point of contact for local application programs
requiring telecommunication service. One example of such a program is IBM's
Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (Albrecht and Ryder, 1976).
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it necessari-Iy occurs, at some point, in any end-to-end data communication
transaction.

System-specific interface signals are mapped into FED SrD 1033 reference
events on th~~ basis of the user interface involved, the type of information
transferred (e.g., user information or overhead), and the nature of the state
change the transfer produces. One example of a system~independent reference
event defined in FED STD 1033 is the start of block transfer. If a block of
information is to be moved between end users, it must at some point pass from
the physical possession and control of the source user to that of the system.
The identity of the information unit called a block, and the physical method of
transfer, will vary from system to system; but the event start of block transfer
can be identified in any system. A more rigorous state-machine presentation of
the FED STD 1033 model is provided in Seitz and McManamon (1978).

Any description of performance ultimately refers to some particular function.
The five primary communication functions considered in FED STD 1033 were defined
in terms of particular model events as follows-.

The access function begins on issuance of an Access Request signal at the
originating user interface, and ends (successfully) on the first subsequent
transfer of a user information bit or block from a source user to the
system. It encompasses all activities traditionally associated with
physical circuit establishment (e.g., dialing, switching, ringing, modem
handshaking) as well as any activities performed at higher protocol levels
(e.g., X.25). Making the end of access coincident with the start of user
information transfer reflects the user view that no data communication
service has actually been p,rovided until use,r information begins to flow.

The bit, block, and message transfer functions describe the flow of informa
tion between end users at three distinc.t levels of detail. Each function
begins on the start of output of the associated information unit from the
source user, and ends (successfully) on completion of delivery of that unit
to the intended destination. Each function encompasses all formatting,
transmission, storage, error control, and media conversion activities
performed between start of output and completion of delivery, including

retransmission if required. All three functions must be considered in a
comprehensive performance specification, as discussed below.
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The disengagement function begins on issuance of a Disengagement Request
signal at either user interface, and ends (successfully) on return of a
corresponding Disengagement Confirmation signal.

As noted earlier, the terms Access Request, Disengagement Request, and Dis
engagement Confirmation are general descriptions of purpose (generic events)
rather than specific names of interface signals. They' denote, respectively, any
event whose purpose is to initiate, terminate, or confirm termination of an
e,ntity· s participation in an information transfer transaction.

The bit transfer, block transfer, and message transfer functions each serve
a distinct purpose in the description of user information transfer performance.
The bit transfer function fulfills the need for a IIcof1111on denominator" to enable
performance comparison between services having different block lengths: perfor
mance parameters can always be compared at the bit level. The block transfer
function focuses attention on the information unit that is most relevant to the
user in his internal operations - the user information block2. The message
transfer function provides a formal basis for defining the so-called IIsecondaryll
parameters, which describe the long-term availability of a data communication
service. The IImessagell information unit is basically a sample size, determined
on the basis of measurement confidence limits as described in Crow and Miles
(1976) .

In conducting the failure analysis, we regarded each individual performance
of a primary function as an experiment, or trial, in the statistical sense; and
defined a set of possible outcomes of each "performance trial ll in a pie diagram
of, outcome possibilities called a sample space. Figure B-3 depicts six possible
outcomes of an individual performance of a general primary function 9 (represent-
,ing anyone of the five). The individual outcomes are distinguished on the
basis of the expected ending event (and any unexpected intermediate events) as
follows:

1. Successful Performance (gs)' The expected ending event occurs, and is
correct in both location (user interface) and content (delivered
information).

2As used in the standard, the term IIblock ll denotes a contiguous group of user
information bits delimited at .the source user/system interface for transfer
to a destination user as a unit. Thus, for instance, a block may be a single
ASCII character, a card image, a computer word, or the information field of
a frame, depending on the equipment and protocol characteristics at the
user/system interface.
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2. Content Error (ge)' The expected ending event occurs at the correct
location, but is incorrect in content.

3. Location Error (gm)' The expected ending event, or a required inter
mediate event, occurs at .an incorrect location.

4. . ~'stem Nonperformance (g~). The expected ending event does not occur
within the maximum performance period, as a result of either issuance
of a blocking signal or excessive delay on the part of the telecommuni
cation system.

5. User Nonperformance (gf)' The expected ending event does not occur
within the maximum performance period, as a result of either issuance

of a blocking signal or excessive delay on the part of a user.

6. Extra Event (gx)' A nonblocking event, not included within the expected
event sequence, occurs.

These outcomes are grouped into three categories in the sample space of Figure
B-3, in accordance with the three user performance concerns (or criteria) noted
earlier: efficiency, accuracy, and reliability.

As a specific example, consider the application of these outcome categories
to the function of block transfer. Successful performance is the case where the
source block is delivered to the intended destination within a specified maximum
block transfer time, and is correct in content. Content error is the case wher~

the delivered block contains one or more bit errors, additions, or deletions.
Location error is the case where the source block is delivered to an incorrect
(unintended) destination. System nonperformance i·s the case where the source
block is lost in transmission (e.g., as a result of an acknowledgement error).
User nonperformance is the case where the source block is not delivered as a
res.ult of a failure of the destination. user to 'perform sOlne required action
(e.g., allocate necessary buffer space). Extra event is the case where the
system delivers a block not output by any source (e.g., a duplicate block).
Figure B-4 summarizes the sample spaces for the five primary functions by indi
cating the general outcome categories included in each.

The final step in the FED STD 1033 paramete~r development process was to
select and define specific parameters to represent system performance relative
to each function/criterion pair. Figure B-5 illustrates how this was accomplished
in the case of the access function. Access performance was described in terms
of three specific parameters, one associated with each of the three general
performance criteria noted earlier~
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OUTCOMES INCLUDED IN SAMPLE SPACE
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Figure B-4. Primary function outcomes.
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ACCESS TIME
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ACCESS PARAMETERS
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1. Access Time =W(as) =1 I w(~)
s as=1

2. Incorrect Access Probability = P(am) = Am/A'

3. Access DenialProb~bility = P(a,) = AI/A'

DEFINITIONS

= Total number of Successful Access
outcomes counted during an access
parameter measurement
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outcomes counted during an access
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= Total number of Access Denials
counted during an access para
meter measurement.

A' = Total number of access attempts
counted during an access parameter
measurement: As+AnJ+AJo

w(as) = Value of access time measured on a
particular successful access attempt.

Figure B-5. Access parameter definitions.
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1. Access Time - Average value of elapsed time between the start of an
access attempt and Successful Access. Elapsed time values are calcu
lated only on access attempts that result in Successful Access.

2. Incorrect Access Probability- Ratio of total access attempts that
result in Incorrect Access (i.e., connection to an unintended destina
tion) to total access attempts counted during a parameter measurement.

3. Access Denial Probability - Ratio of total access attempts that result
in Access Denial (i.e., system blocking) to total access attempts
counted during a parameter measurement.

A maximum access time equal to three times the specified value of the
paramete'r Access Time was defined as a IItimeout constant II for performance
measurement purposes; access attempts not completed within this maximum time are
counted as access failures. The access failure probabilities are calculated on
the basis of a reduced measurement sample which'e~xcludes access attempts which
fail due to user blocking (e.g., the called party is busy or does not answer).

A key aspect of the FED STD 1033 parameter definitions is their expression
in mathematical form (Figure B-5). This approach eliminates the ambiguity
associated with traditional narrative definitions, and ensures that the parameters
will be applied in a consistent way in all situations.

The same general approach used in the access case was followed in selecting
and defining performance parameters for the user information transfer and disengage
ment functions. A separate probability parameter was defined to express the
likelihood of each possible failure outcome; ,and the successful performance
outcomes were expressed in terms of waiting times and (in the case of bit' and
block transfer) time rat~s. Bit and block transfer rate efficiencies were also
defined, to express system performance from the standpoint of resource utiliza
tion.

B-4. Secondary and Ancillary Parameters
Although the primary parameters described above provide a relatively detailed

description of data communication performance, they fall short of completeness
in two respE~ctS:

1. They do not provide the kind of macroscopic, long-term performance
view users traditionally associate with the concept of availability.
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2. They are user dependent, and thus cannot be applied directly in situa
tions where it is necessary to describe unilateral system performance.

A small set of additional "secondary" and lIancillaryll performance parameters
were included in the standard to meet these needs.

Figure 8-6 illustrates the approach used in defining the secondary (avail
ability) parameters. The sequence of transmissions between a specified pair of
users is divided into a series of consecutive performance measurement periods,
each corresponding to the number of transmitted bits in,a IImessagelias defined.
above. On completion of each successive message transfer function, values for
each of five 'isupportedll primary performance parameters are calculated. The
calculated values are compared with correspondi'ng outage thresholds to define
the outcome of that trial performance of the message transfer function as either
Operational Service state orOutaoge state. A service is defined to have been in
the Operational Service state (during the preceding performance measurement
period) whenever the measured val ues for all supported p'arameters are better
than their associated~out~ge thresholds; a service is defined to have been in
the Outage state whenever-the measured values for one or more supported parameters
are worse than their associated thresholds.

Five primary user information transfer parameters are defined as supported
performanci parameters: the four bit transfer failure probabilities (Bit Error
Probability, Bit Misdelivery Probability, Bit Loss Probability, and Extra Bit
Probability) and Bit Transfer Rate. Outage thresholds for the supported perfor
mante parameters are defined as a function of the corresponding nominal values
(specified for the service) as follows:

1. The outage threshold for Bit Transfer Rate is defined as one-third
(1/3) of the nominal Bit Transfer Rate.

2. The outage thresholds for the four bit transfer failure probabilities
are defined as a function of the corresponding nominal probability
values by expressing the nominal value as a power of ten (for example,
10-6) and then dividing the exponent by two (prOducing, for example, a
threshold value of 10-3).

Three secondary performance parameters are defined on the basis of the two
state (Markov) outage model shown in Figure B-6b:

Service Time Between Outages - Average value of elapsed time between entering
and next leaving the Operational Service state.
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Outage Duration - Average value of elapsed time between entering and next
leaving the Outage state.

Outage Probability - Ratio of total message transfer attempts resulting in
the Outage state to total message transfer attempts included in a measure
ment sample.

Service Time Between Outages and Outage Duration are equivalent to the traditional
availability parameters Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Mean'Time to
R~pair (MTTR). Outage Probability is essentially a sampled measure of unavail
ability. These parameters are termed "secondary" to emphasize the fact that
they are defined on the basis of measured primary parameter values, rather than
on the basis of direct observations of interface events.

The lI'anci1l ary ll parameters provide a quantitative means of expressing the
influence of user delays on the primary parameter values. As noted earlier, the
primary functions are defined in such a way that they normally involve a sequence
of interactions between the users and the system (Figure B-1); and their overall
performance time thus depends on both user and system delays. In essence, the
FED STD l033_approach divides this overall performance time into user and system
fractions, and defines the average user fraction as an ancillary parameter which
modifies or IIqualifies" the associated primary parameters.

Four ancillary parameters are defined in the standard, each expressing the
average user fraction of the total performance time for an associated primary
function3. As an example, the ancillary parameter User Access Time Fraction is
defined as the ratio of average u~er access time to average total Access Time
measured over a sample of successful access attempts.

Each defined ancillary parameter can beus~d directly as a correction
factor, to calculate lIuser-independentll values for the associated primary
efficiency parameters. If W(gs) is the specified performance time for a primary
function and p(g) is the associated ancillary parameter, the user-independent
time for the function is

[lp(g)] • W(gs)·

The factor [l-p(g)] is the average system performance time fr~ction - the comple
ment of p(g). Similarly, given any specified rate or rate efficiency parameter

3No ancillary parameter is defined for the bit transfer function since its values
can be inferred from the corresponding block transfer parameter.
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value, R(gs) or Q(gs)' the corresponding user-independent value can be calculated
as

R(9s )

Il-p(g)I or
Q(9s )

Tl-p(g)T ·

In each case, the user-independent values express the performance that would be
provided by the system if all user delays were zero; i.e.~~ if all user activities
were perfornled in zero time. As an example, assume the Access Time value for
the service of Figure B-1 is specified as 25 seconds, with an associated User
Access Time Fraction of 0.6. Then the user-independent Access Time value - the
average total system delay during access - is (0.4)(25)=10 seconds.

The ancillary parameters also provide a basis for identifying the entity
IIresponsible" for timeout failures; e.g., whether an access attempt not completed

within the maximum access time should be attributed to Access Denial or User
Blocking (Figure B-5). This decision is made by comparin~~ the ancillary parameter
value characterizing the particular trial in question with the corresponding
average ancillary parameter value. If the user fraction for the particular
trial exceeds the corresponding average, the failure is attributed to the user;
otherwise, the failure is attributed to the system. This application of the
ancillary parameters is described more fully in Seitz and McManamon (1978).

8-5. Problem Solutions - Summary
We noted earlier that the development of FED STO 1033 required the solution

of three key technical problems. The technical approach adopted in the standard
provides a solution to each of these problems, as summarized below.

1. System Dependence. The standard solves this problem through the
expedient of the user-oriented performance model. The model reduces
all use~/system interactions to a small set of general reference
events which can be identified in any system; and the performance
parameter definitions are then based on these system-independent
events.

2. Detailed Parameter Definition. The standard solves this problem by
using sample spaces and mathematical equations as the major parameter
definition tools. Sample spaces encourage the analyst to consider,
and carefully define, all relevant outcomes of a performance trial.
Equation definitions eliminate the ambiguity often associated with
purely narrative definitions.
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3. User Dependence. The standard solves this problem through the use of
the ancillary performance parameters. These parameters provide a
basis for "factoring out" user influence on the waiting time, time
rate, and rate efficiency parameters; and a means of determining
whether the user or the system is "responsible" for timeout failures.

Figure B-7 summarizes the performance parameters ultimately selected for inclusion
in' F.ED STD 1033. A total of 26 parameters were selected, including 19 primary
parameters, 3 secondary parameters, and 4 ancillary parameters.

8-6. Intended Application
In conclusion we present a feasible, if somewhatoptimisttc, view of the

ultimate application of FEDSTD 1033; and a summary of steps currently being
taken to approach that goal. An jdeal1y effective application of the standard
might be described in terms of the following general scenario:

1. Federal user organizations would understand and accept the need to
describe their communication requirements in afunctional, system
independent manner. Users would specify performance requirements in
FED STD 1033 terms, without reference to particular communication
facilities or services. Individual parameter values would be deter
mined on the basis of their impact on the user process being served;
as an example, the Bit Error Probability requirement for a digital air
traffic control system would be determined by considering the impact
of bit errors on air traffic control effectiveness.

2. Federal communications managers would have the authority and the
resources needed to select the best means of'meeting user require
ments. Where appropriate, they would aggregate independent user
requirements to be.met by, a single common user system. They would
develop procurement specifications by allocating end-to-end performance
objectives to purchasable subsystems in terms of the FED STD 1033
parameters.

3. Industry suppliers of data communication systems and services would be
willing to specify their performance in FED STD 1033 terms, and would
be appropri·ate1y compensated for their effort in doing so. Available
facilities and services would be catalogued, 'along with major Federal
applications, in a central communications data base which would
facilitate the design and procurement process.
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4. User, manager, and service supplier would monitor delivered performance
using the FED STD 1033 parameters as needed to (a) verify system
compliance with key requirements; (b) support effective network control;
and (c) monitor actual usage patterns. Performance measurements would
be facilitated by standard procedures and software tailored to the FED
STD 1033 parameters4.

The successful application of FEDSTD 1033 would provide a substantial cost
sa~ings to the Federal Government in the specification, procurement, and operation
of Federal data communication systems. Requirements specification would be
simplified by the standardization of performance descri·ptors, and by the existence
of a data base of similar previous applications. Procurement would be improved
by the standard I s "common denomi nator l' property, and by the facility and service
data bases. Operations would be enhanced by more effective network control.
The $400 million figure cited earlier provides an indication of the total Federal
cost savings potential; clearly, many similar benefits would accrue to non
Federal users of the standard.

The major orga'nizational tools needed to achieve the benefits cited above
exist within the Federal government at the present time. Interim .Federal
Standard 1033 is one of a series of standards being developed under the auspices
of the Federal Telecommunications Standards Committee (FTSC). This interagency
conmittee, operating under the sponsorship of the Office of the Manager of the
U.S. governmentls National Communication System, is authoriz~d by GSA and the
Executive Office of the President to develop telecommunication standards for
Federal-wide use (Bodson, 1978); and GSA has the authority to require that
Federal Agencies comply with these standards. Federal Property Management
Regulations published by GSAls Automated Data and Telecommunications Service
(ADTS) already define the general factors to be considered in conducting data
corrmunication requirements studies, and point out that GSA assistance in the
conduct of such studies is available (GSA, 1978). Thus,GSA ADTS has both the
authority and the responsibilities of an independent communications manager with
respect to most Federal data communication procurements. Additional technical
resources are provided by the Federal Information Processing Standards Program
of the National Bureau of Standards.

4Such tools are being developed for a new proposed Federal Standard FED STD 1043).
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Existence of the necessary organizational machinery does not, of course,
ensure that the transition from existing practice to full realization of the
benefits cited above will be trouble-free. While the standard has undergone
considerable critical scrutiny, i,·'tsoperational use has not been extensively
tested; and initial applications will undoubtedly reveal some areas which should
be clarified or revised5. Even if no such areas exist, a substantial effort
will still be required to educate Federal users and communications managers in
its use. Finally, industry suppliers will have to be convinced of its benefits
and provided with appropriate implementation incentives.

In recognition of these needs, the FTSC has elected to pursue a gradual
approach in implementing the new standard. This approach involves three specific
steps:

1. Approval of proposed Federal Standard 1033 on an interim (optional)
basis.

2. Development and publication of a FED STD 1033 user guide, plus additional
application examples.

3. Joint development, with ANSI Task Group X3S35, o.f an American National
Standard based on FED STD 1033.

Approval of the standard on an optional basis will allow Federal agencies maximum
flexibility in selecting initial applicati'ons, and will facilitate any revisions
suggested by such trials. The user guide and examples will familiarize users with
the standard, and will demonstrate its practical application. The joint Federal/
ANSI development effort will bring additional industry expertise to bear on the
problem, and will promote industry understanding and acceptance of the user-oriented
approach. As noted earlier, it is anticipated that these steps will ultimately
lead to mandatory.application of the standard in all Federal procurements.

A major determinant of the success 6f any standard is the breadth of partici
pation in its development. In order to ensure the broadest possible consensus
for Federal Standard 1033, interested readers are encouraged to suggest improve
ments and, if possible, to contribute directly to the ANSI TG 5 effort. Copies
of the standard and its supporting reports can be obtained by writing the authors
at the addresses noted above.

5The standard has been applied to three representative systems from a specification
viewpoint (Kimmett and Seitz, 1978); and a subset of the defined parameters have
been measured over the ARPA network (Payne, 1978).
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APPENDIX C: LINEAR PREDICTIVE CODING
Linear predictive coding'(LPC) has long been used in conmunication theory.

More recently, it has found applications in speech analysi·s and synthesis, speaker
identification, and word recognition, to name just a few new areas.

LPC models the vpcal tract as an all-pole digital filter and estimates the
filter parameters (predictor coefficients) using the time domain speech. waveform
itself, rather than the waveform's short-term frequency spectrum. This makes LPC
a relatively efficient method for encoding speech compared to frequency domain
techniques.

The vocal tract is -assumed to be modeled as a discrete, time-varying filter
with parameters changing slowly enough so that they can be considered fixed over
a specified time interval. Hence', the vocal tract can be approximated by a series
of stationary shapes. Atal and Hanauer (1971) have shown that this all pole model
can account for the glottal volume flow and radiation of sound from the mouth in
addition to vocal tract sounds.

The transfer function, H(z), used to describe the digital model over each
analysis frame is given by

H(z) =~~l__
P .

-11- ~ a.z
· 1 11=

(C-l)

for a model with P poles.
The timesequenceSn corresponding to the output of the recursive filter can

be written as

n = 0, 1, .. (C-2)

where {ail are the predictor coefficients that completely describe the character
istics of the filter and (on) is the driving function or input to the filter.

While there have been several formulations for the estimation of the linear
prediction coefficients, two least squares methods have become prominent, the
autocorrelation method and the co-variance method. The autocorrelation method
will be used in this study. The autocorrelation method can be considered as
estimating the filter coefficients by approximating the spectrum of the speech
waveform by an all-pole model.
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The portion of the signal to be analyzed is first multiplied by a finite
window of length N, changing the signal to

5 =n

Windowed speech sampled,

0,

o<n<N-l

n<o and n>N
(C-3)

Using this windowed signal, the prediction error sequence is defined as

n = 0, 1, .. (C-4)

and the total squared error is then

E = ~ e 2 = 5 2 + N-!+P P 2
T i.J i.J (5 - L: a. 5 .).

n n 0 n=1 n i=1 1 n-1
(C-5)

The predictor coefficients are selected so as to minimize the total squared
error. This is accomplished by setting the partial derivative of the total
squared error with respect to each predictor coefficient equal to zero. The
system of equations that results is

where

P
L: rli-kl ak = r ik=l

i = 1, 2, ••• , P (C-6)

N-l-lil
L: Sn 5n+1i In=o

i = 0,1,2, ... , P (C-7)

are the normalized short-term autocorrelation values of the speech signal and

N-l
R = L: S 2
o n=o n

is the normalization factor for these values. The normalized total squared
error can be defined by making usee of equations (C-5) and (C-6), yielding
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P
E = Emin = 1 - L

i=l
a. r.

1 1
(C-9)

The predictor coefficients are obtained by inverting a positive definite
Toeplitz matrix with elements

i, k = 1,2, ... , P (C-10)

Further insight can be gained by looking at the frequency domain approxima
tionto the above system. Taking the z-transform of equation (C-4), one obtains

E(z) = S(z) [H(z)]-l (C-ll )

where H(z) is defined in equation (C-l) and E(z) and S{z) are the z-transforms of
en and Sn respectively. ~arranging, equation (C~ll) can be written as

S(z) = E(z) H(z). (C-12 )

Minimizing the total squared prediction erl~or is equivalent to approximating
the error sequence, (en)' by

A

A ,

o ,

n = 0

n .,. 0

(C-13')

in the least squares sense. This implies that E(z) is being approximated by the
function A, a constant, and S(z) is being approximated by a spectrum correspond
ing to an all-pole transfer function, i.e.,

A.

E{z) = A

A A A
S{z) =E{z)H(z) = --P---

-i1 - L: a. z
· 1 11=

(C-14)

(C-15)

The value of A is determined by the application of energy conservation between
A

en and en' Using equations (C-9) and (C-13), one obtains
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P
A2 = Emin = E = 1 - ~

i -1
a. r.

1 1
(C-16)

thereby showing that A2 is equal to the minimum total squared error of the system.

Figure C-l shows the relationship between Sn' E, and Sn l
, E1.

Thi~ approach of estimating filter coefficients so as to minimize the energy
of the output of the inverse of a system driven by its impulse response is some
times called deconvolution or inverse filtering. Considerable work has been done
in this area of linear prediction of speech in the past few years and many good
references are available that give more detailed discussions of this subject.
Some particularly good ones are Markel and Gray (1976 and 1973); Makhoul (1975
and 1973); Makhoul and Wolf (1972); and Boll (1973).

o

C-1. Time Domain Interpretations
This total squared error or linear prediction residual energy can be considered

to be the output of an in~erse filter H(z)-l, where

P
[H(z)]-l = 1 + ~ a. z-l

i=l 1
(C-17)

[H(z)]-l is the filter that minimizes the residual energy, E. H(z) corresponds
to a smoothed spectral estimate of the data sequence (Sn) up to a scale factor
representing the gain. The relationship between Sn' E, and [H{z)]-l is illustrated
in Figure C-2. [H1(z)]-1 is the filter that minimizes the residual energy E1.
H1(z) corresponds to a smoothed spectral estimate of the data sequence Sn l up to a
scale factor representing the gain. The relationship between Sn l

, E1
, and [H'(z)]-l

is also illustrated in Figure C-2.
If (Sn) is passed through a different inverse filter, [H'(z)rl , of the

form

[H 1 (z) r 1
p

= 1+ L
i=l

-1a. z
1

(C-18)

which minimizes the residual energy (E I) for some other data sequence {S I), the
n

residual energy 0, must be greater than or equal to the minimum residual energy
E, i.e., D>E, with the equality holding if and only if H(z) = HI(z). Assuming
the data sequence (Sn) is obtained from an analysis frame of speech from the input
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and (Sn ' ) is the corresponding analysis fr~e from the output, the difference
between 0 and E is a measure of the distance between the two speech segments.
(Unless otherwise identified, unprimed variables represent data from the input.)

The dual of the above situation i~ also true. If (Sn ' ) is sent through
[H(z)]-l, the output will be D' , while E' is the output of [H'(z)]-l when (Sn ' )
is sent through it. Again, D'>E ' with equality if and only if H1(z) = H(z). As
before, the difference between D1 and E1 can be considered to be a distance
measure between the two speech segments.

E, E1
, 0, and D1 can all bew~itten as a combination of the autocorrelation

terms of (Sn) and (Sn l
) and the corresponding linear prediction coefficients (a i )

and (ap. Let

be the transpose of the linear prediction coefficient vector ~, and

E = r Ii _kI i, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • , P

(C-19 )

(C-20)

the normalized autocorrelation matrix. The four error terms can then be written
as

E = AT R A (C-21)- =-

E1 = AIT ~I AI (C-22)

0 = AIT ~ AI (C-23)

D1 =IlT ~I Il (C-24)

where the primes signify. variables from the output. The derivation of this can
be found in Markel and Gray (1973).

\

E and E1 are calculated for each analysis frame using the Levin\~on Algorithm,
\

but 0 and 01 are calculated when the output is compared to the input because of
\

the structure of Rand R' , the autocorrelation matrices. These calculations can
be simplified by calculating the autocorrelation terms of ~ and ~, the linear
prediction coefficient vectors. Using the symmetry of the autocorrelation terms
of ~, and ~, Dand D1

, can be written as

P
D = L g. r.

· 0 1 11=
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where

P
D1 = l:

i=O

q. = 2 •,

g. r!, ,

(i = 1, 2, ... , P

(C-26)

(C-27)

p-lil
gi = 2· I: a.k a.k+1 (i = 1, 2, · • · ,

k=O

P 12
g = l: elk
o k=O

1

(a.i ) and (a.i ) are the· P+l tenris in the vectors ~ and ~ respectively.

(C-28)

(C-29)

(C-30)

C-2. Frequency Domain Interpretations
Each of the four error terms can be interpreted in the frequency domain.

Using Parseval's Theorem, the total squared error, E, can be written as

'IT/T
E = ~ en2 = 2; f IE(w) 1

2
dw (C-3l)

-'TT/T

where E(w) is obtained by substituting z = eiwt into E(z). From (C-ll), the mini
mum linear prediction error was found to be

E(z) = S(z) [H(z)]-l (C-32)

while the least squares estimate can be written as

substituting z = eiwt into (C-32) and (C-33) one obtains

E(w) =S(w) [H(w)]-l

E(w) = S(w) [H(w)]-l
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A

Rearranging (C-35) and substituting in E(z) = A,

[H(w)]-l =~ •
S(oo)

Inserting (C-36) into (C-34),

E(w) = A ~(w) •
S(oo)

substituting (C-37) into (C-3l)

2 I n/T
2E = IJL ~ doo2n .A . 2

_ nIT IS(w) 1

(C-36)

(C-37)

(C-38)

But IS(w)\2 and 1~(w)12 are just the corresponding p~er spectra, p(w) and ~(w)~
of the speech signal and its least squares linear prediction estimate. Therefore,

2 nIT
E = T.A. f. ' llil. d·2 A w.

n _ nIT P(w)

Similarly E1 can be shown to be

TIlT
E' = TA

,2 I PI(w) dw
2n pi (w)

- niT

o and 0 1 can also be obtained by the same method and written as

TA I2 TIlT

I ~- doo0=--2TI pi (00)
- TIlT

_ TA2 TIlT
0 1 I pi (00)

doo- 2TI A

P (00)- TIlT
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The distance measures 0 and D' are not all that pleasing when defined in the
frequency domain. They compare the ratios between a true speech power spectrum
and an estimated power spectrum. A much more desirable measure would compare the
ratios between the estimated power spectra of the input speech and the output ver
sion of it. This can be done by taking the ratio of Dto E and D' to E' . The
ratio of each of these pairs of residual errors, DIE and D'/E', then defines
new distance measures which are more appropriate. In both cases, the ratios
are greater than or equal to one, with equality if and only if H(z) = H'(z).

The ratios DIE and D'/E ' are sometimes called likelihood ratios because
under certain circumstances, they have been shown to be true likelihood ratios
by Itakura (1975). As mentioned before, the frequency domain interpretation of
the likelihood ratios gives a good justification for using them as distance
measures. In the time domain

where

l: D 2
D _ n n
r - L e 2

n n

l: en
2

=l: (Sn - ~ a.Sn ,.) 2
n n i=l'-

(C-43)

(C-44)

(C-45)

Gray and Markel (1976) have shown that DIE can be written in the frequency domain
as

nIT 2
Q.= ~ f ~ dw (C-46)
E 2TI_

TI/T
IH'(w) 1

2 '

where the substitution z = ejwT is made in the filters H(z) and H'(z). Inverting

(C-36) and its dual, one obtains'
A

H(w) = S iw) , and
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A

HI { ) =5 1
(w)

W AI •

Substituting (C-47) and (C-48) into (C-46)

(C-48)

TI/T
D_T f. ~r - 2TI . A2.

-TI/T

and

dw , (C-49)

(C-50)

Once again, the magnitude squared of the signal IS spectrurrl is just its power
spectrum, therefore

Similarly

2 7T/T A

D - TAl f pew) Ow
r - 2TIA2 -TIlT PI (w)

(C-5l)

DI TA2
-EI = -2TI-A-.'":-2

7T/T A

f pi (w) d
A w

=1T/T pew)
(C-52)

As can be seen from (C-5l) and (C-52), D/E and D1/E ' compute the ratio between the
estimated power s~ectra of the reference and channel-distorted speech. ·While Dand
DI compare the true power spectra of the reference speech to estimates of the power
spectra of the channel-distorted speech.

The LPC analysis requires the calculation of the autocorrelation functions
Ri , i = 1, 2, ... P, for each frame. Solving the sets of equations (C-6) by

recursion results in the following procedure.

i-1 (i-1) ]
k. = - [R. + l: a. R. · IE. 1

1 1 1 1-J 1-j=l
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a.(i)=k.
1 1

(i -1 )
a.(i) =a.(i-l) + k. a.. 1 _< j < i-1
J J , '-J

2E. = (1 - k. ) E. 1., ,,-
The error E; ;s calculated at each step and 0 ~ E; ~ E;_l' The k; are known "as
either reflection coefficients or Parcor coefficients.

One additional set of parameters of interest are the area coefficients,
defined by

1 + k.
A; = 1 _ k~ 1 < ; < P (C-54)
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